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TM ORIGIN# DEVELOPNENT# AND SIGNIPICANCE OP 
THE CONCEPT CP TEE HEIMANT IN THE OLD TESTANENT 
The purpose of this thesis Is to investigate the place 
of the Remnant in the development of the Hebrew Religions 
with regard to both the secular and theological uses of the 
concept, In some recent theological books much attention 
has been paid to the significance of the Remnant for Chris. 
tian theology. Professor H. H. Rowley has stressed the 
close relationship between the Remnant concept and the doc- 
trine of Eleotion. 1 Professor T, W, Manson finds a develop. 
ment of the prophetic doctrine of the Remnant through the con- 
eept of the Suffering Servant in Second Isaiah and of the 
Son of Man in Daniel to the sufferings and mission of Jesus 
Christ wbos in Himselfp embodies the Remnant. He writes# 
Whether we begin with the religion of the Old Testa. 
ment and work our way forward throtigh propbe0y and 
apocalyptic# or whether we start from the fact of 
the Early Church and try to trace it to its begin- 
nings# the idea of the faithful Remnant in the 
Ariadne thread that leads us to the centre of the 
labyrinth, There we find the Cruoifiedo who took 
up*a himself tb form of a servant# and became obedi. 
ent unto death: 
1 
-N. N. Rowley# The Biblical Doctrine of 
Election 
(London,, 1950)t PP* 70ff*_#__ 143-ffdo 
-2 
'T*'W* Mansonp The Teadbing of Jesus (Cambridge# 
1931)v p, 236* 
i 
Recently Eric Beaton has protested against the use 
of the phrase "prophetic doctrine of the Re=anto"l In his 
study of the root )NUIp he finds no certain indication that 
the prophets themselves used the term re=ant for any hops 
In the future# In speaking of the remnant of Israel# they 
were pointing instead to the greatness of the disaster 
which was to overtake their nation. It is only in the sec. 
ondary strata of the prophetic books that we find the tars 
used with a positive, forward-looking significance. While 
his work has added to our knowledge of the variety of uses 
of the biblical root ýHý, p he has failed to penetrate to 
the inner meaning of the concept of the Remnant, and to work 
out Its relationship to the doom-salvation motif# and to the 
concept of the People of God, While the identifioation, of 
the various strata of the biblical writings is a necessary 
task# Heatonts wholesale assignment of passages to a late day 
by-passes the question of the origin of the concept in the 
prophetic oirclev* Each passage should be examined in the 
light of the relationship of the concept to the whole of the 
prophet's teaebingp and should not be made to fit a pro-con- 
ceived notion that the prophets could not have held a posi. 
tive view of the Remnant. 
There are four roots used for the Remnant in the 
Erio Heatonp "The Root -)hQ)and'the Doctrine of the 
Remnant". Z. T. S# N, S, III (April# 19.52)o Ppo 27-39* 
X1 
Old Testament, ), Sl' 6 ý0 -7 JV) and ý ýýV* The 
concept will be studied principally in relation to these four 
roots. Reference will also be made to places where the idea 
of the Remnantv although not found in these rootsm, is Implic. 
it; as,, for instance* in the story of the Call of Abrahaza, 
iii 
Chapter I 
STUDY OP THE ROOTS -7) 6ý]* W-1 AND 
IN RELATION TO THE CONCEPT OF THE REMNANT 
A6. - The root 
_7_)Oocourx only twenty-nine timex 
WM 
in the old Testament* It is used mainly of the xUrVIT41 of 
persons from warfare or catastrophe. There is a pýhttsrn of 
expression in the bistorloal aaaounts of the oonquest of the 
land of Palestine wbiobuses- 
)'More a imply thi; ocours an -Th VJ17 
17 ý'-V Tbs substantivsý"ýUfts often used parallai'Tto 
in, the sense of survivor. 3 other plaaes it in used by it. 
self with the same meaning& I 
llý T7.04717 fN, 73 /7)/77 -Iýlk Ir so 
'Nuo 21235s, Pts 3: 3, p 2 Kis 10ills Josho 8: 22, p lOt33# 11t8s' (emend -)7, qW, *Il ofp B#H*), 
, It 2josh. lOt2Q# 30o 37o 39s 40* Dt. 2134* 
3: 0sh. 8t22# Jer. 42117,441140 La. 2: 22p Joel 3: 5 (E*T. 2: 32)o 
I 
2 
Once It In used to Indicate offspring or surviVoro A 
definitely theological use of the root is found in Joel 3: 5 
(E. T., 2132) . where it refers to those Who have escaped the 
eachatological judgmnt of the Day of Yabweb-o Among these 
survivors a" those cilled by the Lord* 
to The root (9 
ý cj. witb its derivatives Is found 
, eigbt. v times In the Old Testamento it ocoura frequently in 
the Psalms# where It expresses the idea of resoue# of do. 
liveranee., -00 11 
j)ý "So a ommitted his cause 
r 
to the Lordl let him deliver hin#" (It. sv. 3 ýThese pas.. 
sages refer rather to a personal ezcAp6 from the wicked 
oppressor than to deliverance an a national scale., The 
participle in used porsonally in the sense of "my deliverer, 114 
Elsewhere the verb Ito used to express the deliveratice of 
acquittal#5 being carried off as pr9y. 6 the calving ckr a cow. 7 
The substantive 'ýSjle used frequently for fugitives 
or escaped ones of Ephraim#8 of the House of Jaocb#9of Ben- 
0 'r, 
'Ina# 1: 91 cf. also ob. 18, p Jer# 31: 2# 47s4s Josho 10: 20* , 
2 
: ob 18: 119, 
3 
Pso 22: 9 (E*T 8) For the amendation'of 
ý to. " 
see B*D*Bo Cf. also ; so 
12: 5 (E. To 4) 3lt2 (E. To 1) 
ig: 40i 71i2s 82940 91: 14 18: 44 (E#To 2 Sam* 22t44# 
: 49 (E. To 48)9 17: 13v 4311# 71: 4# 
": 2* .4 






Tob 21: 10 
8 
-Tu. Z2: 4, p 5., 
9Isao 10: 20. 
3 
jaminil of Judah and jorilealem#2 of the nations#3 of the 
Moabitos#4 from Bobylon, 5 and from the gword. 6 It als'O re. 
fern to vegetation which has escaped destruetion. 7 The 
emphasis in this root is On the 080 Od rOmAnto It refers 
thus to those who eseaped from the Assyrian invasion#8 those 
who escaped being exiled#9 and those who escaped after Yahweh's 
tuture judgwnte 
r 









ant will be establisbed in 
Mount Zion and in Jerusalem. 
That this eseaped rezmant in of great significanoe 
for the family# tribe., and nation may be illustrated by the 
following, Aodb divided bin company into two groups so 
that if Esau destroyed one oonpanyp the otber would be 
, 70Dý. n Tosepb claimed that be was prot*oted, by God T-. -F. - 
20b, 141 Es. 6ig, 7il6p 24: 26p 27, )3t2l# 2 KI. 19130s 
3ý1 Imao 37131# 32, 
3, ga, 45t2O 4Nu, 21: 29 
*er, 50: 28 
6. Tero h4: 28# 51: 501 Exo 6: 8# TEx. l015; ; ool 2: 3* 
82 Ki. 1960 fo n Xnas 3701s 321 2 Chro 30s6. 
, 
9Neh, 1: 29, 
Of. also Obo, 17; Joel 3: 5 (9, To 2: 32)* 
clans 32: 9 (E*To 8). 
14. 
to keep alive survivors for a great deliveranceel 
sr-mvi 11: )ý D-ivjý O"IMI 
"IJ nP0.7 
7 
0 .. 1 - .. r-.. - J7ý`Mlh Y IH2 7- -r 
Those left of therdeoimatTed *ii'i'be of Benjamin wire to be 
provided with 'Wives on the principle that 
be blotted out from Israel* 9 
I 'V) .7b6.2 
T 
vr 
Yahweh In to send survivors of the day of 
a tribe could not 
Wý' -7 
2 
07 7ý; ý 
judgwnt to the 
far away ounistlands, # to declare his glory among the nations,. 
3 
C. The root with its derivatives ocours on* 
h=dred and three times in the Old Tentaments PAre de Vaux 
claim that this root bears a sbado of maning which, makes 
it unsuitable for the conoept of the Re=ant of Israell 
namly# the Idea of that which is surplus or in excess* 
Car le not corsporte Una numnae qui staooords mal a 
oet usaget 11 dit plut6t a*-qui est"on-surplum#- 
ce qui oxc6do, Cleat. 4-dir* qulil. ýtire 11atten.. tion non pas vers le reste qui subsists zRIA vers, 
Ifen'somble auquel ce reste 6tait adjoint, Ce a no 
dI ! eXeds" out f andamntal-dans le raoins 
Aocording to, PAra, d@, V&uxv the propheta preferrýed- 
the root '? SU)for the romnants because it drew attention 
toward the si&if Imnoe of the part whi0b survived* Eric 
Reston roverses thLa judgment# 
., 
oUizing that the uso of. 
-)SP stresses the lxportithe6 ofthe part left over or 
lGens 4517- 21: 17* 31&&? 
ý 
46:; g* 
4PArS do Vauxp OLO lRests d1jeraell dlaprin les 
ProphOtem". RB 4W year (1933)s p* . 
528, p note_ 1ý,, 
5 
surviving, b 
The main difference between them appears to be not# 
as do Vaux suggests# that -ýS77 diverts atten. 
tion more than -), qW from the part to the wbolep but 
rather that -)sr does not direct our attention as 
consistently an ')HUI backwards to an antecedent loss& 
When -), Q-1 is used* t which is left over (the 
lexcessf) In often too substantial to be oalled a 
'residue' and sufficiently important to merit at- 
tention. 3. 
He notes# howeverp the number of pcosages where the two 
roots are used Luterchangeably#2 and acknowledges tbo Ufft- 
oulty of comLngto any precise distinction between them* 
The difficulty of reaching any generalinatLon about the root 
-)ST7 may be iseen In an anal". Ls of Its us* In the Old 
Testament& 
-). S7'7 41611 IOIR31 tb* MAJOr P&rt of the wbole,, 
3 we 
half of the whol4#4 or a small part in proportion to the 
wbolo,. 5 To the laist group say be added plaoss where the 
r8maindor a Ignif iGA thing$ Or Per90nI inferior In number. Or 
quality,, such as food left by the poor#6 Teget&ticn left by 
locusta, 07 og the remnant of the Repbaimp8 the re=ant of the ewý 
'Heatons ! Tbe Root ZT-S- W-S- 111. (19524 
p. 29p note It 
2EX0 1015, Josh. 23tl2j I Sam4 25834S 1 Kit 22t47; 
Isa, 4: 3; Jer6 3417,44: 7* 19* 
31, ev. 14: 18; Jut 7: 61 1 Sam# 13s2s, 15; 151 2 Samo 
Jollo wI Chrd 19tIll 2 Chr, 13: 10* 
4EX* 28: 101 Isa* 44: 191 Zoob, 14t2, 
5-Tu, '8tlO,, 9s5l 2 Sam. 64 w1 Cbr. l8s4l I Kie 
20130; Isao 1: 91 ; or,, 34: 71,, Eaok* 48: 15p 18. 
6EX- 23: n. 7joe]. 1: 4. eDeut- 3: 11 a Joflhe 12: 4, p 
6 
nations left among the Israelites in Palestineol the Gibeon. 
ites as a rermnt of the Amoritese2 
On the other hand# ýSJ'7 is used in the Hipbil with 
the meaning "to show excess" or "to have more than enough"13 
and the noun -)J77 means "what its over and above imediate 
necessities, " L. eo an abundanee#4 a pre. eminenee in strength 
and power. 
5 in used In adverbial phrases with the 
o*6 meaning exceedingly or "abundantly. It is also used of 
a simple surplus or exeess47 
It is used without emphasis to designate the restp 
or remainder# that In the second of two parts#8 A very 
frequent use of in in the phrase -)J7"' "the 
rest of the affs. irs of" with reference to the chronicles of 
the kings of Judah and Israsli9 
It is used for the common people in opposition to 
the rulers#10 for Individuals left alone# such an Elijah. 
11 
1ýosh. 231l. 21 1 Ki. 9: 21-. Yx 2 Chr, Wo 
22 Sam. 21s2. 
3Ezo 36171 Dout, 28: 11* 30191 1 Kio 4: 431 2 Chro 31110. 
4Zdb 22t2O. 500n. 49136 6D&n. 8: 9; Ioa. 56tl2- 
TNýa 31: 32* 
80ano 30: 36; Josh* 17: 21 1 Obr* 6t46; Exek& 34: 189 
91 1CL, 6 11: 41 and 41 times in Kinges, Chronicles* 
IONýb. ýtl6s 4: 8 (HoT. 14)p 13(E*To 19)o 
III Kio 18: 22# 19slOp 14* 
7 
Jacob. 1 and Benjamin, 2 for the re=ant of Israel left after 
disaster and defeat. 3 
Typical of the uses of -)S7"' which point to a thoo.. 
logical significance of the part left over, are the following: 
Elijah left as the only witness to Gods H"'31 
4 
survivors of the inhaýbiýtsnýts Of 
Palestine left'in the land as potential sources of trouble for 
Israel,, DIIJ 0 )ý"ýt75 
A grOUP lOft to see the tllfilment of Godle word of threat 
against Israel for her sin# 6 survivors left as the means 
of continuance of the existence of a dynastyj of a people. 8 
The holy remnantp left in Zerusalem after the final judgment, 
ýJH 0-7p, Z341-1 -'--119 DI 1 77"ý -3 NOR Xill 9 r 0- r4 fo- S0- Y'r., is to rule the surrounding nationso Survivors of the 
nations are to worship inlerusalemell 
This variety of usage of the root -N'y prevents us 
from making, any clearcUt distinction between its Bignifi- 
oanae and that of the root While there is so= 
Gon' 32: 25.2G*n@, Wt20# 38* 
'3ke 50 (E. T. 2)p Zepb, 2: 91 
Zer. '3919- 
41 Ici. 18t22.5NUa 33t55* 
72 Sam. 131301 Zuo 9: 5* 
8Isa, lig; Jero 4427o 
Zeob. l4t2p 2 Ki* 25: 11 
6ES. 6t8ff., 12tI6. 
91saa 40, lozepb, 2199 -132oob. l4ll6. '- 
8 
evidence for -M " having at times the meaning of Oexcesss" 
this in by no means always the came* This root has a forwardw 
looking aspect, not because it bears a shade of meaning of 
"excess#" but because it signifies that a part of the Ubole 
remains# and as long as it remains it bears in Itself the 
potentiality and hope of renewal of that whole which has been 
destroyedo 
The root with its derivatives Occurs 
two hundred and twent Y times* Eric Heaton, in his study of 
this root# concludes that (qV emphasizes the destruction 
which has taken place rather than the significance of the 
residue, which has come out of that dentrUctione 
primarily directs attention# not forwards 
to the residuopý but backwards -to the -Whole of which it had been a parf anTOto the devastation 
and loss by Whiah it had-boon brought into b*InS* 
Ifeaton, refors to the uses of, in cognate langmages 
such as those cited by Go Aa Cooke$ 
2 
and A& Cowley, 03 
which$ be claims# illustrate the basic meaning of -)RV 198 
remainings or being loft. over# frca a -larger num"r or 
quantity which has in some way been disposed of-A This 
'Beatons "The Root op"" :. T. S NbS 0 111 (1952)0 p. 29* 
2 G. A,, 'Cookev North Se, mitic Insoriptioni, (Oxford# 
1903)v 7365P 94*3- 
3A. Cowls Aramaic p1pyri, of the Fifth CentuEj B. C. 
(O: tford, p 1923)*, o 81', 6T-7* 77# 106# JLIU#- 
41The Nabatasan, inscript'Lon in Cooke# Inscriptions# 
94-. 3 uses R"Iffaimply for the rents or the second of two 
olasmesp withoxit' any reference to dinjosals 
9 
basic meaning,, howeverg, does not determine what emphasis is 
to be placed upon the part which remains. It is a mistake 
to say that -)(q6 In primarily backwards-lookinge While 
there am some references which emphasize only the destrue. 
tion, p there are many which have a bi-polarity of outlook; 
they refer backward to the devastation but at the same tim 
also forward to the renewal* 
At times the negative particle is used with the root 
to express the idea of the totality of the destruction. 
1 
This idea of totality in also gained by referring to the re- 
moval or destruction of the residual part, 2 Those of the 
Ammonites# who survived the attack of Saul's army# were 
scattered like straw in the wind until no two of tbera were 
left togetber. 3 The survivors of Pharaoh's army are to be 
scattered to every wind, 4 The meaninglessness of the ran- 
nant is portrayed in the pioture of the fruit left over as 
gleanings,, 5 and in the description of the remains of a. sbeep 
taken from tbe-moutb of a lion*6 The survivors of the Xs- 
reelite conquest of Palentlne'. ars to be destroyed by despon- 
dsncyo7 So great will be the disaster that wilý overtake 
In. 10: 190 261 141281 Nu. 9: 12, 
214V, 
ý. 261361 zopbe 1: 4.31 SM, 3.12l], 
113s'ske l7t2l& 51-a- 17: 6l ar. 6: 9* 
6j. 
108 3: 12, 
rs. b 'D*Uti 7120 Yor tba'. translation of Y 
"doispandenoy" rather than b "hornets"t of* L., Kdhler* Kleine 
Lighter (Zu-riobp 1945)* Po 
19f* 
10 
Judah that the remnant surviving will prefer death to lifeel 
So few trees will be left to Assyria that a child could num. 
2 bar them* 
In also used to describe simply what is left 
over and above that which has found some specific use. 3 
Tbus it comes to have the weakened sense of the frestl - 
the asoond of two classex. 4 
Besides the negative use of ýIvvj p and its nou- 
tral sense of the treat$# there in also the forward-looking 
aspect* pointing towards the possibilities of danger$ or of 
hope of restoration* which are Inherent in the existence of 
a remoantý The danger of a revival of a military attack 
upon the Israelitesp and of the corruption of Yahwism by the 
survivors of the defeated Canaanites Is at the basis of the 
total annihilation strategy in warfare. 5 That this danger 
Was SL real (me We May judge from the accounts of the Amalek.. 
It. 8 remAnt, and the Anakin. 6 Jeremiah puts this case 
3Ey 
.. 8j27 (E, T. 31),, 10: 191 Nu. 9: 12) 
1 Sam# 16: 111 
2 Kia 241141 Joro 490 n Ob. 5* 
4out. 11i2ol I Chr, llt8 1209 (E*To 38), 16: 411 
2 Cbro 9: 29p 24: 34 Ezra 3181 43o 7; Neh-ýW# 10: 29# 4: 1# 
20; Esther 9W. 
161 
Isaý 2!. sl7o 
g Dout. 211ILp 20ol8o Zoah. Nu* 21135 sm Dout., 3: 3; 8: 22j, 10: 2% 30P 37* 39o 40o lltOp 2317* 01 1 Sam, 14061 
2 Kis 10: 11* 
61 Ssx* 30117 With I chr,, '4: 43s, " josh. 11: 21f 6 
with 1. S"&' 17t4f-f 
11 
theoretically by saying that If only wounded men were Jef t 
of the Cbaldaean Arvoy fighting against Jerunaloms even those 
wounded men would rise up to bum the city with f ire *I 
Ezekiel allows for the possibility of EgWt being made a doe. 
olation# with ber people scattered among the nations# and 
after forty years being able to regain politioal indepondence*2 
This positivev forward-looking aspect Of thO Remnant 
is also found in the use Of ýH(ý as the beiLrer of the lift, 
and existence of a peoplep a tribep or a famI174, To under- 
stand the importance of a remnant as the bearer of future 
hopes* It In necessary to observe the psychic unity of 4 
group or family in the Semitic consotousness. 3 This feeling 
of solidarity within their own ecw=ity extends not only to 
units of their own days but also embracps their descandants* 
To be left without descendants was the greatest of tragedies 
for the Semitee Thus we have the ease of the widow request- 
Ins David's belp on bobalf of her non who killed his brother 
and was to be, put to death* She says that If the family inft 
sints an the lax talionin, tbey would "quench my coal which-is 
. 
lZero 37: 10* 2JM. 20: 12ffo 
3ef. Jobs* Pedersen# laraeL, (Copenhagens 1926)ý I-IIp 
46ff. & "The absolute aiinlElMlon consists in being driven 
out of onels conmitIt in being out off from one's "'Iam. n It only happens with a person who has broken the fundamen- tal laws of life) and thus himself has severed the string that binds him to life, The one who lives normally. 11vex 
among his kinsmen and thrWgb death PANBOO into the large acm. 
Muni - of kinsmen who have gone bef or* him's* 
(P * 55) * Peder- 
sen claims that an cals is a commity which form Wholeso 
It may be the father's houses, the cityi, the empiro or the 
peoploo 
12 
left and leave to my husband neither name nor remnant upon 
tho f aee of the esirth. ý"l 
j7i1, ýil '31 ýY ST-IVI Dý T'W 
To obtain posterity for a ohildless, deoeased mans 
and thus prevent his name from being blotted out and his 
family frcm perishing, to the purpose of the Levirate mar- 
2 rioge. k The use of S7"ý(4V for descendant in also evi- 
a *0 '* 
dent in the Joseph story where Joseph explains to his brothers 
that be Was preserved to keep a remnant alive for them. 3 
Jacob would go down to Sheol In borrow if Benjamin, who he 
tbougbt was left alone of his sons by Racbelo abould die, 4 
The danger of the restoration of a dynasty to power is ever 
present If there be left but a single ourvivor. 5 The same 
L@ Rost In "Die Bezeichnungen : rttr Land und Volk ix Alten Ten. 
tament" Feitteahrift Otto Prockech (Leipzig# 1934)# tinde 
three aspoote orThe `aM IH the litarl, 9 legalg, and eultio gotivitten of the oommlnltyo 
16 cam Ist demnaob die Zusa=entaes=g der Manner zu 
gewineamen Beraten und Handelug der Vannerbund# der verant- 
vortlich ist fUr den Bestand den Staaten In Krieg und Prieden 
durch Pflege der Wehrhaftigkeit den Rechts und den Kulten*" 
pb 146 * 
cto also Werner E Müllerg Die Vorstellunp, vcm Rest Im 
Alten Testament (Leipzigv 1939)o Po 279 Note 4# 'Mheremb Me 
that ü-beneve o re=ant of a 7111 1710 or, l 1.1 In Men- tioned# the basiq Ldea behind such S'roups Iß that of the 11Y. 
12 Sam. 14: 7. 
2Deut, 25: 5# 7-10; Rutb'4tlO of* Pedersen Immel 
I-Ilp PPe 77ff*t and also p. 4255, *The exterminatrm U, the 
nam is the strongest expression of annibilation. 0 
3Gen* 45: 7,, 4G*n. 4208, 
5Deut, 31111 : 05ho 13tl2l,. l Kis l5t29* 161lli 2 Xi. 
10113. (E*T, 17)t 2 Chr. 2ltl7- 
13 
is true of a family. 3- The hop* of survival after the flood 
Is preserved through Haab and Us f amily as the sole survivors 
of the old world. 2 Jacob divided his camp so that, if one 
part were destroyed by Esau* the other would be left f or the 
prosemation of the life of the group. 
3 Having no rennant 
meant no posterity f or Babylon*4 for israel*5 
In our eXomination of the develop=nt of the con. 
cept of the re=ant in the prophetic period# we shall be 
able to observe the numerous ocourrences of ), qV with a 
theological connotation. For the present a few example$ 
Will suffice * God will spare IL remnant that is pious, 06bunbl, 9,7 
faithful,, 8purified#9 the recipient of Godis power and salva. - 
tion. 10 
Upon the results of this study of the four roots# 
we may conclude that the concept of the remnant an the 
bearer of the elistenoe of a family# tribe# or nation is well 
founded in common uMAge- It was well fitted to become the 
vablele of Hebrew tbougbt conoarning the oontinuitnos ckf life 
11 Sam, 25: 221 Rixtb 115, 
2 Gen, 7: 23- 3Gen* 32: 9* 
". Ter, 44: 7* 
51 Kjo 19, l8@ 
6 I KL* IqtI8* TZ*pb* 3112* 
82 Ki. 19: 31 IRA,, 37132* 
9111as 413PIWOp 21* 22s 11111p 16, p 28s5s ý, Zfopb, 
3: 13. 
10 2 Ki, 1914 a Isa. 3714; Mi. 2sl2v 5: 6.7# 71l8) 
Inao 46: 31 jer, 23: 3# 3117s 50: 20; Zeph. 2: 7# 91 Zeoh* 8: 11, 
14 
and the seourity of the futureel It is true# as pointed out 
above# that there are numerous instances where the 
,,, 
remnant 
is used merely to emphasize the totality of deBtruotiono The 
very fact# however, that the word is used in this negative 
way points to the importance of the concept of the remnant 
itself, The life of the ca=mmity Is maintained even though 
It be reduced to a very ismall remnant. 
Several times in their bistory the People of Israel 
faced the possibility of a complete end of their existence 
as a people* At such t1iies the implications of the existence 
of 9 remnant wore of greatest importance* It is the pur. 
pose of the writer of this tbasis to trace the concept of the 
Remnant through the various vicissitudes of the history of 
Israel, and to show bow it changes and develops* 
INttller Reptr pe 37fe nillt dem Vorhandensein einen 
Bebten ist dao*hlroFo"te Gut# das Leben# in seinen Fortbestand 
gesichert, - 
Einen Namen, Gýodschtnie oder Samen oder einen 
Rent besitzen# eutet Leben haben, Angesichts einer 
konkreten Bedr-tg diesen Lebens bent6ht lii7&11*-'den 
Unterliegens zuletzt nür noch die Hoffnung# danz einiget weinz! 
-- 
und einen Rest bilden kOnnten um so den 





THE ORXGIN OF THE CONCEPT CP TEE REMNANT- 
From our study of the use of the term "re=ant" in 
the Old Testawnto we have been able to note its wide use in 
the secular life of the corumnity, Any consideration of 
the theological significance of this concept should take in- 
to account the close relationship between secular and reli- 
gious uses. In a nation like Israel the two were bound to 
be closely intertwined, as Farntrich ban noted; 
Bedenken wir von hier aus# das£ 'der Gedanke des 
Renten Im Verlauf der Geschichte den Gotteavolken 
je und da= angewandt wurde auf den die grosten 
Gerichtskatastrophen Uerdauernden Bestand den 
Volkes# da= ergibt sich# das% auch hieiý die 
Grenge zwischen dem protanen und dem tbeologleo n 
Gebrauch den Rentgedankenn flienzend sein mußselr 
Therefore we dannot deterrtine the origin of the theo- 
logical concept of the "Remnant* without examining the poo- 
sibls sources of the secular conoept of the remnant, We 
shall place the Israelite use of theýterm over against its 
use in the surrounding civilizationt with which Israel 
ýV*-Herntricbj, "Der lResto L1z, Alten--Te#tament#* 
MW oN. T. (Stuttgarts', 1942) IV, 202,26d, - 
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shared many common modes of thoughte Alsop since it is be. 
coming increasingly apparent that the cult played an impor. 
tant part in the life of the People of Israel# we must exam. 
ine the claim that this concept sprang from their ritual* 
This claim can only be rightly understood if we relate this 
ritual to the distinctive characteristic of the Hebrew 
religion,, namely,, their belief in the fact that God chose 
them# and through that choice in working out His eternal pur- 
pose# 
THE CONCEPT OF THE MMANT IN ASSYRIANp EGYPTXAN# 
ITITTITH AND UGARITIC RECCHDS 
I* The Remnant in AssZrian Rooords. 
The most frequent occurrence of the remnant concept 
outside the Old Testament In in Assyrian records of military 
campaigns. An early as Tiglath-Pileser I (ea. # 1100 B*Co)p 
the narratives of military campaigns depict a rutbloss ex- 
termination of the foe* On the prism inscription found at 
the temple of Anu and Adad at Assure Tiglath-rileser I tells 
of bin conquering the land of fttmubij 
I burned their cities with firej, I devastated# I 
destroyed (them). The rest of the people of the 
land of Khtnuh1v who had fled before ny weapons# 
crossed over to the city of Shereshet which in on 
the further bank of the Tigrist, and tbey made-that 
city their stronghold, ... I crossed the Tigris 
and conquered the city of Shereshep their strong- 
hold. I scattered their warriors in the midist of 
the hills like and made their blood to flow 
In the Tigris and on the high places of the noun. 
17 
ta ills *I 
Tho large pavement slabs of the temple of Kinurta in Calgh 
bear a vivid account of the grin warfare waged by Asburnasir. 
pal 11 (883-859): 
While I stayed in Aribuaj, I conquered the (other) 
towns (if Lubutip defeating their inhabitants in many 
blood battles. I destroyed (them)# tore down (the 
wallsT and burned (tbe towns) with firel I caught 
the survivors and impaled (them) on stakes in front 
of their towng02 
Similar to this is the account of the capture of MUM# thG 
strongbold of the men of tbe land of Dirra: 
I took the city# and 800 of their fighting men I 
put to the sword# and out off their be4doe Multi- 
tudeb, l captured alivep and the rest of them I burned with fire,, and carried off their heavy spoild. 
I formed a pillar of the living and of heads over 
against his city gate and 700 men X impaled on 
stakes over against their city gate. The city I 
destroyed# I devastatedp and I turned it into a 
mound and ruin heap* Their 5oung men and their 
maidens I burned in the f ire* 
What was not felled by the sword succumbed to the Ruphrates*4 
Sometimeo the only purpose in taking hostages was to Mete out 
to tbem especially brutal treatments 
With the masses of my troops and by my furious 
battle onset I fitormedg I captured the city) 600 
'D, 
b D. Luckenbil, 10 Ancient Records of Assyria and B! IM. loni& (Chicago# 1926) 1, Nro IM. 
2. Tames- B. Pritchard (ed. )p Ancient Near Eastern Texts 
(Princeton 1950)p P- 276. 
3Luokenbill, Angient'Regords I, No* 463 (04,99) 
4Ibid. 
# No- 473* 
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of their warriors I put to the sword; 3000 Cap- 
tives I burned with fire; I did not leave a single 
one among them alive to serve as a hostage* RAW# 
their governor,, I captured alive. Their corpses 
I formed into pillars; their young men and maidens 
Iburned in the fire# Hulait t&; Yr governor# I 
flayed# his slin I spread upon the wall of the city 
of Damdamusa, 
CcMplete destruotion of the enerzy was at times acoompanied by 
complete destruction of vegetationp as in the following aC- 
oount by Tiglatb-Pileser 111 (745-727 B *0 *) i 
The mulberry (? ) groves which were (planted) alon 
his(oit-r) wa3. ls, * I out downj not one was left (Iftep 
exospod)o The date-palms within the confines of his 
land I destroyed& nix ....... I out off (? ) and filled the fields (with them* or$ it)* All of his 
cities I dentre7ed, I devastated$ I burned with firso 
Blt-Shildni, p Bit-Anukkini and BU-Shatalli I destroy- 
ed. in their entirety (so that they were) l1ke mounds 
(left by) the flood# - to mounds and ruins I turned 
them, 2 
Along with thin brutality the Assyrian king# could also show 
xerejr#3 although thix in probably a rationAligation-of the 
faot that they were not strong enough tO Annihilate aU their 
enemies& The campaign against Arpad ended in a treaty*4 
There in frequent mention of deportation an a method of mil. 
itary stratogy65 
These &nnale of Assyrian warfare show that, tbey re- 
Xidep Noo 445o 
22idot $06 792* 
7 474, ý. Ibidop Noso 221,, 233, p 236p 23it 405s 4 
4, bidtp No6 750 ffs 
5Ibidp Non. 164 (471)o 388s 448s 788 ffs 
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garded as dangerous any group or segment left from a defeat. 
ed foe. Deportation served to cut off any remnant from its 
bcme# diminishing Its potentiality as a trouble-maker* A 
re=nant left in its landt however, was regarded as the source 
of future retaliation and every attempt was made to search 
it out and to destroy Ito ' 
2. The Remnant in EM tian Rooords, 
am 
Refe", noes to the concept of the Remnant are scanty 
in Egyptian tablets. From the time of Seti I (ca; 1318-1301 
B, C. ) in an inscription from IKarnak# we have a song In bonour 
of the Pharaoh# boasting of his deeds of valour in repulsing 
the Bedouini 
Sein Herz wird befriedigt» wenn es Blut sieht, Er 
schlugt die NACupter der Eapilrer ab. Er liebt einen 
Augenblick den KaMPfes mehr als einen Tag den Jauch- 
Zone. seine majestut erschlugt sie (alle) zugleich* 
Er Istazt kein --- unter Ihnen (Mrig) # und vor sein. 
er Hand als gefangener entrinntj, wird naoh Ägypten 
tortgettthrt, bJ- 
Also from Karnak comes a description of the victorious return 
of Seti I to Egypt from him campaign against the Rittitenj 
r- 
Lpresentation of J tribute by the good god to his 
father Amon-R* ------------- (at) his return f rox the 
country of the RAW# having annihilated the re- 
bellioun countries and crushed the Asiatic$ in their 
places --------- The great princes'of the-wretched Retehul, whim 
his majesty carried off by his victories frmltbe 
country of the T-Tattip to fill the work-house of his father Amon. -Rip 
IH# Gressmann, (edo), AOT (2nds, ed. j'' Berlin, 1926)j, 
94, 
2 Pritchards Ancient Textsp ps 255* 
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The victorious king is content to make slaves of the remnant 
of the country* 
Of great interest is the uym of Victory of Her. -me.. 
Ptah (ea. 1230 B*C*)# because here we meet the only instance 
of the name "Israel* in ancient Egyptian records* 
The princes are prostrate# sayingt "Herayt" 
Not one raises his head among the Nine Bowas 
Desolation In for Tehenul Hatti In paoifiedl 
Plundered is the Canaan with every evill 
Carried off in Asbkel6ul seized upon is Gazer; 
Yanoas in made an that which does not exist; 
Israel in laid waste* his seed In not; 
Wrru is become a widow foE yptl 
All lands togetherp they are 
; 
aoffiedl 
Everyone who was restless# he has Veen bound 
By the King of Upper and Lower Egypt*46 
The boast that the seed or offering of Xsrael hadA been wiped 
out, Ise of course$ a c=ventjonal waggeration of the defeat 
inflicted on the enemy, In the few places in the Htyptian 
rooords. -14here the annLbilation of the enemy is mentionedi we 
fail to find. that stamp of historical authenticity which 
marks many of the Assyrian accountx# Warfor the Egyptians 
was not the ruthless pursuit which it was for tba-Assyrians. 
For th# Egyptians the outcome did not seen as important and 
finals 
Two records refer to a re=ant, Of EgYPtb The first 
is tbip prophsoy of Nefor-Robu found, in the,. Papyrup., TA4ingrad 
Ijbidop P. 378# In oontrant, to the., othermamems Is- 
rael -In wrirjlTin with the determinative of people rather 
thiii" 
land* Ther'storo wo would seem to have laraelites in or 
near Palentinev but not settlodo , Viloon LnJbid*;, Pv, 378v 48' us agailwt, layin& too Much. 'W"'Orgh ý-Cn this not* 18'P. CiUti 
fact# Bluce the Late Egyptlin'scribes were notoriously care- 
loom, 
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M6 B. publiabed by Wo Goldnisobeff: 
The land is ccupletel, perished# (so that) no re- 
mainder existov (so tKat) not even the black of the 
nail survives from what was fated. This land in 
(so) damaged that there is no one who is ooncered 
with it,, no one who speakas no eye that weepse 
DUrr haig pointed Out that the main concern in this prophecy 
is not with the whole lando but with the prophetta own oity 
of Heliopolis# and with the building of a wall in the eastern 
delta to keep out the roaming Bedouin. 2 It is not prophecy 
in the Old Testament sense#but is written "post-eventme as 
a tribute to the king through whom came the deliverance from 
the situation described in the prophecy# Therefore we cannot 
claim that we find here the agonising oonoorn for the preser. 
vation of an 11gypt as a counterpart of the prophetic concern 
for Israel& 
The other referenes to a remnant of EgyPt i$ in th* 
a 
"Topfororakel" of a King Amenopial 
Es wird-abtr von 3 rien her besetzen, der verbannte 
König 17) ... 18ý b., er selbst von den Un. heiligen naoh Igypten .. o 19) .., wird a itter i4erödet worden », a 22) ... nur wenigl (fi von Agyptenn Bewohnern*vorden übrig bleiben, -# 
We meet here the ooncept of only a very fou romaining from. " 
the oatantrophe which to about to overtake Egypt* It is 
probably another *poet-oventue orsolop but even so these two 
lIbId*# 
ps 445j*. '0*` also' -Gross=&= AOT2 pp., 46 Mop and Mallo`"r", "j"Test Pelf-m 
2 
Le DUrrpMrsprung und Ajjbau der israelitindb-' 
jadischen Hýilandxerwaxýtungjj (Berlin lgi!! ))# po 11* 
3Gromemann, 
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references to a remnant of Egypt illustrate the use of the 
concept 'remnant' in connection with a nation threatened by 
collapse* 
The Remnant in Hittite Records. 
In the plague prayers of Murailis (ca., 1325 B*C, )& 
the plague is described as being so severe that only a few 
people were lefts and they were dyingA Other accounts 
from his reign depict the power of his Kingdom in waging war* 
Muraills says of the decisive battle with the TimmuhalKer 
people: 
Weil mir beim ernten Male Timmuhala mit Kolonenp 
Rindern (und) Schafen entflohen war, packte Ich 
ihn da mit Kolonen# Rindern (und) Schafen, nur 
wanigen Leut6 antkamen mir. 2 
These few that escaped are than, in a certain sense# a remnant. 
Unlike the Assyrianal the Hittites frequently termin. - 
ated military conflicts by drawing up a treaty with the 
enemy* Hostility between the Hittites and Egypt had been 
strong in the early part of the reign of Rameses II of Egypt, 
However the threat to the territories of both countries by 
the invasion of the "Sea Peoples" into the eastern ooa. sts of the 
Mediterranean forced them to draw up an offensive and defen. 
gi, r, e alliance. 3 ý Gatze 
bas translated the treaty between 
lPritebardo Ancient Texts, P* 395e 
ý2A# 013tzes, Die Arinalen dem 
-Murmiling 
MVAG 38 (1933)v 
Po 175. Since this ý w; rre in not available to' the writers, the 
quotation In taken from MtIller Rest V. 6. 
-# 
2: zw* 
3Pritchardt Ancient Texts: the Egyptian Version ff 4r (translators Zobn A. VIM) pp* 199--201# and the Hittite 
version (translator As Gatzell pp. 201-203* 
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Murailis and Duppi-Tessub of Amurru,, and also the god list, 
witb blessings and curses# of the treaty between Suppiluliumas 
or the 0ountry of Hatti and Mattivasa of the lbrriansl 
Treaties,, wbiob are rare in all otber parts of the ancient 
2 Hear Easts are relatively frequent in the Hittite records. 
Unlike the Assyrians who were land-bungrys and whose civill. 
nation was built upon warfare# the Hittites desired merely 
to obtain a balance of power In neigbbouring states, The 
annihilation strategy played no part in their conquests and 
therefore they were not concerned with the question of a 
survival of a remnant of the opposing foree. 3 
. 
k, The Remnant in Ugaritic Records 
Nothing of importance has yet been unearthed at Ran 
Shalom regarding the remmant. in the tale of Ba'al and Anath 
there in a possible reference to the remant in lsirý4 but 
this word may be translated fflemblo Prof. H. L. Ginsberg 
translates this passage as followlt 
"Birds sat his remants. 
Conauming hin iportLMe 
lIbid. 
9 pp, 203. -206. 
2E. ?. Weidner. Politische Dokuwnte aus Kleinapien 
(Boghazköl Studien VIIi 22 X# 19Z3), 
hüllerp Rest p* 13,6 
40, Iffe Gordon# Mieritio 1947)9 nooo 
49fIlf Iliý 350 37j, 
2-k r 
Flitting frcu remnant to remnante"' 
The myth refers to the destruotion of the god Hot by Anath 
Who pulverizes him like grain ground In a mill* 00 R* Gorw 
don translates the same passagel 
"So that the birds do not eat his flesh 
Hor =one destroy his portion 
Flesh oalls to flesh#n2 
Even if tho translation frexuant, is correct3o the passage 
is too limited in scope to bear much significance for the 
concept of the re=ant of a people. 
Conclusioni The Remnant in Near Eastern Texts* 
Nothing in the records of the ancient Near East serves 
to show us exactly how the concept arose in the old Testament* 
The references to the remnant of onets own people are brief# 
appearing only once in Hittite records# and twice in Egypt* 
Nowhere does the concept appear at a #terminus technioust in 
the religious senneo The Assyrian strategy of total anai. 
bilation in warfare does p, -ovLdo a fruitful analogy in the 
secular background of the Near East* The presenoo-of a rea. 
nant of the enemy depicts the breakdown of the principle of 
totally destroying tb4ý opposition# and in a potential source 
lPritebard, 
j Ancient Tezts. 140 
20& He Gordon# Ugaritic Literature Raw 1949)o Po 45, 
The underlined Words In both tr=s: Lat D'ons Indicate that the 
original waning in doubtfulo 
3Professor G. Ro Driver, in a private letter to 
1) 
Dr* 
N. We Porteoun# favours the trajolation Oremmnt'ý,, for"s Wo' 
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of trouble in the future, Analogies may be seen in the 
Israelite OCnquest of Palestine where the remnants of the 
tribes Of Canaan later rose to harans the very life of the 
now nation which bad conquered them6 
B. TBE MYTHOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OP THE CONCEPT OF THE REIZIANT 
The origin of the remnant We been vougbt in Wtholog. 
Leal roots& Hugo Gressnaml claimed that the prophets took 
over intaot the popular belief in a remnant. The contem- 
poraries of the prophets derived their salvation-doom motif 
from the mythology of the neigbbouring oivilinations* At one 
time the salvation orseles may. bave been organically related 
to the doom oraclenv but by the time that they hedbeen taken 
over by Israel# they were fragmentary* exhibiting no basic 
unioni 
Wberever the prophets speak of the catastrophe of the 
Day of Yabwebp they do not allow for tbo salvation of cn 
individual or of a part of the peoplep but depict the full 
destruoticei of the nation. 2 And -yet alongside tbese prodic, - 
tLons of doms stand the proclamations of a salvatim. 
eadhatology" The only explanation of this obiservatimr ac.. 
cording to Gressmann, is that the prophets took over the 
"Rellsesebatolo at; Well an tbo myths about the total des. 
'Hugo Gres3nann Der Ursj! = des isrselitisoh. 
ItIdisebeA Esehatoloxis jdftt9g9n# 1905)v ppe 211"7*733* 
2 Amos 3: 12i Hosea 9: 11,16s 121 Zepba 1: 2; Jere 4: 25; 
Isao 24: 17f. 
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traction of its world tbrougb a nature catantropbe# and 
placed then togetber in a fragmentary eondition* The only 
"bridge" between the two in the re=Ant concept* Original. 
ly the rennant thought belonged to the doom esobatologyj 
Denn von einem Reste oder von Entronnenen redet 
man naturgerauton nur nach einer furchtbaren Katan- 
trop e# die allen bin auf einen Rest vernichtet 
hatel 
Graduallys boweverp the conoept was broadened to bear the 
thought that this remnant that osoaped should return and re. 
sult in a new people# which should receive the promised 
blessings of paradibe#2 The strong patriotism of the people 
overcame the logicol difficultiox of thinking about a rennant 
after a UniTersal catastropbepand threw up the hope that 
Israel Itself should be saveda 
The popular salvation eischatology was itself 
basioally opposed to the character of the prophetic message. 
The taking over of the thought of the remnant by the prophets 
war only an accommodation to the popular exchatologyo The 
prophets ge" the concept of the remnant particular meaning 
according to the time and ocoasion#3 introducing Into the 
concept otbical. considerations, 
pt 233& 
Micah W7., 
r= pe 235. RDIO Betcoung der Busze 
dlirtOn-'wir VielleieW-iur do Reobmmgý derýPropheten setzen# 
aber der nentgedanke In seiner beilnenehatologioqhon Faseung 
Ontet&mt. bereite dem Völksglaubens oder richtiger urt seinee 
dogmatischen Charaktero, willen den vorkanonteoben Propheten. 
Sehulenän 
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Gressmann's hypothesis came as a reaction against the 
extremes of the Wellhauson School of biblical critioismp where. 
by any salvation oracle in a prophetic writing was classed as 
an interpolation and given a late date, In Grossmann's 
psychological search into the prophetic form of speech# he 
notes that they vere no dogmatleiann aeoust=ed to recon- 
ciling oppoßiteso 
elan meint der Prophet könne nicht in einell und der- 
aelben Atemzege drohen und verheiesen. Dell tut er 
auoh nicht# sondern in der Regel liegt dort eine 
Drohung, bier eine Verheiszung vor, Warm soll 
der Prophet nie t das eine Mal drohen# das andere 
Mal verbeinzen? 
l 
Grossmann likens this to the some post prodacing both funeral 
songe and love songs. 
The tuo sides of salvation and doom como togetherj 
Grossmann claims# often without any intormadiar-y# as in Hosea 
3: 4#5 and Mitab 4: 9*106 These passages illustrate the old 
self-explanatory scheme that fortune must follow need as sun. 
shins follows rain, ' This type of oriole is common i  
, ESypt, 2 Where these promises are set in the prophetic view 
of God, 9 they signify that# despite puzzlement regarding the 
: method, p they'were certain that God would bring about his 
--VAMP 
'Hugo Grossmann,, Der Mossias (GCtttingenp 1929)g, Po 70o 
2R* Grossmann# RFoz4)ivm Influences in Hebrew Prophecy* 
(London# 1926),, pp, * 24Z 1K, Of# alto To Z. Meekv, STriw origins (2nd. ad&$ New Yorks 1950) pp. 181 ff * where 
120 claims thaf threats. and promises are peculiar to Emm. 
t1aU and, Rebrew oracles alone Jim-, the Near, East# and th-elr 
Purpose was to bring about a new order,, which oame eventually 
to be th6ught of in te, rmm of the Me3oianic or** 
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purpose, 
Das Eine war ihnem gewier. S M'o'Ohte Gott auch tieln 
ganzen Volk vernichten, er würde schon Mittel und 
Wege finden diesen Steinen Samen Abrahaal 
zu erweeenelieb 
auß 
In Egypt, according to Gressmanns the aim of the promise 
oracle is ban ica3. i: y patriotic# drawn of necessity from the 
fact that the prophet loved his countrye And so in Israel 
Grossmann finds this patriotism breaking through the pro- 
pbetia warnings to the people of approaching doom because 
of their nine* Prophecy in basically "Unheils, " but the 
propbetts patriotism compe4a him to take up the note of hope 
such as tbRt found in the remnant passages* The popular 
eschatology acknowledged that God was to bring about a des- 
truction of the world,, but a remnanto that is bin people 
Israel would be saved. Like Gunkel#2 Grossmann derives 
eschatology from the Old Babylonian myths centering around 
the precession of the equinoxox, 
3 The End-time will become 
an tb6 First-time; ' that ist there will be a restorati6n'of 
the original paradise, EschatologY is based'esseniially in 
nature mythology. . 
Sellin has criticized Gressuann for ooncentrating 
too much'aa the nature catastrophes of the Old Testament# and 
'Gressmanu# Dar Messlas 'p., 74 
2H* Gunlml,, Genesis (2nd. ad*; GOttingeng 1902)p PO 
234; "AUs Aer Beob4obR ýýder- Prtzess16nn der. So=* arklArt 
slob-,. die GIs iehýnj-von. Urzipif iýuidlgfidziitp disoin 
der Eschatologie aine molabe Rolle. spielt. " 
ps 161 o- 
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missing the emphasis upon the historical orientation of the 
Day of Yahweb. 3- From the oldest times the expectation of 
the coming Day of Yahweh was of a coming of Yahweh to his 
place of rulersbips and it was to be a time of world judg. 
ment., Sellin acknowledges the presence of nature myths in 
Hebrew writingsp but regards them as appendages,, filling out 
the picture,, ratber than forming the substance of Hebrew so. 
obatologya 
Movinokel follows up the work of Gressmann in deriv. 
ing the concept of the remnant from mythology,, 2 But be 
warns against becoming too one-sided regarding the origin#and 
failing to place enough emphasis on what Israel did with the 
borrowed material. 3 He follows Grossmann and Gunkel in 
the form-aritical method of Isolating individual prophetic 
utterances. Yet he sees a basic unity in the doom and gal.. 
vation oracless a unity springing frm the ritual enactments 
of the Enthronement Festivals The judgment symbolized In 
tbis festival was originally destruction for their enemies 
and salvation for Israel* - The myth of the enthronement of 
IE. Sellint wAltert Wesenp und Ursprung der alttesta- 
mentlicben Enobatologie"# Der altestaMentlicbs Pr-O-Phetiumx 
(rAipsigo 1912)v pp, 124 rr., 
2S. MowinckA,, Dam Thronbestsiom&sfost Tahwls und 
ter ITrenrunst der Eschatoloulat rsa n StUdlen ll (. 0slop 19 d r U 
We 77 a 
v )0 
3S* MoVinakelo PrMbecZ and., TradLticný (Oslo, - 1946); Mý in p. 34. Mominakel denies that there was anyTrýw enobatolo 
propbetic and pro-propbstio times., both'in and-outsLd*, Xmr&*gj* 
Of i*- also s. Mowinokel,, He'That Oometbo -tram. G,,, W#, Anderson (0,: t6rd& 1956),,, p. 226ff, 
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Yahwebs which was dramatically enacted annually at the New 
Year's festivals depicted a time of oppression and attack 
overwhelming almost all the world* It was brought about by 
the enemies of Yahwehs and threatened to swallow up Israel 
and Jerusalem, Against this dangerp Yahweh Intervened# des. 
troying the enemy with a great catastrophe# Jerusalem and 
Israel ýare thuis saved in the last momenta and form the ex- 
caped remnant*' It In in this sense that the remant han a 
positive content* mowinckel admits that the term is some- 
times used in the Prophets in places which portray oftly do=02 
He would distinguish carefully between this use of the term 
and those placcO WbOrO it hat & fully OgGh&, tpjogjOal# dogmtIc 
sense, 63 In the first type the remnant is only a detail In 
the depiction of doom* In reality nothing remains over* 
In the second type tbore is a definite promise of MalVatioUo 
This in true even in Isaiah whore not all Israel Is to be do. 
liveredl, where the judgment of Yahweh is to fall within the 
n&tjonýon those who are not 'Worthy& ý Amos, had announced &1- 
ready that Yahweh's judgment would fall on Israele Isaiah 
was the first# however* to combine this view with the pool- 
tive prediction of a remnant. The limitation of the re==t 
lMowlnokel,, Ps, at, U. 0'p.. '281 
f*p and He That ComethA 
'139 f, *' 
2Amox 3: 12# 5: 2'f#'H6s'ea 9: 11,, . 12# 16, p Imas 17#6j, 24: 13* 
3 , sa- 4: 2 fv 10,20-23 3.1int, 16p 283!;, p-37s32# Moab 4: 7* 535-8, Zeph. 237v 99 Joei 315, (Movinckel,, olaimx that 
Gresmann-doesn't distinguish between the two uses of the 
term olearly enoughl - Pas Sto lIp p.. 2780a 
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thought, i. e. "2pl is really Isaiab's. The Za remnant". 
poDitive content, i, e, "will certainly be saved% is from the 
older mythology. 
Mowinckel's theory ofthe origin of the remnant do. 
Ponds largelyupon-the validity of his hypothesis of the 
pro-exilie Enthronement Festival in Israel. He argues that 
in ancient Israel there was a New Yeir's festival each au. 
tumn in connection with the Terunales Templelp when Yahweh's 
enthronement as the universal King was celebrated. The 
ritual drama# which was enacteds ensured victory over the foes 
of Yahweh, who were also the foes of Xeraels Yahweh renewed 
His covenant with them through their king# who was the media. 
tor of His blessings. The deliverance enacted in the cult 
was believed to be a real deliverance over all their foes* 
Through the failure t6 achieve in actuality what was drama.. 
tized in the cult, the Israelites developed an esebatologloal 
hope that the true Day of Yahweh would come when He would be 
enthroned with power. Their hopes were thus projected into 
'I the futures 
This theory of Mowinckells in important. in view of 
the recent emphasis upon the place of the (mlt an the 
conveyor of religlous Ideas in the anlient Hebrew 
1Novinckeli Pei S-. Iiii pj 2 69 `Die Eschatologie 
ist dadurch entetandeiit--daii-älleo das was man urspr«nglich 
als unmittelbar@ sich In Laute den Jahres Verwirklighende 
Folgen der i* Kültö erleb-ten-alljahrlichen Thronbenteigung 
Yahwehserwartete In eine unbestirmte Zukunft hinaunge. 
schoben wurdb. v 
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faitb. ' Several critics of Mowinokells theory acknowledge 
that there was a pro-exillo oultio celebration in Israel# 
but deny that It was the Enthronement of Yahwehe H. J, 
Kraus claims that there was a royal festival of Zion cele. 
brating the procession of the Ark to 17brusaleng and the estab.. 
lishment of the Davidlo line an Yabwah's chosen Royal House. 42 
Kraus says that even in post-exilio timess where we find in 
Jewish rites mythical elements of the Babylonian Enthronement 
Pentivals, these point none. tbe-less toward the historical 
experience of Yahwehfa proceeding to Jerusalem, Norman 
Snaitb says that the phrase "Day of the Lord" arose from the 
celebration of the autumnal harvest feast# and the associated 
ideas of the obange of fate. 
3 However he disagrees wLth 
Mowinakellm claim that there was a FeaSt of the Coronation or 
Yahweh celebrated after the fashion of the Mesopotamian city 
temples, Snaith claims that that "Change of fortune" idea in 
Babylon goes baok to antrology,,, whereas In agricultural, Pales. 
tine the idea develope, through the Tammuz-Adonis fertility-.. 
'Of. A. C. Welch# Prophet and Priest in Old Israel Oz. 
fordq 193ST ' W*; * Pbythian: 
Xd1ws# The Peog e and the ence )ý2)j 
G* van Radp "Dan Formpschichtlicho FrobleMi (London, p 19 don flexateuche # BWANT Vierte Folge# Heft 26 (Stuttgart# 1938); A* R. Johnson# fte--MuTtic Prophet in Ancient 'Israel (CAroirf1p 
1944); As Haldarq Associations or Cult., Prophe-ts-"Mong the 
Ancient Semites (Uppealap 1945); gne Tbe- Call of 'EGT a X-BakTa-h (UPPBaI&P, 1949); A*S, Kapelrud# "Cult and Prop L 
Wordie-w. atudia, Theologioat IV (1951) No* As pp, 5-10* 
2 haft Gottes in Alten T. J. Kraus# Die, KMAg's'herree 
Testaijifit (TUbingen,, 109530p ppo . 301T. 
3' Norman Snaithp-The jewimb New Year Pestivalt ltsý 
Origing'and Developwnt (Tondong -1947)t Pe T3, o 
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Oults. l. During the exile new ideaB came In through contAot 
with Babylonia, but it is highly unlikely that they took over 
any dramatisations allowing the Deity to be represented by 
mortal man*2 ofhe association of the Kingdom of God with the 
New Year Festival in Judaism dated not earlier than the second 
century AX, Snaitb argues that the enthronement psalms are 
post-exilic# being dependent upon Deutero-Imaiah, A, R& John. 
son findes however* that with Snaitble arguments the opposite 
conclusion is possible, and the dependence may really be on 
the side of Deutero-Isalah. 3 Regarding the possibility of a 
pre-exilic Enthronement Pestival in Israel# Jobuson concludes 
thatp "while there can be no question that Mcywinokel over.. 
states bin case# **, his basic tbeory is far from baving 
been overtbrown#"4 
While tbere In much that is possible in Movinokel's 
reconstruction of the ancient Israelite Festival of Enthrone. 
menti, and its implications for the origin of the remnant con. 
cept* it is not muff Icient to be satisfied with the rite and 
fall to probe into the, factors which gave rise to the rlt**5 
llbid., 
p pý# 218,22.1dop p. 6 220# 
3A. R4 Johnsoni. '"The Pealus"I The Old Testament and Modern 
Otud ed, - H#Iffo Rawl*' , (Oxford# 195 Yo Pe 191 
M, 
a7 
ý_Tb 14- !P0 195 
519. W. Robinson 'Inspirst on azid-Revelation in the Lld 
TestaxL_nt (OxfWd#-_-j94g)0* p4*--142. "It is difficult to -ea tablish 
prlorlWiýbut. it my be. -claimed ihat a ritual does not (in the 
first plies) create a mythology but is the concrete expression 
of one ...... The eschatology of Israel 
has unique qual.. 
ities which must be drawn from Its unique faith in a unique Go(e 
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Mowinakel himself acknowledges the danger of a facile deri.. 
vation from ritual patterns of all the phenomena of Hebrew 
prophecy# and of Ignoring the influence of the real histori. 
oal experience of Israel* He writes; 
There in no doubt that the actual history and the 
spiritual situation in the congregation and the 
circle of the prophet's disciples have acted mor 
strongly than any ritual pattern and its sehemeel 
In view of the close association between the rise of 
esobatology and the origin of the're=ant, 02 it is significant 
that Mowinokel now lays more emphasis upon the element of 
future hope in the ritual of the cult. 3 Not all the promises 
associated with Yahweh's coming were to be fulfilled immdi. 
atelys There was a projection into the future of the final 
settlement of Yahwehis promises to his peoples an expectation, 
of the coming end time* Mowinckel maintains that this expec. 
tation should not be termed asohatologicalo He prefers the 
description future hope. 
It In not, possible forthe writ*rp within the limits 
of this stuArp to enter Into a detailed consideration of the 
'Mawinakels prgRbecy and TraditigaL pý'ý 
2 Herntrioh# ThWNT IV 0 pipý20ý# Die Frage nach dar. Entstshung des-theolo"'grach geprqgton Rentgodanksus, itAt-Am 
ongsten. Zusammenbang =It-der , Frage des-Ursprungs der at, lichin 
Eschatologie'. " 
3So- (6slos. 1951) Movinckeli Offersang oA samoffer 
Thisi book han'been aVallable he reviewof 
0-pWo'Anderson In- , 
to me, ohly throu . 
-JBL, w 
LXXIII Ptj 11 (Jimis 19 3) o' Of * als 0 Mowizi0ke, lp F6 Tbar7r6ziwtb* p* 141, 
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definition of the term losohatologyl as it applies to the 
Hebrew faith, The definition given by Howinokelsl however,, 
appears to be too narrow$ and fails to account adequately for 
the fact, mentioned by Howinokel#2 that the pro. -exilic prophets 
spoke of Yahweh's intervention in terms of cosmic powers and 
terrors. 3 If asohatology may be defined broadly as dealing 
with ultimate tbingep then elements of the prophetic view of 
the imnediate future could be so defined, @ The true prophet 
saw In the expectation of the May of Yahweh's the promise of 
the visitation of One who was Judge of all the world# who 
brougbt Israel to face the ultimate issues of life. 
With this in mind# is it not neoessary to reoonsider 
Mowinokells olaim that the oult Is primary and the esohatology 
secondary? k Are we justified in regailding the early history 
Of the People of Israel as merely the projection into the 
past of the experience of the coming o: God in the oult? 
5 
lftwinekel# He That Ccoethp p, U5, ffe 
2D2lde# pe 131 f 
3Cfe Jame MuilenburSp "Profaos to-Iformeneutiomp" JBLO 
LXXVII (Marchp 1958)1 ps 25# "The Old TentaWnt in implici 
eschm, tologioal. from the beginning if we are permitted to, use 
the word in a fluid sense* Of., also SoH* Hooke in a review 
of Mowinqkelp Aq That Comethq in New Testament Iýtudies Vol. 4# 
No* 3 (April# 1938) o 
in his recent booki 4-Mowinokel,, Pit St. -IIp pe 231* He That Cometb 'p '0 Ift#24owinckel does may that the7 root of 012at ýis be found in, jerael's unique coneeptLan of'God 
an the nnd, of history. 
501jwinokel., no pp.,, 24# 54 ff* 
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In It nots, at leasti highly probable that what Israel remen- 
bared and re. lived In the cult finds its origin$ not in an 
inherited mytbologya but in the reality of its own early his. 
tory? l We shall, therefore# proceed to examine the possi. 
bility of the remnant concept springing from the early re.. 
ligious experience of the People of Israel, 
D, THE CONCEPT OF THE REMNANT IN REL&TION TO 
THE EARLY RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE OF TIHE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL 
The actual term# "remnant, 0" does not figure in the 
accounts of the early revelation of God to His People# The 
concept embodied in the term may appears howeverp where the 
term itself is absent, That is# the notion of judgment# and 
of a salvation out of that judgment# would embody the concept 
Imlicit in the term fremnant., 
We come close to this in Sellints alabs that Old 
Testament esehatology arises from the revelation of Yahweh at 
Sinai as the Ruler of this world# 
Der Ureprung der ganzen altentmentlichen Eschatol- 
o le beruht in der OffenbarungotiLt vcu Sinals durch 
dfe der Mein zu der Höfftung eineo kanftigen analogen. --. 
Erecheinen4 Yahvon zWooka Antritt$ d08 ßchranken103en 
Weltro§iment, en In-das-Hers den Volke$ hineinSOßenkt 
wurde 
Sollin gees Unheils - Helle - and Hollandnerwßrtu= a8 thr00 
4iden ot the one rollgioue hcqm, apringing tron the revelation 
p6 1201 
'Cf, 
o No Büber# Unixtum Gottes (2nd odej, Berlin$, 1936)jo 
2sellin, 
, Der alto stamentlicho- Eivehatologiop pa 
148o 
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of Yabwob as King and Judgeol In the popular hope &rising 
from this theophanyp Its judgmnt was to fall only on the 
heatbene The propbetio movement doepened this eisohatologi. 
cal outlook by warning that the "Day of Yahweh" want judg. 
ment on Zmel aB'well. 11 
Lorenz DUrr follows Sellin in deriving the Israelite 
hope of salvation and judgment from the revelation of Yahweh 
at sinal. 3 The vitality of the Israelite religion has its 
deepeat ground in Yabwiamo Dttm sa7s significantl7o 
Die einzigartige Gotteavorstollung Israels ist die 
tio: rete rzel der einzigartig= religiösen Er. 
wartung. 
r 
Thum, aocording to Dttrrg doom and salvation find a unity in 
the expeotations aroused by Yahweh's appearing to His People* 
Thay are not broWn f ragmnts, as Gresemnn olaims, but 
belong together logically,, psychologically# and bistorloally*5 
'Ibid pp 182, % 192, Ofo Mowinckel PS Ste Ils pe 223 fes IMO; 
Výe 
s; ys that Bellin doesn't expIaTn=ow the 
Mg.
ing for the return of Yabweb necessarily leads to an expeota.. 
tion, of judgment* 
2ftllinp Ler altentamentliabon Esobatoloxis ýpo 186 f. 
3býs ureprunit pt 46o 
41b 
I de 0 po 52* Cfs W. Eicbrodt# Thoolog a des Alton Testawnffs'jVol. I; Leipzigp 1933)* ppo 57#1 s194*? -T3FMid ; 1so Ideas Die Rorfnunit des owicen Priedsim In alten Israel 
(GcfterslA#ýM - 
, f-O)-*--Po 
163 r and G* Pidoux# Le Mou qui 
Vient (NOuOhitslo 1%7)o Pa 
Me Pidaux places fSe or- Mgn of 
'ea e-. Taw't o1o In israel, deriving it from the revelation at ý- 
Sinale 
Ly 
says that the notion of the remnant ranks among 
the termini technigi of aBobatological language# and its origin 
date'oeý-from a very anoient apoohp (p* 42)o 
I -Sam# Ursprungs Ps 38* 
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The other side of the hope of salvation 10 that hindrances 
must be put out of the way* This implies the destruction of 
the nations which stand as permanent opposers of Israel* 
Die Folge davon war da= die Vorstellung einel* 
gewaltigen Katastrophe# bei welcher Israel infolge 
der beaonderen Erwiftlung ale der -)XIVI* oder der 
S7 7 -7 f; V/ . erfunden warden wftode*3- 
The prophets,, DUrr claims$ were the first to bring doom over 
on to Israel# seeing the Day of Yahweh as a day of darkness 
rather than lights 
The tendency of both SaIlins and Dttrr Is to credit 
the ethical aspect of the judgment of Yahweh to the prophets 
themaelves, p The original achemie was disaster for the heathen,, 
and salvation for Israel, The revelation of Simi becomes 
then, g something akin to nationalim We are left with the 
question of how to account for the realination of the ethical 
side of this revelation on the part of the prophets* 
Prof. E* Wetrthwein points out their close association 
with the oultio life of Israel. 2 WUrthwein oritioisen Gun. 
kells evolutionary view of the Hebrew Religion# and shown 
Instead that the propbets olaimed to be no innovatorst but 
spoke forth the word which had been handed down and preserved 
in the oulte Dealing speolfically with tbe-propbstio judg. 
ment speecbea, 3 Wurtbwain notes thiLt only wbare tbare in an 
IDides 
Po 40. 
2B'rnat WUrthweint "Der ursprung der Propbotinoben 
Oerichteredep" ZTK uly,, r952), p ppe 1-16, .0 
49th year (J 
3WUrthwein 
given as examples Hose 4: 1 f 10 fo Is&* 
3: 13 fo Micah 6: 1 ffs Jer* 215 ffs 25130 ffs Maio 3: 5* 
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obligationp can there be an indietment, The origin of this 
obligation lies in the Oovenant; 
Diese von den Propheten vorausgesetzte VerPflir-ht=g 
Ist durch das BundesverhUltniß Zwischen Yahwe und Is. 
rael bestimta Jahwe ericheint nicht als der Gott 
der Menschheit schlechthin. Die Anklages die die 
Propheten in seinen Namen erheben# darf nicht priWr 
als Ausdruck einen sittlichen BeWUnztaeine verstanden 
, werden, das in den Propheten erstmalig ans Licht 
getreten wtrre. Sie Ist vielmehr an Gesetz als 
Willeneausdruck Tahvong wie es zB. langet vor den 
Propheten in Bundeabuch formliert wurde orlentlert. 1 
Thus the concept of God's judgment upon Israel appears in the 
cult through persons who speak in Yahwehs name. The judg. 
ment is not only against the nationsp but against the wicked 
in Israel# against those who have broken their oovenant 
obligations42 
Therefore$ while there arose a popular emeept of the rem. 
nant as judgment on the enen7, and salvation for Israel$ this 
4011, That the was a perversion of the true revelation of God* 
essential idea of the remnant as the true People of God ap. 
pears early in Israel may be seen'by an examination of 'the 
principle of selection ln 3'. The essential kernel of. I 
resnant thought in f ound in - Clan.. 7: 23b 
(f ollowing 6; and-, 7: 
105) -The call to be the People of Godi to be the recipient I. I- 
of his ýavour demMda the response of obedienee to that pa; l, 
. 
2id' 46 
ý2rbid pp , 12'ff WtIrthyaln. refers'here. to Pea 50 an d, 68* TIL'-: juOdgwnte -professed In these pialus'-do'not 
Indleatw1an antl-cultlc"tandenoy' but ore the outcome of 
the reading of the Law in the oult. 
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Israel Is not a people in a simply naturalp biological way#1 
Israel is Israel only througb the will of God and not by its 
own power* Godt by His aot of deliverance, constituted Israel 
an His own peculiar people; 
You have seen what I did to the Egyptians# and how 
I bore you on eagles' wings and brought you to my. 
self. Now therefore# If you will obey my voice 
and keep my covenant# you shall be my own possession 
among a1l peopleal for all the earth in mine,, and 
you shail be to me a, kingdom of priests and a holy 
nation* 
There is Implied here the fact that if Israelp on bar 31,40# 
wishes to terminate the covenanto she may do so# and in so 
doing can no longer claim to be God's people#3 Yet the re- 
pudiation of the covenant by Israel does not man that God 
has repudiated ber election* 
The grace of Ood purnues her# and seeks to renew. 
His claim upon her loyalty. He will not lightly 
give ber up, Just &, a His grace preceded her re- 
sponse In her deliverance from Egypt# so it persists 
after the failure of ber responses Yet it in never 
indifferent to bar response. Its continuance after 
her failure to respond In a claim to the renewal 
of her response# and a claim which ooptinues so long 
as there is sty hope of that renewal, 4 
lCf* Niles, A, Dahl# Das Volk G ttest sine Untersuabun 
sum Kiro n beiusetsein don 153hrlefentume t -slop 
1M); 5s, rs 
"Der triff Mrael$ MIR also BRe"ToSujig fUr sine 
geschicbtliche Wirklichkeit und entbalt dooh etwasp dam troer 
die gegebene genobiobtliche WirklloWcelt hinaunweisto - Darin liegt die MOglicbkolt begrandet dams so Bezeiobnung einer 
eachatologiseben Wirklicbkelt werden konntee" Dahl goes on 
to say that when the people as a whole seek their security in 
their own existence an a nation,, the true faith is then found 
only in the remants, The ren-ament is then the trua. lerael. 
(Ppe 32#33)s Of* also :. Bri! bt' Early Israel I Recenj'His. 
tor-Y. Writing (London# 1956)# pi --'What In It thatýlwde 
Israel Israel? *.. what but falthV# 
2 Ex, 191lL. 6a. 30f. Jere 1811 fa., ' 
4R, 
Owl. 7,, Eleationo P, 52- 
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It In the remunt# according to Howleyp which is the bearer 
of that hope of renewal for an apostate IBra, 01- 
The olose ansooiation of the remnant motif with elso.. 
tion is stressed also by G*A, % Danell,, 
l 
Through a series of decrees and acts of election Yahweh 
creates the people which He promised to Abraham, The 
idea of a Remnant is W lied In that of Election. 
The people of God ia established out of a Reminant 12 
even if this expresaion doesnIt occur In the text, 
r MA- The prophetic judgmentl, be findB,, is derived from the idea of 
the Electim of GodIs peoploe3 It never Implies . 140tal, an-- 
nihilationp but in rather# "a catharsis aiming at renewal 
and resurrection through death to lifeo"4 Thus# in the Elec.. 
tion of Israel# we see the possibility of bringing together 
the salvation and doom oracles which Grossmann concluded had 
no basic unity* In the Election of Israel we see the judging 
and saving God at work Lim choosing a people for Himself and 
in demanding obedience fras then* So we may, say with Bern- 
trich, O "sofem Israel orwllblt istjp Let an als lRent, Israelat 
gesetste*5 No ordinary nation is this which the Holy One 
IG*A, Danellp *The Idea of God's People in the Bible#* 
Root of the Vine# ado As Fridriobsen (Westminsterg 3.953)# 
ppo 23-36* 
, 
hbidst Pa 25, *i. 3Amo8 3t2p Ina# 2s5 ff* 
4Ibld. 
p P- 3141 
5Serntrich, ThWNT IV# ps 2o6i, Of s Also G*119 Davienj "The, Rem3antg! ThecIZgTcal Word Book of, the Bible# *do A* 
Richardson (Lonlon - 19.51)j, pp. 8 . 191 #_ "Fr one' point of 
view the idea. of ileetion. ocat&ing., the idea of a remnants* Cf. 
&3A0*, HýH* R(YWIOY# Election# P--71-, '- "Of the childron'of Isaac 
one Inherited the e7eation and the other did-n9to Herep so 
earlyj was the need of "the doctrine of the Renu=t* The -h*ri. 
tage of the prmisels was not automatic# but oomething thAt 
needed to be accepted** 
1.4% 
4c- 
takes to Himself. 6 It is rather an 7 -1 P, 1: 7-V 
people separated unto Himself# chosen to convey to future 
generations His promises to all men. 
The relation of the law to the origin of the remnant 
hats been dealt with by 04, Schilling. 1 He sees the origin 
of the concept of the remnant as grounded in the sanctions of 
the laws especially in Lev. 26a &nd the deuteroncnie paral- 
lels# The people believed that they ware able to claim the 
positive sanctions of the laws and so they developed the rem.. 
nant concept as scmething which promised them salvation* 
The prophets# on the contrary# stressed the negative sanctions 
of the lawj, and so developed the threatening aspect of the 
remnant thought* The prophetic remnantp though stressing 
judgment and retribution# saintained. a certain note of prom. 
Lee. The prophets freed the concept of the remnant from 
nationalistic traits and emphasized the ethical decision fac- 
ing their peoplei, Fohrer states that this derivation of the 
roxnant from the law Is dubious because Lev. 269 and Douter.. 
onomy can hardly be dated before the writing prophets* it 
should be observed# howeverj that many parts of the Holiness 
Code (Lev& 17-26) consist of material formed in the old days 
2 
of tribal chiefs and kings* While such a passage an Lev* 
26: 3444'b'ears evidence of postexilic datingi it in not 
10* Schilling# lRestvin der Prgghetie des Alton TeB. 
tamentes (Diss.,,, MUn9tor#-JL94z)* T131-8 0001ý ME - avalm 0 
To =* I am Indebted for a sumary of its theglil to G, 'Pohrers 
"Neuere Literatur zur alttestamentlichen Prophetiop"'Thooloa, 
Risebe Rundschau N? 20 Jabrgang (1952)p HOft 4# PP* 
IM ýOe 
2 Of* Ao Bentzen, Introduction to the Old Testament 
(2nd edol Copenhagen,, 9-52j,, -II,, 22* 
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necessary that the threat pronounced in Lev. 26: 21-22 in of 
a late date. The work which WUrthwein has already dome with 
the origin of the judgment speecheal would indicate the prdba- 
bility of there being in Early Israel# in connection with the 
Siving of the Law# a pattern of promixe-tbreat implications 
of that Law. 
It would be beyond the soope of this tbegis to go in. 
to the question of the origin of the Uwj and of the tradi- 
tions regarding Moses, It In worthy of not*# however# that 
acme scholars have given more and more attention to tbe, place 
o: r Moses an an historical person of importance for the early 
dayalopment of the Hebrew religion, In a recent article# 
H*19. Rowley has sought to show a high degree of probability 
for the Mosaic origin of the Decalogue*2 He finds that the 
Ethical Deoalogue of Exodus 20il-17 bears the stamp of the 
greatness of the personality of Moses, and that its ethical 
basis is, wholly In accord with Israel's Covenant with Yahweh 
in response to its oreatLon In deliverance frois Bgypt* 
'Of* SuPrap Po 38f., 
2H* H, RuwlsYs "Moses and the Deaalogue#" BZRL Vol 
34# No# It (Septenamrs 1951)o ppe 81-3-18. "Y&hwdvWLdnlt6 
begin to be etbical in the eighth century Mop Ps 95* 
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CONOWSION - THE ORIGIN OF THE CONCEPT OF THE REKNANT 
Any attempt to find theological parallels to the rem. 
nant concept in other civillsations brings but meagre results, 
While the concept has mytbological associations in the Old 
Testament# these are not the kornel of the idea# but accre. 
tions. The concept appears quite early in Israella history, 
in conneotion with an obligatian to make an ethical decision* 
The origin of the remnant idea Is closely connected with the 
origin of eschatologys which was not borrowed frm Israel's 
rAigbbours# but springs from the ooming of Yahweh Into the 
-historical experience of his Peoples We sire unable# with 
present dataj to ascertain much oonoerning Israel's early 
faitbe But wherever we find the Idea of om ethical judgment 
of Yabwohs of an Israel within Israel, # o; C the true People of 
Gods ther6 we Will find the notion of the remamto The pap.. 
Ular Idea of the remnant left out the aspect of judgmentp 
turning It into a nationalistic prcnixe to Israele It was 
left to the prophetic movement to restore the judgment aspect 
to the conceptp and to develop Ito implications for, the 
People of God. 
Chapter III 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT CP THE REMNANT 
UP TO THE PROPHECY OF ISAIAH 
Ao THE YAHWIST 
. 
1. Primitive ITIstory 
(a) The Flood NarratiVe 
It is natural that# when the Yahwist took over the 
account of the World Deluges be also included the motif of a 
man and his family being preserved to maintain the human race, 
1 
The transferenoe, of the name of the person saved from 
Ziusudra or Tltnapishtin to Noah would not of itself signify 
much regarding the ooncept of the remants It in alearp 
however, that,, in his treatment of the relationship of Noah 
to the destruction of the world by' the flood# the Yahwist has 
Ot 
made the concept ^ 
the remnant an integral part of the'prindtive 
his tory. 
Prof, G. Yon Rad bas pointed out that'the ýmain body of 
the Flood narrative is braoketed by J's own'theological. lnaigbtsý 
'Cf. 
* The Sumerian myth of the Deluge translated 
by 
S. N# Kram6r in Pritchard# Anoient, Textsp ppo 
42-"6 Of,. also 
MUller# Rest pe 42# and isups ni . 3* 
2Ge von Radj "Dan orate Bu( )h Mose I Pt; 5140 
I Genesis 
Kapitel 1,12: 900 ATD II (GVttIngenpA949)* pP. f"Mrlpo ff, 
45 
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In the prologues Gen. 6: 5-St we are taken into the inner 
counsels of the divine heart# there to see the profound anger 
at the sinfulness of manj, and to hear the pronouncement of 
judgment upon the whole 
, 
world., Once more in the epilogue* 
Gen. 8: 20-22# we are brought back to share God's thoughts with 
Mms and we find the outflow of divine love towards man$ even 
though man remains a sinner. We are brought into the presence 
of a living God# wbo, inexplicably imposes self-restraint upon 
His acts of judgment for the purpose of the salvation of this 
sinful race* This self-restraint is part of God's grace# and 
in really the other side of His judgment, ml 
Tbus In tbis anoient saga we find a union of the 
Judgment and salvation motifs. The basio unity of *Vnbell" 
and "HeL3: which Gresaua= thought had disappeared long be. 
fore thin# is to be seen in the aounseln of God, ýimselfo 
That Noab in to be conaLdered ao a remnant In clear 
from Gen. 7323 bp "Only Noah was left -)H(44" ) aLnd_t. hose 
"7, 
that were with him in the arko"2 From his birth Noah was 
considered to be the mans of salvation for his people, 3 lb 
found favour 7)7 in the eyes of the Lordp4 and, was 
lOf 
o Von- Had, 
'Erato Moo .eIa- it p-0 100 *Der 
1. 
gloicbe 
Befund# der In Prolog Gott rargericht begrUndet, l«nzt In 
Epilog Gottes Gnade und Nachsicht offenbar verdent" 
"All 'the asson. - 
20f 
Davies* '86miniit" TWBB': p. i8oi. 
ef also Go, iial remant ideas ar'Oe present' ii"Wat stor 
No Da'Y"ies "YahWistio Tiadition in the Eighth century- Pvo-ftý 
_ 
ILp phets'" Stqdieg'in old Testament Pro becp ads HSH, Howley R --- , _Z (EdInbur--gh-g--M07)--p--50# and--Herntr1oh, -s-. MWp p, 207#, la 25o, 
30ono*5: 29i no We 
-t 
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chosen to survive the Flood because he was This 
words which is ordinarily translated "righteous" means pri. - 
marily "standing in the right relationship. n2 The-Debrow 
concept to muob inore comprehensive than the narrow juridical 
meaning usually associated with the word "righteousness*" In 
ancient Israel it was given a concreteness in the relationships 
of the covenant communitya It was never a merely abstract 
concept of etbics,, 3 And ao Noah through bin OP -76 has no , r, 
claim upon God based upon some intrinsic merit of his own. 
By believing and trusting God# however# Noah stands In the 
right relationship to the covenant initiated by God and thus 
finds God graciouse 
The *xtent of Noahis trust in Yahweh Is indicated 
by the fact that he built the Ark on the dry ground. Von 
Rad has observed4 that the original narrative of ; in which 
Noah was comnanded to build the Ark has been eliminated in the 
final version. The P account takes its places portraying the 
imminent destruction through the Floodo In the following 
section of Z we see that Yabweb announces the Flood only when 
the Ark is readye5 In other words# according to ZO Noab bad 
Gone 7: 1. 
, 
Cfo Elchrodt. TAT III pe 891 Conny Edlunda Dan 
Auge der Hinfalt (Uppsilla"&ý9521* *3 f*j C Us Dodap 
The Bible and Greeks 
fLondon# 1933T po, 46; and To Fe 
Torrance, The 15octrin Grace it tt ostoliq Pather3 (Edin. 
burgh, 19 H)* P. IT, 
3 
Cf'* No Snalthi The DistLn--otivs Ideas of the*Qld Test& 
sent (London, WWI, ppý 72-r,, -163rros and Pedersen# Israel 
11s Pi 3380 4, 
Von Rads Erato Moses 1 98,5 Gone 7: 1-5, . '0 p* 
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built the Ark In obedience to God# even tbough be did not 
know why he was being ordered to build it, Noah's obedience 
and faith were being tested by the, command to build the Ark 
upon the dry grotmd, I While von Rad's conjecture cannot be 
readily provedp Noah's cbedienoe to the comand of God re- 
mains as the foundation of the whole story, The remnant# 
the seed of Adars was preserved through Judginent by the re- 
sponse of one man to the outflov of divine love and moray. 
The OPilogue relates bow Noah built an altar and of. 
fered a maerifice to, Yabwehm, an set wbiob was found pleasing 
and acceptable,, 
And when the Lord smelled the&easing odor# the 
Lord said in his heart# "I wi never again curse 
the ground because of man$ for the imagination of 
mants heart in evil from his youth$ neither will 
I ever again destroy every living creature as I 
bays done. While the earth remainsly seedtims and 
harvest, cold and beat$ summer and winter, day and 
nigbt shall not cease *2 
The remarkable note struck In thin epilogue Is the declaration 
or Yabweblis purpoBe of good Will toward men# even tbougb their 
thougbts are still evil. Thic evidence of the outflow of 
I 
divine grace prevents us from making the oultio performance 
of sacrifice regulate this new relationship of Yahweh toward 
Noah and his descendants. 3 Noah's sacrifice is to be regarded 
lH, eb. P 11: 7# of. also Gen. 12: 4 and Heb. 11: 8* 
2C; an* 8: 21, p 22* 
3 Coneerning-thie 'aaeiýitlee von Rad (Ibid., o Pe 100)iv 
vritea, # Die Innere Verknüpfung der Geßinn448-71* m 
-1ý! 08 mit - deM 
vorausgegangenen öpfer ist doch sehr Ickker@ Üidýdie. Piiäiýhilt 
des Entechlunaen in gottlichen Herzen Ißt VOM ErzUhler durchaus 
gewahrt. " 
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as a confession of man's need of atonement# rather than a 
cultic act to restore a regular relationabip between zman and 
God* The latter interpretation leads W&Es MUller to a false 
concept of the nature of Noah's 
Oply He conoludes# 
Es liegt nahe hieraus den Schluai zu ziehen# danz 
der p"I-7Y aus den Bevusztaein sölner i-7P'7-« ein 
Anrecht auf das von der Gottheit Sow«hrleistete 
Leben ableiten und angesichts e er Katastrophe 
seine Verschon=g fordern kannse 
MCtller Ia argument that j7p7Y was regarded as the basis for 
a claim upon God's favour does not apply bore, All human 
claims for the Yabvist must bow before the Sove"Ign Lord, 
In the final analysis, houever# the will of God In seen to be 
*Heil#" salvation for mankind. 2 
Thus we see in the Flood narrative that# in tho very 
early stages of the life of the People of Israel# the main 
outline of a concept of the Remnant has taken shape* In the 
face of the threat of destruction of the group because of 
their aino a portion is to be left over to maintain a people# 
and to beacm the mans of the eventual Implementation of 
Godle promises., Certainly at this early stage the delineation 
is not clear# but the emphasis upon the remnant an saved 
through divine action Is significant for the later development 
of. the concept, * 
Imuller, Rest 
.... A po 
43 
2 
Cf# G*36 Wri bt *The Faitb of Israel% The Inter. 
Preterts Bible I (Uisgille# 19534 P- 369, col. 2, om 
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(b) The Narrative of the Tower of Babel and the 
Call of Abraham 
While there to no explicit mention of the remnant 
concept in the Tower legendsl and the call of Abraham02 the 
basic idea is evident from these two stories taken together*3 
The disposal of mankind taken place this time in the form of 
a confusion of language, and a dispersion throughout the 
earth, The second oivilleation has come to an end as far 
as being a co. -ordinate organisms and the source of eignifi. 
cant history, The bearer of the future hopes of mankind is 
Abraham# wbot through his obedience to God's call# form the 
remant of the second olvilination which sprang from the 
house of Noah. 
The Yahwist has pictured a groWing avalanche of sinp 
from the Pirst Pair# through Cain, Laxecbj the Heavenly Beings, 
to the pinnacle of presumption on the part of man against God 
in the Tower of Babel story. Accompanying this rapid increase 
in sinfulness is a corresponding enlargement of Godin manures 
of judgmento And yet* in all this# at each stage we see the 
outflow of God'B grace towards man. He clothed the First 
Pair., protected CainO gave Lamach a son who survived the floods 
and through whom God made a now beginning with mang despite 
the fact that man remained unchanged in nature* This theologi. 
'Gen. 1111-10o 2"wo 12: 1-3. 
30f.. Daviiesp "Re=antou T. W. B. B. Lp P*189- 
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IC&l ingligbt of the Yahwist oauses von Rad to remarki 
Wir sehen aleog wie jedesmal in und unter dein 
Gericht ein bewahrender# vergebender Reilowille 
Gottes offenbar wird# wie mit dem Mttehtigwerden 
der SUnde, die Gnade noch viel zachtiger wird 
(Rom, 5: 20), Das ist allen freilich nicht be- 
grifflich theologisch formuliert; Begriffe wie 
Irßilt» tGnadefg tVergebungt# suchen wir ver- 
geblich; es sind nur Tatsache erzahltg die 
durch Worte göttlicher Geduld wirklich geworden 
eind»1 
With this pattern in mindq it is evident that God's concern 
for mankind generally cannot have ceased* according to the 
Yahwist, p with the scattering after the Tower episode, The 
abrupt narrowing of attention down to Abraham and his descend. 
ants does not mean that interest in man Ind has evaporated. 
Gen* 1211-3 should# insteadg be considered as the conclusion 
of the Yahwist's primitive history* God has not given up 
mankind, p but has chosen a new course whereby His salvation 
can be mediated to all the world* In aboosing Abraham&-God 
creates a new people* and in them begins His "Heilegesohichteo" 
And so at the beginning of Israel's history we find the con. 
COPt Of the ro=snt operating, The remnant here springs from 
God's purpose of grace toward man# and In made possible 
through the response of obedience on the part of one M&n*2 
It in a separation which bears within it the needs of a 
lvon Rads Erato Moses# 1# 128# 
2Gen, 
b 12 : 4. 
%N) cl 
univerealism. 1 This universal aspect can be maintained even 
though we accept the translation of the Niphal 7D-) -)] as 
reflexivet as in the RSV, l "By you all the families of the 
earth will bless themselves. 02 Tho reflexive brings out the 
sense of the passage in this way# that Abram and his descend. 
ants will bo so blessed of God that all men will invoke a like 
blessing on themselves, They will be so filled with wonder 
at God's gracious aots toward Israel, that they will want 
nothing better than that they themselves should become recip.. 
3-Cf. K, Gallin # Die ErwShl straditionen graels (Giessen# 1928) & -p. 4Uf * j, - and ThoUVrIezens Die BrWaAA1AAg Israels nach dem alten Testament (Zfirlohp 19ý37# 'p. 86a 
Viezen says that J 1.9 not the nationalist which Galling pio. 
tures, G. Lindeskogs "The Theology of Creation in the Old 
and New Testaments#" Root of the Vine, p, 5; p says that the 
signs of universalism begin to appear in Gen. 12: 3b. So also 
writes C*R. North# The old Testament Interpretation of History 
(Londonp 1946), t p. 
26j, and M, 
_Roth 
Uperileferungogeschichte 
des Pentateuch (Stuttgart# 1948)  po 251, Gr6 also Wo ElchFodt,, 
Wwr'ael -in der Weissap=g des Alton Testaments (Zurich# 1951) 9 
PjJJ301 11111cht politische Weltherrechart, Irgendwelcher Art wird 
ao bier in Aussicht gestelltt sondern Weltherrochaft den 
Glaubens Abrahams. In seines Namen, den Gott gross macben will, 
fanst sich ein wirkliab erfUlltes Mensohenleben in Frieden 
Gottes zusammen und zeigt den wahron Charaktor des Endheils, 
von dem die Valker in so vielen sehnsuchtsvollen Sagen orsthlen, " 
G. E* Wrightp The old Testament Against Its Envirorment (Lon. 
don# 195O)v pp. "31. Wt I kewine stresses the unry"ersal7abar. 
acter of the Call of Abraham: "Following the Tower of Babel 
story we are immediately informed of the election of AbrahU 
;, The-bnly logical assumption is that the election 
or Israel in some way mot be the answer to the plight of man,, " 
(Po'53), Of# also the same author# God Who Acts (London#1952),, 
po 510 and *The Faith of Israel" IB I's To 351# co a lo 
2ftu. l2t3b. The phrase occurs again In Gen* l8tl8# M14 In the Niphal, Both of theme verses belong to the Z 
document. In Gen. 221l8s 26t4, the Hithpael is used. Theme 
two verses are ascribed to a redactor by S6R. DriverO to H 
by Eissfeldt# tb6 first to E and the second to J by Oenterri 
and Robinson (of* Rowley# Elections p. 66p no 2). 
y 
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ients of suoh grace, l 
The main interest of the following ceetions of J is 
narrowed down to the history of Israel* The sense of mission 
to those outside Israel is certainly not developed# but the 
relationship of these speolal events to world history Is never 
totally lostý Abraham as the re=ant is the bearer of God's 
future plans of salvation for all the races of the eartho 
2. The Patriarchal HistorZ 
(a) Abrahamls Intercession 
W. Es MUller ban drawn attention to the remnant motif 
2 lying behind the conversation narrative of Abraham with Yahweh. 
He cites this narrative as an example of the principle he 
claimed to have found in the Noah saga# that the P"79 has 
the rights, because of his OP -7y. to lay claim to exemption 
from oatatitropbe. 3 He believes that the significance of the 
dialogue between Yahweh and Abraham In that the Yabwist In 
leading up to the high point of a sifting of the righteous 
from the ungodly# The dialogue In broken off suddenly# Indi- 
cating that there was moreyet to be saidp and we can see the 
'Howley# while limiting this passago rather too 
strictly to a concern for Abram and his descendants# does &a.. 
knowledge that it has some universal significance: "There in 
not yet the thought of others sharing the springs of bar bless., Ing In the sharing of her faith,, but there is the consciousness 
that ultimately It in bar faith which given her whatever sig.. 
nificanoe she has for meno" . Eleptiono p& 66. 
2GOno 18: 22 ff. Cf. mcillerp Rest pp, 43-45. 
3cf. 
suprop -P,, 49 'o 
CIL r 
intention of the Narrator only by the following sagap Gone 
19: 1-29# which tells of Lot's esoape. 1 
An examination of the composition of these passages, 
howeverj, will show that such a conclusion is unjustified# 
The Mamre and Sodom sagas are evidently based on old tradi. 
tions which the Yahwiet adapted* whereas the two sections Gen, 
18: 17.182 and 20-23 appear to be the Yahvist's own composition# 
and express his theological position more than the older saga. 3 
Just oil in Gen# 6t5-8 and 8: 20-22 we are le4 to share the de. 
liberationp of Yabwebs so in these passages the Yabwlst given 
us further disclosures of the counsel* of God* We must keep 
in mind# therefore# that the question of the fate of the 
righteous in Gen; 18: 23-33 cannot be equated simply with the 
fate of Lot in Gen, 19, In the former passage the yahwist 
has more freedom to express his own theological oonceptions. 4 
IHtt11erg Rentlo p, 44fal "Der Yahwistg der diese l» 
aode In den Gang s=enei Darstellung eingebaut bat# einen nee» 
punkt für nie bereit hat. Gott beantwortet die am Ende den 
Gespritche zwischen den beiden Partnern noch schwebende# una-as. 
gesprochene letzte Frage# indem er eine Sichtung vollzieht. 
Diever Gedanke der Sichtung der In der Prophotie besondere 
Bedeutung erlangt# taucht hler zum ersten Male auf, Lot wird 
als P' 7-q lin Sinne von vo 23 ffe erfunden und 'um seinen Lebens 
willgn gerettet* tu 
2aesarding Gen. 18819 an an interpolationg oft Nothj, Übtbrlieferungog! tjohiehte# pe 259 and von Radg *Das erste Buch 
MOBOO--; Pt. 2 Gerleels Kanit01 12t10-25 #* ATD III (Göttingeng 1953)1 Pe 17he 
30f, Ibid, ppe 177 f, 9 182 Nothg überlieLeýLO-» 9080biOhts- Pe 25ö# and Ja KOberles Stiade-and Gnade (Munich# 
1905)9 -P- 539 
4Cf 
. Noth# . 
Überýlleten! UegLeaohichte 0 p. 258. X* 625, who 
OPP0S08 Gunkelte deicriptIOW-oiE thiß Passage aß an intOrP()1&tiCn- 
"Gerade sein tiefer theologischer In)ült spricht durchaus dater, 
das% es nicht von irgendeinen Interpolatort sondern aller Wahiý- 
scheinlichkeit nach von dein Theologen J stanmt. % 
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Not once does the deliverance of Lot and his f amily enter 
directly Into this dialogue between Abraham and Yahweh. The 
setting of tbo narrative is the threatened destruction of 
Sodom and Goworraho but the problem facing the Yahwist ban 
only a tboorstical relationship to these cities in particular. 
It is highly Improbable# according to Gen. lqj that there 
would be a single P"-7-q found in Sodom&3# Nor can we deduce 
frcm this dialogue an inclination towards a doctrine of in. 
dividual reaponsibilityo 
de= Sodom hört f't& Abraham doch nicht auf# eine 
durch Blutsbande und Schicksal zusam»ngeherige Ge- 
meinschaft zu nein, Es geht Abraham ja auch nicht 
um die Herauslösung der Unschuldigen aus der Stadt 
und um Ihre'gesonderte Bevahrung; es geht Ihm um 
etwas anderen und viel Gröszoren namlich von Anfang 
bis zum Ende u= das ganze Sodamtt 
This approach was bared upon the realistic Semitio concept of 
the co=xunityj namely that the fate of an individual Is insep. 
arable from the fate of the whole group& 
The oautlaws,, humble probing by the Yahvist Into the' 
righteousness of Godts acts with Sodca represents the result 
of some bold and penetrating theological reflection* Should 
Yahweh proscribe destruction of a comminity because the 
'Lot himself did not belong to Sodom and therefore is 
not to be regarded as a remant representative of that city and 
bearing in the fact of his existence the hopes of a future , 
restoration of Sodom. This Is illustrated by the fact thatp in 
the memory of Israel the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah Is 
the classic example of total destruction. Of* Dout. 29: 23, p.. - 
Isa. IS9 f, 13119# Jer7Vr: 18v 50: 00 
ýHzek., 
16: 46 Mo Ron*, 
11: 8# Amon 4: 11# Zopbs 2t9p Pa. IMp L'am- 4t6. 
2 
Voh Rado grate Mones M Pb 181* Xz=ples of the 
ancient concept, of 0-, Zjedtrvýeýreap one ibilty for sin may be seen 
in Gen. 20: 9* Josh. 7': 24ff., Daut. 21: 14, 
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majority are or should He not judge & few P7 3Y to A 
be weightier than a large majority of 11ýy) ? It is not a 
quosticn of individuallem bsre, 9 but of tba righteousness of 
God's acts in His relationship with Sodom as a co=Mnity* The 
astorelehing deoision to rezached that a very emall number of 
the P' 
, 
73 are woishtier In tho eyos of God than a majority of D 
the 1J_V-) and would be the means of preventing the judgment 
of God from destroying the city* "Pas Gesetz der Schuldtfher. 
tragung hat seine Kehrselte, im Geretz der Stallvertretung*"3, 
Although the dialogue feils to deal with the question 
of the vioRrious substitution of a single P" -7.5 for the whole 
cityp there is no neod to judge that the conversation is In. 
complete as it stands# or tbst it broke off before bringing us 
to a sattsfactory conolusion, 2 Yahwable answer that for ten 
who are righteous the city would be spared is sufficient for 
the Yahwlat. To go further than this In h1,3 quostioning had 
not crossed his mind. He was satisfied that he had to do with 
a God whose ultimate purpoaa la not judgment and malodiation,, 
but salvation and blesoing. 3 
We find# therefores no basis in the Abraham dialogue 
for Haller's assortion that the yahwist Is portraying a sifting# 
10* Procknob, Genemis. (2nd ed*; Leipzigp 1924)s p* 125* 
2Asainet muller, Rentj pe 43, "Da@ Geopy«ch zwischen 
jahvg und Abraham bricht uZvme-Am-Itt'Dlt *bÄ, ohrje das% die durch 
die Fragen den letzteren erregte SPR=ME tiber daß 'er'a6'Ultlp 
Geschick c%r BeXohneP h90d0M8 Oine LeaUrlß 'ort«h"ý*tb *f * vcu Rad# Erste Nosels, 4 Po 18211, 
30f. Noths VkýerllefeEMSsgeeohichtep po 259# 
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or Separation of the righteous from the unrighteous.. What we 
have, however, is a glimpse of the principle of substitution. 
ary suffering, which comes to its fullest flower in the Old 
Testament in the figure of the Suffering Servant of Second 
Isaiah, The significance of this thoughts in its expanded 
form# for the concept of the remnant will be seen below (P#134)., 
(b) The Jacob-Esau Narratives 
The Yahwist gives us a very clear example of the rem. 
nant in his account of the preparation of Jacob for the ap. 
proach of Esau. 
1 Fearing that his brother would attack him# 2 
Jacob divided his camp into two, so that If Esau 
destroyed the one camp, the other camp which was left 
would be for an escaping 17b "ý_7ý 
The story is aetiologicalp being based upon the place name 
and Is paralleled in E by a story based on the 
etymology of this name,, 4 E derives LI'117J from the word 
ngift" and describes the presents sent to Esau 
to win his favourt, In the j story the keynote is the danger 
of annihilation ubich faces Jacob and his party. with 
his usual acumen, Jacob devises a schema to avoid total destruc. 
tions, and thus to enable his family to continue to exist& 
With the account of Jacob's prayer. 5 however# the Yahwist shown 
10eno 32: 4(tT 3)- 14a(ET 13a)o 2Cf, Gen. 27: 41- 
30en- 32: 9 (8T B)o 
, ̂ 4, 
40eno 32: 14b (ET 13b). 22(ET 21), Cf. Noth Uberlieferungs. 
geschlohte, q Pi 240P and von Rad, Erste 
iosesp Pto 5# Genosis 
'Kapitel-25: 19-5Ot26,, ATD IV,, p. 276 ff. # 
5Von Rad seen this prayer as the high point of the whole 
scene (ibid,.. p. * 277) * 
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Us that for Jacob the bope of survival rested ultimtely upon 
Gods 
But tbou didit sayl II will do you good# and make 
Your descendants as the sand of th seap which 
cannot be numbered for multitude, it 
In this prayer we see the Yahwist associating the concept of 
eleation with the preservaticn of a remnant. God's promises 
to the fathers meant that Jacob and his family could not be 
out off without eliminating the possibility of fulfilment., 
That this petition is based upon God's grace# and not upon 
any claim which Jaocb had on Godle favour may be seen In the 
fact that Jacob pleadodlhts own unworthiness* 
I am not worthy of the loast of all the steadfast 
love and all the faithfulness which thou bast 
shown to thy servant. 2 
CONCLUSION: THE REMNANT CONCEPT IN TEE YAMfIST 
Running throughout the Yahwistic Primitive and patriar- 
chal narratives is the ealvatian motif. The Yahwist's faith 
in the permanence of GodIs purpose of salvation for mankind. 3 
to reflected in the concept of the remnant# through which 
God's promise in maintained despite catastrophe* That the 
remnant concept has universal elements in J is most clearly 
Gen* 32113 (ST 22). 2GOn- 32: 11 (ET IO)e 
3Cf* A* Welser, Einleitung in-das Alton Testament 
(2nd ed.,, (; dttjhgenj 1; ýq=p. tjjL, who says-ME i coEceives 
Godle actibtis as "die DurcW; rung des, gottlichan- Helloplans 
allen menschliabon Hotmungen, RefUrchtungen und HOffnangen 
zum Trotz. 11 
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seen in his primitive history# in the narratives of the Flood 
and the Call of Abraham, In the patriarchal history the 
Yabwist follows his sources very closely# and so we do not 
find an much of his own theological reflection,, In the prim. 
itive history, however$ he has given us insightsWhich he in. 
tends should fonn the basis of the interpretation of his fol.. 
lowing history, Just because there in no mention of the 
universal purpose of the remant in the J*oobjEsau. story# we 
need not infer that the Yahwist excluded all save a purely 
nationalistic bope*1 For all its nearness to the popular 
traditionsp the J docurnent breathes a prophetic spirit# break- 
ing beyond all national boundaries in the earnestness witb 
wbich it oonoeives Oodto power# and His demand for men's 
obedienoe. 2 
Bo THE ELORIST 
The Tosepb Stoa 
In the story of Josephis disolosure of bimself to his 
brotberaq E is very explicit in obowing that God's band and 
lOt. b Noth. 
ÜberlieferungsResohichtet p' 258 
gentlgte Ihn# In Etägang eindeutig genagt zu haUng Wle er W allen Weitere verstanden winnen wollte* 
e 
2Cr. libisgr, ginlei -j pe SXb "Denn dien Werk Ist 
Im Grunde mit dem Ernst neinie'-uXeosentrlächen Geschlohteauf- 
. fasung und m darstellung ein , zeuWün von 
der leben'digen 
Gottenmacht»'das soweit wir sehen können# zum ern4n»1 In der 
81tehtentamentlichen Literature jäne weiten und tieten, PerÄvpek- 
tiXen erWfnet# In denen der Geist der Propheten veltergedacht 
bot** Von der thocaentrischen hollegeachtehtlichen Denkweise 
6e9 Yahweglaubene her gewinnt die jahvietische Geschichtabe-. 
trachtung den weitgespannten universalen amhmenp in den sie 
dan Gesamtgeschehen zwischen Schopfung und Eschatologie hinein. 
gestellt. " 
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purpose have been in the adventures of the herot God takes 
even w, nls waywardness Into His purposet bringing good out of 
mnis evil intention, 
God sent me before you to preserve for you a rem- 
nant 57 " Wf on eartba and to save ou 
alive for a gre t escaping 
Proksob believes that here means *descendants#" an 
In 2 Sam. 1417# and not Oremnantý" since all the members of 
the family have been preserved. 2 Mttller points out$ howevert 
that the remnant terminology is appropriate# since the tribe 
in narrowly escaping destraotion in like the remnant an the 
bearer of hopes for the future existence. 3 The oo=ection 
bere between remant and posterity is very olosel, but the 
ocnJunction of with empbasizen the 
escape fram danger of destruction. Tbrough Godfs action a 
remnant has been saved to be the heir of His promises to the 
patriarchs, 
That E did not regard the promise to Israel an bind. 
ins God to secure Israelts future is to be seen in Eta do- 
soriptions of Israel's defootions in the wilderness wander. 
ings. Israels disobedience brought about the possibility 
'Gen-* 45: 7- For this translation see S, R, Driver# 
The Book of Genesis (6th ad,; London# 1907)v P-P 362j, n*7* 
2Prooksobs Genesis# po 415* lie claims that there in 
nothing here of t prophetic notion of a pious remnant saved 
from udgmento "Die theologisobe Bedeutung don sun don 
Gericht geretteten frommen Restesp die bel, den Sohriftpropheten 
melt oe (5#15) eine so grooze Rolle spielts fehlt dam Begriffe 
An Maerer Stelle noob. " 
3Mffller, 
p Rest, P, 46. 
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of God rejecting her6l The remnant In a creation of GOds2 
but Israel must respond to God's creative activity of salva. 
tionp or else Israel cannot be that remnant. 3 Had It not 
been for Mosest perfect obedience to God,, Israel would have 
been destroyed through her denial of Yahweh and her worship 
or the golden calr. 4 The 9 writings present the radical 
demndo of God upon Rio peoples and eamhasize the need for 
raith. 5 
Co ELIJAH 
The frequency of the remnant motif in the Elijab and 
Elisba stories has been pointed out by MMller. 6 He notes 
the importance of the concept politically in Jebuts struggle 
against the Baal cult# and also the heightening of its im. 
portance through Its association with the clash of hetero- 
'A* Bentzen,, Introduction to the Old Testament (2 odgj Copenhagen, 1952). Ils p. 51. 
2nerntriobp TWNT IVj, 207- 
3contrast MUllers, ResjP P. 46 (who includes Gen; 
)45: 
7 
in bin treatment of the rielzimm"nt In the Yahwist writing He 
concludes that thin paosagep like the story of the meeting of Jacob and Esaup demonstrates that the Yahwist believes that 
"Gott in sainen Verheistungen Israel von don Anf"n her einen 
soleben ExistonztrAtger fUr all* Zelton garantiert. hatOO 
4EX, 32: 13"14, Cf, 4T, Rylaarsdamp I Bj Is pp. 835# 10639 
5Cf. B. Balsoheit "Alter und, auftommu don Monotheigaug 
in der Iaraelitischen Refigion. " M&W; 69(1938)v PPe 95ol0l* 
6M, lerv Rest 46 ff .p who f I-ads this motif In I KI 18: 22 40 190stfil4s l7p 18: 2 Ki. 9tl5# joillp 34# 17# 19p 
21, i4s 2ý# 28s 
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gensous cults. We thus have a concept of a remnant closely 
connected with Israel's political experiences and cultio wor. 
ship* We may well ask# thenp to what extent the content on 
Mount Carmel and the conversation of Elijah with God on Mount 
Horeb are concerned with the purely political aspects of Is. 
rael's life* Was the fight against Baal worship on Mount Car- 
mel simply a protest against the influence of foreign nations 
upon the Israelite culture? Was this simply a way of express- 
ing the national self-consciousness of Israel# Leee Melkart for 
Phoenicias but Yahweh for Israel? 
f, O-A* ("'. 
7 
Certainly there in muoh that outwardly bespeaks mere 
nationalism. Elijah wan antagonistic to Ahab's foreign wife 
Jezebel, p through whom many of the ancient tribal bonds of 
brotherhood had been laid asids. 1 The syncretistic policy 
of David and Solomon bad been revived in OmA and Ahab# much 
to the dismay of the Rechabitemp who wished to revive the 
original Israelite culture. Although Ahab remained officially 
2 a Yahweh worshipper, $ he introduced the Baal cult to exist 
alongside Yahweh worship. 3 The content on Carmel probably 
reoeived ites impetus from the revising of the border between 
Phoenicia and Israel# bringing the Carml promontory back into 
the Israelite Kingdom*4 The content could tben. be of national 
kf* Nabotbib ancestral claim to bin vineyard# 1 KL*21: 1 ffo 
20f# his obildrents names# Ahaziabt Jehoramp Atbaliab* 
31 xi. 16: 31 ffo 
4cf. A'lbreoht Alt "Das GotteBUrtsil, &Uf d9m KamOlow 
Postachrift George Beer 
IStuttgarts 1935)s PP 12 ffs 
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importance as signifying that Yahweh and His land go together. 
The eXclusiveness which the ceremony demonstrated would lie 
in the principle that a national god should be bonoured in 
his own country, The reference to Elijah anointing Razael, 
as King of Syriat and Zebu as King of Israel#l ties bin in 
with the prophetic movement of revolution aiming to over- 
throw the dynasty of Ahab. That this was ostensibly to 
purify the cult does not free it from the charge of being 
political opportunism. 
We cannot ignore the tradition that Elijah was a man 
of action,, a colourful political figure) who entered Into 
the conoretS problems of the government of his country6 
The weight of-evidenoe points to this fact# however# that 
the basis of his actions was predominantly religiouse Tho 
contest on Carmel is not simply against the Phoenician Beal 
Malkart# but also against Baal Carmel$, and the whole Canaan.. 
itlub fertility cult which found a rallying point in that 
sacred shrines Yahweh's exclusiveness# which Elijah was 
championing had more than a national basis* Hlijab*saw that 
Yahweh by His very nature could not come to terms with the 
Baalins Tbese were two irreconcilables and they each 
demanded the extermination of the otber#2 There were two 
11 Ki, 19115,16& 
2 Cf, Johannes Hohn Die biblische und die babylonimiche 
GOttentdee (Leipzigg 19131# pe 369-, "Was hat--das lodernde 
Feuer rnýaeiner Bruetj, das Ihn zum VerniRbtungekampte gegen 
Ba"al treibt# entzündet# wenn Xicht die - Uberzeugunag das hier 
die, Entscheidung zwiechen zwei unversöhnlichen Weltanschau. 
unsen falle? " 
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world-views in conflict# the one based upon Yahweh# who was no 
nature-god# but a God who had entered into the historical ex- 
periences of a particular people# the other based upon the 
Baal system of barmonious integration witb nature. The Baal 
cult depended for its efficacy upon magical ritesl the Yah. 
web cult, howevers was founded upon the covenant between God 
and his people. 1 This does not mean that we should posit a 
new realisation of monotheism by Elijab*2 but we shoald 
recognize thato in his vigorous defence of Yahweh's exclusive. 
ness, Elijah's concept of God bears the seed of what was to 
come to full flower in the monotheism of Second Isaiah. 
The stories gathered together in I Ki. 17-19 centre 
around the colourful figure who bursts suddenly into the 
Court of Ahab. 3 Brilliant though his entry lot his exit in 
fear to the wilderness before the threat of the foreign 
Queen casts a shadow of gloom over the hopes he had arousede 
What was to be the future of Yahweh and His people when such 
an unscrupulous woman as Zesebel could wield such power? 
It is not surprising# then# that the story of bin 
visit to Horeb depicts him as being truly left alone, 
The people of Israel have forsaken tby covenanti 
thrown down tby altaray and slain thy prophets with 
11 
Nis 18: 361 19: 10# 34* 
2Cf, Mttller# Re. 81-ap P, 48* 
3Thess Zlijab narratives are fairly early# datin f 
800'B. Co Of* T. H. Robinsonp A -Historl'of Israel 
fOl; 
o*rads 
-11 Ip 302, and J. A# Montgomery# sw1ungs9l, CC (Edl urgbv 
19521p Pe 40* 
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the swordl and Ip even I only am left ý0 IX 7 Tý . -r "--7JP 71H and they seek my life 
to take iiawiY. 1 
Evorything that is truly Israclitish, everything that main. 
tains the old coVenant relationship with Yahweh# Is depicted 
as concentrated Into the fate of this one man. 02 The whole 
future of Israel depends upon him, He is the true remnant 
Of all that was meant by the word Israel. 
There isp bowevers a furtber word of God to Elijab 
assuring him that be was not really alone# that God had pre- 
served seven thousand as a faithful commanity in Israel. 3 
The preface to this divine promise places a problem before 
us# in recording God's command to Elijab to anoint Hazael an 
King of Syrla, and Jabu as King of Israel. 4 These references 
ars unhistorical, since the connection with Hazael and Jebu 
is part of the Elisha series of legands. 5 What has probably 
happened is a transfer of the commission from the Elisba- 
6 legends to Elijab. When we omit those incongruous refer.. 
ences between Hazael and Jehuo we have a proper connection 
11 
Kid 19: 10, 
2Cf. R. B*Yd Scott,, The Relevance of Us Proph to (Now 
York& 
" 
1947)t pp. 67 ffoo7lit-aini", Pedersen# Israelp-III-XVp 
518, Legend raises hin'to be the man in whom-alI-fidelity to 
Yahweh is concentrated#* Montgcmeryt Kingso P& 313# seen 
rallels in this story to that of MoserillModus 19, p although 
would contrast the nature theopbany of Ex. 19: 18 ffe with 
the spiritual aspect of BlIjahts theophany on Mount Horeb* 
31 Kie. 19: 18i 
43. Kit -19: 15#16.52 Ki * 8: 7 ff o, 
60f- 
McnitgomerYs 'Kill as P- 315, "In Jewish tradition 
Elijah is the one perfoo to whom forsooth all credit 
should be given. " 
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between verses 15 and 19; 
Go# return an your way, --- and anoint Elisha 
--- to be prophet in vour place. . yet will leave seven thounimd in Israel, all the 
knees that have not bowed to Baal# and every 
moutb that bas not kissed him#$ So he departed 
from there and found Elisha, 
What significance Csn be attached to the nuralber seven 
tbousand in 1 Ki. 19: 18 we do not knovol Montgomery sug. 
gests tb&t It may have been an authentio report of some cen- 
Bus taken of the Zenlots. 2 To Ws Manson desoribes It as a 
round number representing the number of the faithful minority 
who will be spared in judgment, 3 What is significant is 
the divine promise to spare a small group of the faithful 
Yahweh worshipperso The reference to the judi; ment of those 
who have kissed Baal brings to mind the outburst of Hosea 
11, g, ainst the min of Israel in worshipping Baal, "Men kiss 
calvest"4 What Is at stake in not simply the cultic ritual 
of Yahwism# but oll the ethical connotationE springing frcm 
the law and the covenant. It is In the r6cognitLon of Yah. 
weh as, Lordg making ethical demands upon His people# that the 
111b of Israel is to be saintainede It is true that the 
J*C*Ca b 11 In "God's People and the Remantp* SJTs 
III (1950)v P*M91e# minimizax the emphasis upon judgmnt ME - 
thiý and other : ýennant'passages,, olaiming that in this pass& a 
the number seven thousand is a symbol for the whole or Xsrweýs 
He refers to Klreblieh6 Dognatlk,,, 11/21 PP- 297-303 where 
Barth tries to rind support Mr"'ibis v ew, in 1 KioNiO115 'He 
mustered all the people of Israelt seven tboiisand. Thfs 
cryptic statement can hardly be made to support sudb an inter. 
pretatione The message of God to Elijab envisages the destruc. 
tion of the major portion of Israel* 
2 
Montg=eryt MUM# Pe 3154,4 
Xansct$ Teaobinga of Jealb Pe 175e Hoe* 13: 2 
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implications of response to Yahweh are not clearly worked 
out here# but they are implicit in the analogies'of this pass. 
age t! b the picture of Moses as the law-giver* 
Quite early, then, in the history of IsraelpIt bee&= 
evident to men of faith that God intended to maintain. the 
purposes of His election# even though the nation at large 
forsook its obligations to Him* Be it one person or seven 
thousand God would preserve a faithful minority through whom 
His promises would be fulfilled. 1 
D. TEE REMNANT IN AMOS 
The Shepherd from Takoa has come down in history an 
the Prophet of doom. Like a-battering-ram of God's judgment# 
his oraoles bring all the fortresses of false security 
crashing to the ground, Israel's pride in her privilege as 
God's Chosen People bas blinded her to the fact that her 
election bears with it a great responsibility. Her delight 
in oultic ritual for its own sake has made her unable to see 
the ethical nature of the God with whom she in supposed to 
0 OUM=e 0 The Day of the Lords which she no blandly supposes 
will be a day of victory over all bar enamieng will be a 
day of darkness and judgment to the very Cbosen people. 
2 
in the ligbt of tbis predom inanoe of doom$ the few 
-rneoiLogie des Alton Testaments 'Of. 0. Procksoh Tbeol 
Offteralobj, 1950), p P. 566'-- 
2AMOI 5: 18-200 
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passages where there is any hint of survival after the judg. 
ment become naturally suspect. Some scholars claim that there 
is no hope at all in Amos$ and that where there is mention of 
a few survivorst there is no positive significance to be 
attached to this fact. We should regard such places rather 
as a means of heightening the threat of destructionol Some 
say that Amos' prophetio vision it; bl-fooalo on the one 
band he looks at North Israelfs sin with the scathing judg. 
ment which presages nothing but the end of all things# but, 
on the other hand# his pstriotism towarda his own land# Judah# 
2 colours his view of her future. Thus we find the inter. 
pretation that "seek the Lordn3 means to come to Jerusalem 
to worship. 4 Those at ease# whom the Prophet condemns# 
are those who are at ease against Zion. 
5 Another view is 
that Amon accommodates his high ethical pronouncements to the 
'Allen, Fr het and Nati2n 32; 0* Baabp Theology 
8 _# of the Old Te tament (N ville, lg&; ) P. 192 f.; 
Grippsq The Book o? Amos (Londont 1949 a pp* 190f. # 268, p 297s, 319 f-I HowInc2e=, Pa. St. I1# pp. 261 f. p 277* 
2 S,. Bl Frostp O. T. Apocalyptic (London# 1952)a Po 46; 
Snaitbo "Servqnt or the Lord In Secoftd Isaiahq" SOTP,, po 188; 
V, Maagq Text$ Wortschatz, und Begriffevelt des is Amos 
(Leidenp 1951)t PP* 250 ra; H, Kraus, "Der Gerlchteprophet 
Amoap ein Vorlffufer des Deuteronomi"tenp" ZAW NF* 9 (1932)8, 
pp. 221-239. Criticism of Kraus's view tVaT Amos was a Judaean 
nationalist has been expressed by G, A. Danellp Studies in the 
Waras Israel MPPSAlas 1946) pe 112, n. 9; and-E-eWrthweing 
"Imos-Studien" ZAW 62 (104V50)s 33. 
3AMos 5: 6. 
4Krausp "Der Geriahtsprophet Amoop" 7AW X, F, 6', 9 (193.2) 
po 238 f, 
'5Amos 61la L. Rost* in Israel bei don Propbetenq BWANT, 
4t19 (Stuttgart# 1937)o Po 15P J=ner-prets the preposition _11 
:I as advereatiVe 7 J,, 
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Popular expeotation of galvation on the Day of Yahweb. 1 
With such a variety of approaches to this prophecy in 
mind# we are well advised to seek to interpret Amos according 
to the picture which he has given us of himself* He claims 
to stand in the succession of the prophetic movementp and 
ebowe sympathy for the Nazirltex*2 He opposes vigorously 
those encroachments of the rights of the Individual within 
the ancient Israelite bond of brotherhood. oppression of 
the poor and needq# scorn for justioet and greed for gain re- 
sulting in deceitful comercial practices were all anathema 
to bim, 3 He is not concerned with some vague ethical world 
order* His Indiotments are ooncretep being based upon the 
laws and demands of the old Yahweh ampbict'p"'ony, 4 He stands 
In the mucoession of Moses and Elijah# and therefore has the 
concern of Godle People at hearts rather than any purely 
nationallatio movement. His use of the term *Iorael" has been 
the subjeet of nuob discussionoý It is suffloient here to say 
lGressmannt Urgiprunxp p. 236, 
2Amox 2tl3. t3L2,, 7t24vl5* Cf* HoUs 11owley# "Was Amoe it Nabi? " Festachrift Otto Hissfeldt (Halle an der Saale *1947)p 
ppe 191-196d 
3Amos. 2: 6#7& 5: 10-12,6: 4-7v 8: 4-6* 
43-51,40fe 
Warthvein# "Amos-Studlenp" ZAW 62(1949/50)v pp* 
50f* Danell,, Studies 110-1361 Rost# leraelAppo 
7-20; N. Xiaklems,, rrop'3SoTz#apnpd. Esohatoloxy (Lond-On-#-19-26)p 
p: 1061 W, R6 Harper, #-"Amos an-d-Hoseat" ICC (Edinburgh# 1905). P 4v all of whom conclude that Amos useT"'rIerael* to desig" 
nate only the Northern Kingdom# That the term was used gen. 
erally to include both the Northern and Southern Kingdoms Is 
the opinion of M, Buttenwiesert The Propbets-of Israel (Now 
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that the wider use of the term "Israel" suits the general oon. 
tent of Amos in most cases. The Day of Yahweh is to be a 
day of darkness for the whole covenant people# not just the 
Northern Kingdom. His viewpoint Is not a narrowly parochial 
oneol His conoern is for that people oreated by God's 
gracious act of redemption in the Exodus frcm Egypt. 2 Godle 
choice of this people implies ethical demands which she can 
ignore only at ber peril. 3 Inraelts life in grounded in the 
necessity of response to these demands, * and In the realisation 
that the privilege of election bears with it a great responsi. 
bility. 4 Since Israel ban fallen away from her pledgeg, it In 
the solemn dutY of Amos to su=on her to meet this God whcm 
abe had so largely forgotten, "Prepare to meet Tby God# 
0 Israel. "5 
'Tork, p 1934). pp* 225-237; A. 0, Welob The Kings and Proghets 
of Ama&mA-Israel ed., N. W, Porteous 
jL`onFo-n-j 1952). pe 11.2 r. 1 
J-5. Mulloug Somo Suggestions about Ammon"# JBL LXXII 7 
(1953)j, pp. 248ý-2511 and Cripps# Amos P- 13- 
IMcCullough points out that prcbabýy some of Amos' min... 
istry was carried out in Judah, of * Amos 6: 1# "Some Suggestions 
about Amos. * I BL LXXII (195_1)0 ps 249, p 
2Amos 3: 1#2* 
3Haller bas gatbered evidence to abow bow Amos bad to 
t OIMIýk ri, 
contend against the popular view of the Day of Yabweb as a 
Day of Salvation for Xersels, ReL%9Zt# PI)s 49-53, 
4cf. X* Seierstedtp Die offenbarungeerlebnions der 
Propheten Amos. Isaiah. Jeremia-polot 1946)s pe 59# =wo observes 
that Ere eth Cal demand or eMotion went baok into the Mosaic 
times (Gen. 15: 6#. 22tl ff. * 3.512). The thought that Yahweh OOW-to-escape His people beoause Be would then be without wor. 
shippers is far from Amos. Cf, also Dahla Dan Volk GottesIx 
PPs 30w32. 
5Amos 4: 12. Cf., Amos 5: 17,6: 14. 
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The scorn which Amos heaps upon those whose self.. 
confidence blinds them to the reality of the imminent judg.. 
ment Is most clearly seen by the way In which be likens the 
rement to the paltry soraps of a sheep rescued from the mouth 
of a lione 
As the shepherd rescues froal the mouth of the lion 
two legs, or a piece of an ear# so sball the 
people of Israel *. * be reBeued, 
1 
The emphasis here is uporL the meaninglessness of the remnant. 
The wretched remains of the sheep taken from the lion's 
moutb serve only identification purpomes#2 The word '*resoue* 
Is used ironically* Amon in lashing out with absolute an. 
surance against the popular salvation bope wbich piotured 
the coming catastrophe as suallowing up all but jerae1*3 
EMirical Israel is doomed to destruction, So# in a dirges 
Amos proclairal 
Fallenp no -more to rise Is the virgin Izrael*4 
How are we to reconcile such a pessimistic outlook 
with the rather more hopeful passagos of Amos 5i4f# WO 
Many scholars would interpret the note of hope ironically# or 
lAmos 3: 12 a. The phrase "who dwdll in Samaria* was 
probably added later an a reflection of the catastrophe that 
overcame Samaria. 
2 
Cf. b Gen* 31: 39io Exi, 2202 (ET 13)t 1 Sam# 17: 34 ffo Cf, b also T. ' Z. Meekp (translator), p "The Code of Hainurabl, 266), #" Near Eastern Texts$ p., 177-P 
3 
A, Weiser, 0 "Das Buch der zwölf Kleinen Propheten@ Ir ATD# ? 4(GtYt'tinSsn# 1949), o pd, 127; MUllerg ]Rest# pe 50; T* life TroTinsonp "Die swalf Kleinen Prophetent" Affr-W (Ttrbingeno 
1938)o P& 84- 
4 Amon 5: 2. The following verse emphasisen once more the 
magnitude of the disaster. of. also 2: 14tl5j, 6: 9* 8: 200: 1-4, p8abc. 
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acoept it an positive, but relegate it to a later age. 
1 
While the acoeptance of these verses presents a paradcm re- 
garding our understanding of the ministry of Amosp is It not 
possible that the paradox is not something external to the 
prophet# but instead is something which lies at the heart of 
his understanding of God? Amon cannot be bound by any sys. 
tem of logic* He has been called to proclaim doost upon 
empirical Israel because of her repudiation cf her covenant 
relationship to God. He Log however, no herald of an inso 
personal catastrophe which is to overtake his nation* God 
Himself is coming to overthrow everyotbing that aets itself 
up against 18j. 8 will. 2 It in too late for the nation to be 
slived jr but if individuals tbrow themelves upon His grace,, 
It mity be that God will spare them* 
Seek goods, and not evilj, 
that you may 11VOI 
and so the Lords, the God of hosts 
will b6 with you# 
an you have said* 
Rate evil# and love goods 
and establish justice in the gatel 
it may be that the Lord# the God of hosts# 
will be gracious to the remant of joeeph*3 
2Cf, Buttenwieser, # Propbets of Israel# pp6 213-221 
Kraung "Der ftrichteprophet Amoup" ZAWp (1932)p p. 219 fol 
Crip a Amos pp* l9b f. 1 A. Wejsezý', 'Obie Prophatie don 
Amozp&ý"OBH Fis 53 (Giessen# 1929), p pp, 183-194* 
2AMOB 4: 12p 5: 17# 61l4. 
3Aaos 5: 14o 15. 
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Amos its hero preaching to deeisiont. 1 Hating evils loving 
goods and establishing social justice are not acts which 
obligate God to show favour towards His peoples (see the 
force of the 1MV in vsv 154 
2 but they open up the way 
for a creative work of God In forming a new relationnbip witb 
tbone who seek Him. Amos cannot visualize a final end of 
God's dealings with men. The kind of God who chose Israel 
in free graoe ban something else in store beyond the Day of 
Judgment* "To reek God and live" means to come into an in- 
modiatc, relationship to God in faitb. 3 The future lies In 
obedience to God's command in response to His will* In the 
fortbooming judgment Amos sees God's outstretobed arm* 
Wenn es von dem Rest Jonephs redetp dessen aich 
Jahwe vielleicht erbarmen wird» da= litszt es den 
schweren Ernst göttlichen Gerichte unvermindet 
IMs, Bubers Prophetic Fatth (New Yorks 3.949)o po 103s 
where be says "T rue rop oes not announce an immtable 
deoreeo lie speake into the power of decision lying in the 
moment# and in such 
"a 
way that his message of disaster just 
touches this power* Bentzen classifies this passage an a 
speech of admonition# aimed to awaken the people to conversion 
in order to avoid the impending doom# Introductions I pe 200. 
Cf,,, 
-ý, 
also Danall# Studiesp ppo 120 ff; a"hoarl"o 77rirlizenp "Propb 
ecy and Emchatol2gy, =q 1.; Taents to Vetus TestamentBnj Vol. I 
(1953)o ppo 204--206* 
2j, 
Of. SeLerstadt. Die offenbaranAperlobnisrep pe 88# He 
observes that the "Periapi" of 5: 14 leaves the decision of 
the salvation of a remnant entii-ely up to, God., So also 
Mallerp Rests V6 53. 
3Cfe Weiser# "Desr, zwdlf Kleinen Propbetent" ATD 24 po 
138. Leben beinst, Gott suchens, heisst Gemainscha mi. tAhn 
babent ,.. Gott allein stebt in Mitte1punkt 
dieser Denkweise, 
er Lot Grund und Ziel alles Dassinal die Gemeinschaft mIt Ihm, 
ist. der Sim de'IýLebens und die einzige Maglicbkeit der 
ExisteAz JOS, 7: 9), * 
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stehen und sieht doch selbst in der Katastrophe 
noch die ausgestreckte Gotteshandj die das Volk al. 
lein zum Loben zu führen vermag. Diesen polare 
Nebeneinander von Gnade und Gericht als zweler Wesens. 
zttge göttlicher Wirklichkeit gibt dem Spruch seine 
eigenartige Pritgung und weitgreitende Bedeutungel 
Certainly Amos Is so oompletely given over to the task at 
hands the. toask of proclaiming dooms that be has little room 
for anything else. 2 We do him less than justice# however# 
to ignore this element of hope when it does appear6 
Most scholars agree that the epilogue3 has been added 
at a later date to the prophetic oraoles. 
4 A substantial 
number* howeverp argue that at least parts of this section 
stem from Amoz. 
5 Certainly the abrupt change in outlook in- 
troduoed in Amon 9t8d suggests that it is a qualification 
from a later time, Prooksob ban found in Amos 919#10 a pic- 
ture of the separation of wheat from chaff and thus an analogy 
to the remant. 6 Cripps,, on the otber bands bas given 
evidence that thin passage implies only doom for Israel. 
7 He 
11-bid.,, p. 3.41. 
20f. Vriezenp Prggheoy and Eschatology-# p, 205# where 
he writes "He was a man with only one string to his bow# and 
his shot went homel* 
3Amos 9t8d-15. 
4Buttenwiexer, Prgghets of Israel# ps 2121 Howinakels 
. 
53p pp* 52-57v 282-290j Poe Sto IIp Ve 2661 Walser# Am r 
Crippop Amon ppo 67-77o 
ýSellin# Der Alttestamentixqbo-Yr-o-pDheti-s'must PP-s 118P 
349#151; Procksob, T, A,, Tp P --175# 1 Buberq Prophetic 
Faitba 0 1081 MR& ý pp! 
o 2V f; Vriezeno Proprecy ; no'od 9 
LP-mebato ogyp p. 205o mmwmmw-ý 6Prooksch, T. A. T, 
- PP* 
175t 581# 
7eripps, Among pp. 68j, n. 59 265-2709 
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acknowledges the possibility that it may be from Amos. After 
examining the arguments regarding the authorship of the last 
two sectionssl be concludes that they must come from a later 
periodO2 When we consider these sections in the light of 
elements of hope in the Prophetts oracles# we see that they 
express an aspect of Amos's teaching which needed expansion 
and which we can detect only in such passages as 5: 4.14,15o3 
Brief thol Amos's encounter with the remnant concept 
may be, still he has delineated features of that hope for 
the future which Dleyed an increasingly important part in 
his successors* He associated the concept of the remnant 
with "to liveo"4 The true religious life is one lived by faith 
'Amos 9: 11#12 and 13-15.2jbid, # ppo 67-77* 
3Cf. Mcculloueb, "Some SUSEestions about Amos$, " TBL 
LXXII (1953)p pe 254v where be concludes, "The later addMon 
to the end of the book (9: 8d-15) is therefore not as incon- 
gruous as It appears at first glance, While these closing 
verses reflect conditions that did not exist, # as far as we knows, during Amos's ministry* in their conviction that Yahweble 
ultimate purpose for Israel is good# they are in harmony with 
the propbet's basic assumptions and they form an appropriate 
conclusion to his oracles, " Cfo also G, Ro Conning " The Place of Pr22betic Intercession in Old Testament Religionj, nip b. 
lished FMoD-* DisserEation (Now College# MSnSurgh -, - 1934* Pe 72-1 
"When we ask the question whether Amos# as we know him# could 
have coneelved of the state of tbings portrayed In the last 
verses of his book# we can# recalling his intercessions# answer 
that he bad a spiritual flexibility which does not elsewhere 
appear in the messages which he delivered at Bethel* His 
mind which was not closed to the acceptance of a message of 
certain judgment# was open to a message of future happinesso 
Like Jeremiah# another Intercessor# Amos could have been the 
prophet of a day of restoration beyond the day of judgment. " 
4Amos 5: 14,15. 
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in utter dependence upon Godo a God who is not bound to His 
people# a God who requires their ethical response. We are 
not sure that the Prophet Isaiah was acquainted with the 
works of Amos,, It is 1probableg however$, that the work of 
the Shepherd from Tekoa made a valuable contribution to 
Isalable concept of faith. 
C bap te rV 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF THE REMNANT 
FROM ISAIAH TO JEREMIAH 
A, THE REMNANT IN ISAIAH 
Like his predecessor Amos# the Prophet Isaiah came 
befors his people with the pronouncement C GodIs Judgment 
upon them ror their sinol It was God Himselr who was bring- 
ing about the destruction or the natiaae AssyrLa was merely 
His agents fulrilling His purposes, and liable to receive 
judgment berigelf upon overstepping the bounds or her divine 
, 00MISSI, an. 2 Like Among Isaiah summmed his people to pro- 
pare to meet God and not some merely human enemy& 
Par more than Amos# however# Isaiah held out hope for 
the future. 3 Par more clearly than any who bad gone before 
him,, Isaiah saw that God was working out His purpose in his- 
toryok 
Some scholars deny this element of hope in Isaiah# 
I-Ima. 
1 




9: 7(HT 8)- 
30 1 1 014s 287341 ; 17: 1-6#10- 22: 1.2 l # 7. ; 7* : - 218a. 1015 ff. 
31g&. 713v "A re=ant shall return"i IWO fo; 1: 26#279 
4. T. a.. 28: 23-29. 
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attributing it to a sobeze imposed by his followers upon his 
own teachings, l They say that Isaiah was striotly a prophet 
of woo. 
Now there oan be no doubt that the Book of Isaiah I 
represents more than the original sayings of the Prophets 
These tbirty-nine chapters represent a living witness to the 
work of Isaiah as It blosamed. forth in the experiences of 
the circle of disciples, 62 The weight which we attach to the 
work of the Prophet will therefore be determined largely by 
our understanding of the manner in which the original message 
has been transmitted, What influence has this group of dis. 
ciples bad upon the final form of the prophet's utterances? 
Is the pattern of promises following upon threats merely a 
psychological devices a natural inclination to believe that 
somehow it will all work out for weal in the end? 3 Have the 
disciples deepened Isaiable thought# or transformd It into 
sometbing antitbetLo to the original conviction? 
4 Such ques. 
lSee K. Fullerton# OVieupoints in the discussion of 
Isaiah' a hopes for the future " JBL# XLI (1923) P* I ff o lb 
contrasts two viewpoints on the 7671i features 
a the outlook 
of Isaiah - the Day of the Lord# the Remnant# the Messiah and Mon. 
20f, Bentsen, Introdiietions Ilp pe 101 fe 
3Movinckel, Prophecy and TraditLopa Po 51# sees a pay- 
obological principl7e in the arrangement-o-f threats followed 
by promises in Ina- 1: 2-311 6: 1--9: 61 9: 7-12: 6j'28-. 32" Mowinc- 
kels however# does acknowledge that Isaiah proclaimed a hope 
for the future of, He That Cometh, P. 134 f. Of. also Bent.. 
zen, t Intr9duot on Jfo p* 16 1 and Fullerton# 
"Viewpoints#" 
JBL 
.. xL' (19zz), p. 70* 
489 H, Birkeland# Zum bebraischen Traditionavesent d 
tion der iDrolphetische-n-Utteher aen -Alten Testa»nE 
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tions lead us to a further consideration* Should we not grant 
the possibility that the disciples were struggling with con. 
cepts in the propbet's declarations which would permit no 
apparently logioals consistent systematisation? They were, 
in a very real sense,, in apostolic succession to the experience 
of Isaiah's vision$ where there was revealed the God who was& 
at the Game time# both judging and graciousol They were 
foradd to consider how God could destroy Israel, and yet pro. 
serve a people through whcm He could fulfil His purpose of 
redemption f or the world. 
The issues involved in any stu4y of the eleient of hope 
In Isaiah are to be seen in the account of the Propbet's call* 
The basis of Isaiabla view of the Tenplep of Zjcn# and of the 
relationship of the judgment of God to the future of Israel# 
is to be seen in this vision in chapter six6 In it he saw 
the Holy one of Israelq became conscious of bin own sinfulnesso 
and of the fact that be dwelt amongst a sinful people. Also 
he experienced cleansing and restoratiaa through God's grace* 
In this vision the concept of the Remnant in implioits The 
prophetp who was brought back fron the death of judgment 
through God's graoep is himself a type of the Ron- 
1938) p. 15, "Auf dem Jen&iab funzend wurde 
In ihren Kreisen die ganze gerichtepi-, 9, pphetiaichen Predigt in 
natimalkultische Riohtung =gebogene 
lIiiat 6 
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nantj Having experienoed reconoiliRtiOn and renewalp he 
could never proclaim a message of mare doom* 
Attempts have been made to find a period at the begin. 
ning of Issiab's ministry when he proclaimed only judgment 
upon his people#2 Usually these attempts are associated with 
a view of chapter six which sees In this description of Isaiah's 
call a prediction of only disaster. It is conmon to regard 
6113 c# Itbe holy seed is its stump* as absent from the Septua. 
gint and inoongruous here. 3 Buddet however* has shown that 
tb, & septuagint translation can bo explained best by bomoia- 
teleutoni4 This indicates that 6113 0 was present in the 
lV. Herntricbs "Der Prophet Jesaia Ka . 12, " ATD, 17 
Of* A., C, Welot go and a' (GOttingenp 1950)p p, 1", rr-z5file-t i0 
p. 202p "Isaiah could not keep in the backgrou-n-aZ-tbe- ultimate 
end for which chastisement is only the preparation# for the 
simple reason that be himself bad received so much more*" Of* 
also W, AoL6 Elmlies How Came Our Faitb (Cambridge# 19504 
p. 293 f 
2M, Mller# Restp pp, 54-611 J, Fichtnerp *Xahwas Plan in 
der Botsebaft de'reiaiaj" ZAW, 63(1951), p Heft 2/2j, p. 29# who follows Mallers claim that Ta0aiah, through fear of confirming 
the f also hope. , of the people# 
hesitated at first to proclaim. hope. 
-36e Vaux# Rests, p. 530; Mttller. Rest Po 551 G. B, 
Uza Grays *The Book o? =aaiab I- XXVIIvI 160771 
"Kao, b,, 1932), p Vgo 1930) j, lp& * 52j, 1111 0, Procksoh# "Jesais, I. * KAT (Lei0pz 10 
?9 
601 RB. Yis Scott# IB& 5 (law Yor"kv 1956), p. 212 f.; Hern.. 
trichs Jesaias p. ITU,, who says that the judgwnt Isaiah pro.. 
alaimed =mea-n-T a, eomolete break with the pastb 
4K4, Buddes Zesaia's Erleben (Gotha# 1927)o ppo 24 ff 
and *Uber die Schrik-dkein Up issajays prophetisober Botmobaft 
zu betzen sindv" ZAW, nI (1923)o pp. 167 ff- Budd* shows 
bow the Greek '77 -r Isx -Kq 7, -. 'm'- s does not render 
L7 -a S-U-q: ý v the 
fifth and fourth words from the end* 
bUt J--7-S7.2. Y -! ) . 
the last word of the versso The 
translator's eye skipped over V)7 PJ -7 r L3 2- -q-2 540 
The A, of the Septuagint oqtn be explained easil bh lo. 
r pblp reading originally . IVS7_7Y36 which given 
? 
eJers'pense, 
oe. Out of its stuzffp is the holy. need,, 
" 
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Hebrew text at least by the time of the Septuagint translation. 
Several sabolars follow Budde in retaining these three words 
of the Hebrews and In attributing then to Isaiah himselfel 
That the Septuagint translator of thin passage was not work- 
Ing an the principle of there being only doom in the vision 
of the call is evident from the translation of verse 12# where 
the doetrind of the Remnant is read into the Hebrew&2 Budde 
seeks to find in 6: 13aa meaning which corresponds to the rex- 
nant concept implicit In 6: 13 Oe no interprets -)-Va 
ý a's 
"to put to pasturep" Instead of "to be devastated#" comparing 
the use bare vitb that in Iss, & 5: 5s The tenth ublob remains 
Is not to be destroyed) but is to revert to nomadic conditions* 
The people are to find divine favour in this primitive Pa3- 
toral relationshLP43 There in much to be said for this 
Selerstadt,, Offenbarungserlabnisse-9pp, 108 ffel Welchj, 
Kings and Propbet-g. p. 205 r. 1 le x; ngwll# TnO Uall Of 181LI-ab 
(Upp$alR# 19 9)# po 14 f,; ROW10 E300ti e 4; 
Zi Ziegleri 
C 
Bur 3 'O'ginta don Buohes Isaias* 
AA XII Bands 3, Iffeft (Mdnater# 193M pe 48@ Ziegler seems to 
reckon with the possibility that the Greek translator omitted 
theme words because he did not-undarxtand themA 
1ý erý. S To viýf 4'V 7r, -OU S 2K Ir" U 7,04,4L 01r. Kf IV Vz 
14 01.1 g -/. 7-ýKA r/ 6L rv rs-ý TO-t% Ovv 
d sov rý. 41 cwt, -r", s y" 
Cf, o Engnen# Call of Isai&bs po 24* 
3Bndde# Jesaials Erleben# ppo 26-28* M also Buber 
Prouhetic Faltbp pi 1331, OWEen1he POOPIO in decimated and the 
land i-gain given over to pasturaget will take place what some- 
times happenvuhen a tres. is felled) a stUM In left in the 
grounds and after a while aU branch comes out of the stump and 
from it springs a new tree* Buber points out that this tenth 
May "fleet the influence of the -Prophet- Amon (see. Amos'523 
4 
Engnell-interprets the tenth as Judah# comparing 1 Same 
1^1 
2 Sam-'19th4p I Kings 3.1133. ffo It in unlikel #" however& that 
at this time Isaiah was thinking on such paroogial lines@ In 
thin references an well an in 1-7 f 1-7 10jil of verse Us be in 
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interprotationpprovided we keep in mind the picture of utter 
desolation Portrayed In verses 11 and 12, God's Judgment 
brings the end of the old order, *1 The return to primitive 
conditions m4rks the beginning of a new or&# of a new rela. 
tionship with God# The holy need has come through death to 
life# Just an Isaiah himself bad experienced a transform. 
tion tbrougb contact with the burning coal from the altar# so 
the Re=ant bas partaken of the 
V-7P 
of the divine nature. 2 
Prooksob# who maintains thet Isaiah believed in the 
SAIV&tLOn of a ra=slnt from the beginning of his ministry 
regards verse 13 a an an addLtl=o He is thus foroed to say 
that "nur ein propbetisches Ohr konats &us der Geriobtsdrobung 
die Verheinung herausbDrens dams noch sine Lebenskraft 
, UbrlgbleJLbt. w3 SeLorstadtp wbo follc)ws BUdde in retaining 
verse 13 cs, points out that It in inuab more probable that the 
prophet derives his proclamation of promise from this poisitive 
word of Yabwebg than from a deduction on the basis of the 
probably oonsidering both the North and the South. Of, alao 
Seierstadto Offenbarungserlabn1ase. pb 109; Prooksobv jeania 
P, 591 and Fedora ny Israel III-IV# po 555* 
1R, Bý, bY, Scotto "Isaiah 1-39o" Interpretation VII (1953)o 
P6 456# suggests that Is*6 61ll#12 opting from the istorical 
circumstances in the northern kingdom in 738 BX., when Tig. 
lath. pileser attacked Israel# elaoting heavy tribute froma MeXa- It-1 
ban. It is probablephoweverp that Isaiah seen a desolation 
which is far more serious& 
2 With this compare Loci 4: 3. and Buber# Zropbetic-Paith, 
P6 133# Min In no mor*ýthe natural propagation and maintenanoe 
of the people, it Is selection by removingp revival by aelee.. 
tiong ballowing b revival. ... a kind of propagation that 
eonducto the people through death to life*" 
3Procksohp : eoaia p, 6o* 
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opposite proalamation of judgmentol Isaiah wrperiencod the 
weal as well as the wood He knewq therefore# that harden. 
Ing and judgment were not the last words* His own experience 
showed him that out or judgment there would come reconcilia. 
tiont and new life*2 We have thus at the very beginning of 
Isaiable ministry an experience of the holyp gracious Godw 
The alternation "scheme, " which Houinckel attributes to Isalahts 
discipless, can thus spring partially from the prophet himself 
and find Its basic unity in the nature of God as He became 
known in Israelt 
The call of Isaish provides a good introduction to an 
examination of the concept of the remnant in chapters 7 and 
8,3 The Idea of the hardening of the hearts of the'peoplas 
which we see in 6: 10# finds its fulfilment in Ahave refusal 
to bave faltb; and the promise of new life comes to view in 
the name of Isalahis am,, Shofar Yashubs in the oracle on 
Lownuelp and in the group of bla discipleo&4 
ISeierstadtp 0ffenbarun&serlebn1sse0 pe 109 fo 
21bido# Pe 47# "Wir wissen such von keiner Zeit im Uben 
des : esajap wo or den Restgedanken so zuraokatellte# dacz die 
Idee der Verstookung seine Zukunftsobau ausseblieszlieb be. 
herrschteý" Of. also Engnells Call of-Isaiah,, pi 53. 
3some scholars find a relationship also between the "holy seed" of 6: 13 and the -)617 of 1111, Of* 'Prookschs, T. Ajr p. 192# and Charles Boutflowers The Book of Isaiah I. *tLondonp 19ý0)# P. 33- 1ýngnell f TMs TSe JdeologýYOf Mewtree of life behind this concepts, th3reby associating the Remnant with the Davidic Messlabp Call of Xnaiabio Po 49. 
41sa, 7: 3# 34 and 8t16. 
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The Incident recorded in chap* 7: 3 of Isaiah taking 
his son Shofar Yashub to meet Abaz during the Syro-Epbraimitio 
war bears all the marks of authenticity, Its significance 
for the concept of the remnant depends upon the interpreta. 
tion given to this rather strange personal name* Blank 
claims that # sinoe the subject comes first# it in the em- 
phatic word# and should be translated by "a mere remnant*" 
Regarding the use of the name in 10: 22 a. he says# 
When he drawd on the abundant sands of the sea for a 
contrast with the word ISbeart and thus brings to 
the foreground the idea of deofmation to such an 
extent that the predicate is almost overlooked i he 
gives to Shear Yasbub its proper eignificanoe* 
This remnants, according to Blank# has no more significance 
than a few berries left on a treej, 2 or the frazwnts of a ves. 
sel smashed by the potter. 3 This interpretations, however# 
fails to do justice to the positive significance embodied in 
the use of the term remant as the means of the continuing 
life or the people* Although we must acknowledge that this 
word ordery whiob is unusual in a perBonal name# does throw 
emphasis upon the word ý/f 
0' 
, we are not 
thereby entitled 
to translate It av mere remnants We should recognise that 
in this name the dual emphasis of the concept of the Remant 
1S, Blank "Current Misinterpretations Of 13aiabls 
Shelar, yasbub#1 JB"L rxvlI (1948). No* 3# Pe 212# 
21ma. rt: 6. 
31s&* 30114# Cf# Ev Ifeatong JTS (1952)p Pa 37P and 
His Servauth the, Prophetis ( London p'"M9)# y* 980 wbere he 




UdgMent and not with restoration. Of. also W'0 Irwins 
JBL# LXX (1951) No& 3P who criticizes Snalth's use of the name 
Thm")6is chapter on the Suffering Servant in SOTP# Irwin fol. 
lows Blank's viewpoint, 
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heigbtened. Certain jUdgment is envisaged# but out of 
that judgment a people is to turn to God and be saved, 
1 It 
In difficult to translate this phrase Into English. We oould 
use "a Remnant shall return#" or "There shall indeed be a 
Remnant that raturnst#2 
A roturn from exile is not the question here. 3 An in 
30: 15 the root _2 -7e 
bears the meaning of a return in repen- 
tance. 4 It Is unnecessary to follow : 6M*P. Smitb's emendation 
to read 2V-) ýHVJ "a Remnant will abide. " He claims that ,0 -0 -r . 
in Isaiab the remnant never has a spiritual siomificances 
but in always that fragment of the nation wbiob ban survived 
destruation. 5 The absolute fom of the concept of the remnant 
2,0f. C. H. Cornill#, Pro2hets of Israel (3d. ed.; Chicagop 
1917)t P& 58P "Lilm Amost IsalRb 00nvMo_rs`7udgmont as unavoid. 
able# but like Hosea# he sees in " 
the judgment not the and# but 
the boginaing Of true salvation* Cf. also Serntrichp Jesaiasj 
po 13.6 f *; We Kiszane# e Book of Tsainh (Dublin# Is, pe XLIIII and JT# Fiobtnerj, "YaMs PMn in der Botschaft der : esai4s, 'm 7-AW 63(1951)t Heft ], /2#, P- 32# who says that 
judgment and 
lafftation 
w. -e two sides of one and the same plans 
0 2L* Kt$hler# und der nackto Relativsatzp 
Syntactica 114 V*T*j III ý1953)x Noo lp Ps 85* He claims that 
the usual traiiOTFffon of Ia remant returns' would require in 
the Rebrou -) HUJ :2 V7 smd nothing else* Here we have no 
simple assertion, but a relative clauxop "Der Restg der umkehrts" 
Cf* also H* Nothp "Die israelitsebe Personennamons" BZWANT 3 
Folge# Reft. 10(1928)p ppo 9#20#28 fp 199p 213* 
k. A. Snaith, "The Language of the old Testaments, " IBp Is, 
p. 225, claims that shubh is the word used regularly by tbrýjropb- 
8ts for repent# Cf6 also Ra do Vauxt Reates pe 529.6 Rovley# 
Electio#, P. 74P says that in this piý&_s_e"Tfie word . 
2.1e could 
equally, wOll be translated "repent*' 
4Cf. 
'S*H6 Flookes, Prophets and Priests (London# 1938)0 p. 
32; and N, Mickleu# Propbecy-ind EpchatolB 144 f. Kennett 
grgues 
0 
-that My mean "returr. In peaoo# Loa* ftcome back 
&live# with reference to sme unrecorded camigign# Ow-308ition 
of the Book of Isalab ("Scbweich Lectures 1909"1 London# AvIv). p. 1le 
5T. M*po Smith# ZAWP 34(1914)#pp. 219-224. 
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as used bere by Isaiabp points# bowever# to a meaning wbiab 
transcends nationalism, As Herntrich has pointed outli this 
is no matter of more political expediency* 
In dieser Auseinandersetzung geht es den Propheten 
um mehr als um den politischen Vordergrund. Es 
geht um die letzte Deutung Irdischer Existe=) denn 
das #Bleiben# (7: 9) meint nicht nur die Bewahrung 
der nation#len Existenz für Jerunaler4. -Juda. Es 
meint die Uberschreitung der Sihwelle - in die 
andere Dimension den Glaubens* 
Though Judah in doomed to be destroyedp there will be those 
within the nations who# turning to God in faiths and finding 
their security alone In Him# will be opared. 2 It is not sim. 
ply a matter of political insight which impeAs Isaiah to 
advise Ahazo He is dealing* not just with Syria and Ephraimp 
but with peoples and the People of God. 3 The religious 
lHerntrieb Josaia# p& viiio Of, also the same author 
in TWNT# IVs, ppe 
U59 Zile That Isaiah is thinking bore mainly 
on naMnalistio lines is the contention of G. Halsebers Die 0, -- 
Profeten (Laipzig# 1914)# ppo 226 ffst 2511 Movinckelp xMist. p 
11# 791 Ktfberlos StInde und Onades, p. 1541 Eo. T. Allen& 
Prophet and Notion# p. to rr. Walser believes that the proph. 
arwas tbMing of Judah as the remnant in this early stage# 004" 
Einleitung# p. 150. 
20te NUller, Rests pe 569 "Ein Bestand den Volkon Juda 
Ist angesichts den g'egme»'nvgrtigen Zustanden nicht zu erwarten; 
die vollige Vernichtung ist wahrscheinlich. Doch besteht die 
Maglichkeiti danz angesichts der drohenden Gefahr und auf Grund 
der Wirksamkeit derer# die zur EineLcht mahnen# eine Wendung 
bei eingelnen vor sich gehen kUnnteeh 
3. Eerntrichs, Jespja p. 118,, "WeltvUlker und Gottenvolk 
dam Lot das Themas das bier verhandelt wirdt" Of* also 11. 
W#, Hertsbergp "Werdende Kirche in Alton Testament#" Theolo. 
stis'ehe Existenz Heutep N. P. XX(Muniahp 1950)# p* l2p"O'w GRopoints 
out that the empnosis bore in not upon a pitiful remnant of the 
nation. The concern of Xoaiah,, whichwas also the concern 
of Elijah, Amos# Zephaniah# Jeremiahp is the remnant an the 
germ-call of the New# which at the same time in the true Old,, 
the People of God, Contrast with this the viewpoint of J. 
Morgenstern# Amos# Studious i(ainoinattis 1941)v Po 4251 
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aspect of the namelSbelar Yashubt in Inoreased by the fact 
that the nation was facedp as never beforep wItb the whole 
question of Its future* "Juda stsht vor der Existensfrageo"l 
The Issue before the Inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem was not 
merely academic, but urgently practical# in the child's 
name# the Jaminence of disaster Is by no means subdued# 
There Is# however# an aspect of promise. "Die Geschichte 
wird weitergehenjn2 Isaiah trios to impress upon Ahas the 
fact that If his trust is in the God who rules the world& then 
the onslaughts of Syriap and Ephraim cannot overturn Me pur. 
poseo Those who do not place their trust in this purpose of 
God will be swept away when disaster coma* Verse 9: b of 
obapter 7 places the decision involved in the absolute di- 
mension of faitbo 
If you will not believey 
surely you sball, not be established. 3 
who attributes Isaiahts concept of the remnant to-& flatent 
naticnallem' which prevented him from expecting God, to raise 
up an utterly, new and strange people. 
1=11'ers Rest Pe 57i 
29orntriobs Janala P* 1174, 
3A. welser, *Gliuben im Alton Testamentslý Pentschrift - Beer 
(stuttgarto 1-9354 Pe 7v "Glaube is far Jesaja die besOUCOM 
MtIgtonsform don an Gott Sebundenon Monsobenew Cfe also welobt 
K-iAlts and Propbstam p. 21111 and DablpDas Volk Gottesp, Po 33jp 
"De. -n-Violk ale GaMbeit suabt sine mens"eMcbe 15155erung'der 
eignan Existensp mur der Rest varziebtat daraufj, ve 3 4. al.. 
lern- auf JMp und gibt Lbm die ibm gobftrende Ebrea, * Cf * Z* 
IBOSbmer nDer Glaube uhd Zeia ap* ZA ý 41(1923)t P., 85-93. His 
&ttemPt to dats 7: 9b and 28: 
16b* Mahe 
third century BCe 
In not, at all o. onvincing, 
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Altbmgb the following passagel does not contain the 
word for remnant# It to evident that there Is a close relation.. 
ahip between the concept of the romnant and tho oracle oon.. 
cerning TmmanusJ62 Tho sign3 wbiob God gave to Abaz througb. 
tbe'Dropbet ban a polarity of judgment and selvittion* it 
bears a threat to the king and the rest of the DinfUl natiOn 
but a promise to the Remnant#4 
In Chapter 8 we see a heightening of the note of judg- 
mentg but also we find that the promise of a remnant turning 
to God has begun to take concrete form in tbft grOUP Or IBRiah'8 
disciples. 6 It Is true that the propbet and bin followers 
cannot be equated simply witb the rem- 
'Is&* 7tlO-: L7. o 
2 It is unnecessary to suppose# as Prooksoh doesp that 
the meetine of Isaiah and Abaz broke off following 7: 9b* 
Prooksobp JeswUk Is po 118* 
3Tbe word 57M does not necessarily Imply a miracle 
(which votild more often be expressed by SIV7. t )j, but can In 
an ordinary, event foretolds Of. E. Eansershaimb "The 
Inunuel Sign#* St Th III (1951)s Pasco Lis Pb 1377f* 
11ammorabaimb inter re JQýV_Y as the Queenj, and the royal 
birth as eigniricant in, connection with the cultio significance 
of the continuance of the House, of David* 
4weloh, gintrg and Prophets 9 217* So also Eichrodtp TA *T *pI#p@ 2rl'42! ) 
Hempe2179 Got und Mens ob In Alten Te staim 
n tuttgartg .9t 
Pe Buddes 52(1933)t P'736 
says that the nign was a promise for dahp a thpat to Abazo 
Bentsen in TH (1049 # pe 290# and Galling In Ermahlungstradi. tion p, 80# roe only a tbreat In the name ImweZu I# Or* Euber, 
i 1rfr_t=tjc__VaIth* p. 140# who claims that Imnanuel, (possibly 9 
FIN" a rAz --s-on) In the king of the rennanto When the land in 
2-- 
side into pasturage through'Godis judgwnt& Lasanual will sat 
with the remnant, the foodin of the pre-agrioultural age cream and 
wild been#-honey (7: 15#22),, until tbe yoke of Assyris, 
to broken. 
55o 
the name of Isaishin see-)nd son# tMaber-abalal-hashbazis, 
And the threat in 8: 5.10. 
619a. 81l6-18. 
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nant. 1- They are sigw and portents signifying the beginning 
of something new. 2 "The Church was forming within the nation.,! 3 
The "waiting for the Lord" of vs- 17 corresponds to the demand 
for faith in 714# 9b. The God who in the source of hope for 
this group is Yabweb who dwells on Mount Zion* There In a 
continuity& therefore* between the New and the Old, but It 
is a continuity grounded only In faith, 4 Zion here# as In 
Chapter 6 means something more than a more geographical loea. 
tion. The propbetAs tbought In out beyond any restriCted 
national religiono He is tbinking of the meeting witb the 
God whose glory fills all the earth6 Zion signifies the On- 
Counter of faith. 5 Just as Isaiah& in the vision of his callp 
lIsao Btl% "Behold# I and the children whom the Lord has 
iven me are signs and portents in Israel from the Lord of 
onto who dwells on Mount Zion, " 
2Ct, Buddeln"Sel2rankonjunZAV 41(1923)# p* 1749 Uho re» 
marks "Sie sind n- ht der Rest 
i9st, 
1 dessen Umkehr und Be. haltung vorhein%en Ist# nicht das neue Geschlecht selbetu dem 
Gott wieder= zur Seite stehn wird» wohl aber der erste Ansatz 
dazu# der Kern = den sich beides herumschlienzen wird. " Of. 
also Fichtnerg *Yabweso Plan" ZAV 63(1951)9 P* 30 Alleno 
Pruhet and Lation# p. 67) ReeWricbg JeaaLa 
1 
p. 990. 
3j. R. Coateng The Saving Bligtorr C9 19514 Pe 39* 
Cf, b also Welch# Kingemand Propheten p* Z25; Mickleng P-rQgheov 
and Eschatol PPs 155* 175) MW, Robineon# 'tHebrex Conce on 
of Coeorateeersonalityau Worden und Wesen. BZAV 66(1936), t Pb55i 
Gr&y Inalah 1-MII p-1559 -Eis ciistinetion=eo lenn In a 
-doctrine 
Z tb remnant than In the practioal step of ereating 
, the remnant in uhich he beltevoa, " 
4Mo Schmidtjý Pr2£het-u"nd Tempel (Zurich» 1948) 9 P"b 31, b 
, 5cr4 Herntrich Leiga , 156o *Der Berrg, auf' den 9 e, » P dIese lebendl en Zeich Z einen# ist der Gott$ dem en So. en M 
fallen hatu nich auf dem Zion. zu offenbareni der sich abeer in 
ieinur Freiheit je, -und dann dort offenbaren wird*$ Wo er Glauben 
findet, "- Note lierntrichte very holptul theololleal. expoeltim 
(ppe 152-157) of "DioN Gemeinde der Hoffnung" - Bas t16.20o 
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*Xperienced a Cleansing through a power which was not hig owns 
so in this passage the prophet acknowledges that his group of 
disciples have been given to him by God. 1 They represent 
God's graoe toward His people. Although empirical Israel 
had turned its back upon Godj, and sought its security in frail 
military alliances# Yahweh was not to be left without a wit- 
ness# without a representative group through which would come 
the promised redemption, 
Zion speaks of the dwelling-place of Yahweh* In thin 
passage it in not simply the temple an the hill# but the cm. 
munity wbiob finds its oentre in the faitb oommmicated 
tbrougb Zjon. 2 This is the tested stmat the sure found&- 
tiont which will abide when that whiah is false is swept away. 3 
Tm )7 77])) will find refuge,, 4 Their trust in in Him 'Whose 
purpose Is revealed in Zleng where there in centred God's 
"Heibigeschichte. " Zion Is the centre of God's redemptive 
11bidep po l9ge "Der lRestl hat sein Leben nicht von. we sich aus 00 b-sondern er entsteht auf dieselbe Weise den Wundern# 
auf die auch"die Berufung den Propheten geschahem Of* also 
Mallers Root, p, 60. 
Ye 447* 
2 
G* You Radp "Die Stadt auf dam Barges" Evo Tbo (1949)p 
3 
lea, 28: 16* Of* Schmidt# Prophet und TeaRelt pe 4411 
"Gottes Plan the WiroblichkoLt elnes neuen Israel vorsjLeht'" 
Of* also A. C. Welcbp Post-Exilic Judaism (Edinburgh# 1935): 
P., 9, P who notes the close relatlonsh Inae 28: 16 to the remnant'. "What Isaiah counted essential to the divine ends 
was not sto4e wallso but faith; and since only the souls of 
men can exercise faitb# Godis foundation-stone for the future- 
WILS the remnant who trusted in Hiso Those who lived by Btan. 
dards whiab were not of this world could overcome the world. " 
4 
Is&* 14: 32. 
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aotivity f or the whole worldAkl Here we see the close rela. 
tionship between Igalahis concept of the remnant and of Zion. 
Both speak of the Kingdom of God coming into the affairs of 
man# not by means of any pride in national greatness* but 
through the humble community of faith. 2 
Unless we interpret Isaiahs viewpoint on Zion thUX# 
we are confronted with the problem of the consistency of his 
proolamation to his people of the imminent judgment of God., 
The problem arines in canneetian with the rooorda of Isaiable 
part in the crisis of 701 B, Ce It is probable that ohapters 
36-39 reflect the views of the secondary tradition of Isaiah's 
disciples. 3 TbTere Is undoubtedly a toning down of the note 
of judgment upon Jut: aho and a helghtening of the element of 
promise into wbat could be interpreted an an example of the 
weal prophets of the court of Ahab. 
4 We may surmise,, however, 
3-Isa. 2s2.4. 
20f. W. Eicbrodt Israel in der WeissagMS des Alton 
50 11 "Die Gemainde der UIRUM9063% Testament (Zuricbs 195 P Po 4,2* 
Isig mwTwe'mmiwir gesehen habeng, als der Grundstein den neuen Gotten-. 
bauen auf dem Berg Zion bestimmt. Sie Ist die Vorhut Gottes# in 
der das Gottesreich In diese irdische Welt einbricht. , Und von 
hier : rgllt nun wieder Licht auf Jenala 29 wo der Zion als der 
Mittelpunkt der Völkerwelt erscheintl dieser verachtete Rest 
int die Keimzelle für die Gotteagemeinde aus allen Völkern; 
auf diesem Weg und nicht auf dem Weg der stolzen nationalen 
Granne vollendet sich die Vermittlung den Segens Abraham an 
die Mensebeit, " Cf* also lbid, #: P- 37* 
3But Mowinckel (Prophecy and Tradition# p. 65 fopi-. 106 
and 'note 71) claim tba 3W-79 are Wcen over from the 14iiter.. 
On=ic version of 2 Kings 18: 17-20tl9. .6 
40f. Wýv. Irwin "The Attitude of Isaiah in the Orliie 
oftlOlp" J. Rol, XVI 
4936)apps 406.418# who arguen that the 
no on ofIMTeAviolability of Zion is entirely due to Inalahis 
d1soiples, ' 
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that the tradition of the inviolability of Zion goes back to 
a pronouncement by Isaiab concerning Zion during the siege of 
Sennaoberib in 701 B, O. There is no reason for denying the 
anti-Alsayrian oracle (Isa, 1015-19* 28-34) to Isaiabe Its 
signifiCancep boweverp does not lie in some lapse of Isaiah 
back into a patriotism# The approaeb of the enomy does not 
stir the prophet into a sentimental defense of his beloved 
comtry. He seesp instead# that Assyria is used by God mrs.. 
ly as an instrument of punishmenti Assyria's advance In sub. 
ject to Godle wills and Isaiah sees that Zions in the measure 
that it represents GodIs purpose or plan of actian with mens 
cannot be overthrownol 
There are four passages on the remnant in Isaiah which 
begin with the introduetory formula MOL-I )3)". 2,2 Thin 
pbrass is camon in the propbet's sayingis. being. assoolated 
with his conaept of the Day of the Lord# a Day when the Lord 
Himself sbal. 1 bring low everything that is proud and jofty. 
3 
Frou our examination of Isaiabs vision and commissions we 
sbould "poet that the propbet's -outlook for that great Day 
wben YabVeb visits His people would include not only Judgment, 
but some glizapse beyond Into the new community wbich would 
issue frcm Hill acts of graceo There is nothing# thereforep 
IU the manwr in which these ro=ant pasmagen are introdlood 
20f. Welob,, Kingimand Propbetap p* 247 ff 
21sa* 4: 2-6; 10120-23; 11: 11-16# 28: 5p6o 
hea, 3: 12. Of, A, S. Kapeýrud Joel Studies (Uppsala, 
1948)o ppo 165-1671 and also Grossmann-, @ --De-r- 1469=sas, P., 83 ff, 
and ?. A., ftnobp ! The Expression Bajjom ha5iIM. 1'w7jvý-. 
Szid1inger 
utg. a4 Dot Norske Vi dare kaps -wAkad, 1 08109 11 Hi-t0-Filos, X 
19369-iio-o Ze) 
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to necessitate an origin in the secondary tradition, Each 
passage must be examined upon its own merits to asoertain 
how far it can be declared to oome from the prophet himself. 
Two of thearl follow innediately upon woo passagenp a 
fact Which prompts many scholars to attribute them to post. 
Isalanto redacticn based upon the optimistic scheme that 
weal glul3t follow w()e *2 Herntrichp however# interprets the 
abruptness of the change in tone as an indication that God 
Himself Is to perform the wealo "So unvermittelt muez von 
der Zukunft gesprochen verdeng weil es Gottes Zukunftg Gottes 
Herrlichkeit# Gottes Stolag Gottes Gegenwart sein wird. N3 
This juxtaposition of judgment and salvation In not superim. 
posed upon the material$ but springs from the unity of both 
&8POcts in the action of God* That Isaiab bad anything to do 
directly with the present order of ble oracles is highly in. 
probablev That the disciples of the propbetv bowevers, were 
working In accord with his viewpoint in placing the hope of the 
weal passages in un diated, contrast to the despair of the 
woo oracles is very likely. 4 The distinctness of judgment 
and salvation and their Inter-relatedness are implicit In the 
Prophet's ory "How longs 0 Lord? 05 
11sao 4: 2.61 28: 5*6. 
.ý 
Zot. Ncywinokejo pa 0 St., *Die II, 0 p. 
278, and T*Nb Robine(me, 
&rophotischen Bttol; er»I[e7ßichte neuer Entdockwffln, * 3&io Jo (1927)9 pe Tä 
311erntrioh, jesa a, 9 p. 62. 
hZhid. 
v p,, 63 
5rea, 6: 11 
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That Chapter 4: 2.6 attributes the glory of "that, dayj" 
to the Lord and not to Israel In clearly evident* The 
#branch I( T7 ý) Y) spooks of the shoot ( -)(917 ) from the 
Stump of Jeseel the Messianic ruler whom God is to giVe to 
rule Hio people.! The pride and the glory of the re=ant 
( f-76 7 
ý-q ) In in the fruit of the lands symbolic of GodIn 
aote of salvation in reotoring the fertility of the soil "in 
that day#" The faot that in Zion and 
in Terunalem are called holy in not dixe primarily to a work 
of confession and repentance of those left in Israelp but In 
Ia creation of God with a view towards the preserVation of life*2 
Bemuse the Holy One of Israel b&s aet tbis remnant &part 
from destructions, it has been made holy, It could not sana. 
tify itselfo Just as in the prophet's inaugural vision his 
experience of cleansing came from the presence of the Lords 
so the iniquity of the daughters of Zion# pictured in Chapter 
3: 16.4ilp is waabed away by God Hinmelf. 3 
The thougbt of 4: 5 and 6 is not typically Isaianio# but 
I Ina, 11: 1,6 M the messianio use of tbt vord in : or. 
23: 51 33: 151 Zecb- 3: 81 6tl2. R. do Vaux sees in this passage 
a connection of the renmant through the promised messiah to 
the Now Israel in the promised land. Resto p. 539., MMMMMWAýP 
2Cf. Berntrioh Jesaja. p. 689 who remarke *Das% die 
Nilig=g dieseg Renteit IrklIchkeit in Gottes Gabe und 
Setzung hat# wird auch dadurch betcetp danz 0,9 nicht geradezu 
heinzt: td! X Rest wird heilig-oeinet - Aber er wird doch nur 
dar= theiligt gemÄ=t verdeng weil er von Gott geheiligt Istelm 
M', b aleo Herntrichen 0 nt in IVO po 213. 
31so.., 4: 4-, , Of@ ýIsa. 1: 26 ühere Godte judgment is pie. 
tured an a prooeos, or purifteatione 
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does show some connection with the idea of a return to the 
glorious days of the wilderness journey when God tabernaoled 
with the peopleol This zmay represent a developMnt in 
rs&i&hls thought of the concept of the return to the wilder. 
ness in 6: 13- It is not# howeverp a flight from the reality 
of the affairs of men on this earth. Although Zion is more 
than a geograpbleal term* bearing a spiritual connotations It 
enables us to see that the Kingdom of God is concerned with 
real history with the history of the eldot-peoplai, Even 
as this history was# in the past# closely onsociated, with the 
wonderful acts of God in Ulm wilderness# so to the rermnant in 
Mount Zion God's glory will appears "a refuge and a shelter 
from the storm and raju. te2 
In the midst of a scathing denunciation of the ini. 
quitiem of Epbrais and Judaho tbere Is introdaced a abort 
yagisage of prcmise to the re=ant. 3 Cnoe more the abruptness 
of the change of thought has prowted some scholars to regard 
IThere are achoes of the Rzodus traditioni, Of* HOW* 
Bartzbergp 4140(esahichtey; -A. T. TextAnnorbalb A, T, *# Warden und Woment BZAWc 66 (1936)# p, Ill,,, Dane3l argues for 
the nu en89s of 4: 2.6# but believes that it is probably, from 
the 
Cest1n. 
t. g. in the devolopment of the thought of the rounant,, 
Studiesq, p, 167* Prookeeh sees in 4: 4 6a series of later ad... MIMS# Jesaia Po 83$ TAT# p, 203* 
it in of interest to 
note thatffM Dead Sea7f6ralls-tbare are "Nisebenriumelo 
between verses 4 and 5# to Indicate disjunctive verses* CfO 
C. Kuhl, -*Sohrelbersigenttblichkeito,, " VT& Il (1952), # P* 316. Kissanot (Isaiah It P, 49) accepts the"Maianio authorshiP Of 4: 2-6* ýý; ""empt to put this pagseage into metro (p. 114) ix 
nat too suawnsful. 
2, g&. 4t6 b. Cf. Herntricho Jesaj Pe 73o 
31sa* 28: 5j6, 
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these verses as spurious# added to tons down the oracle of 
dootruotionel Danell tries to keep them in their context 
of the oracle of Ephraim by equating 
ýh_q ýHW with Judaho 
Judab was for Isaiah# according to Danellp ideally the rem. 
nant of Israel# but through their sin2 they fell short. 3 
Procksch reprde these verses as probably Isaianiep but out 
of context. 4 It is likely# howeverp that the comments# made 
by Herntriab on the abruptness of the change from 4: 1 to W ffs 
apply here an uell. 5 The remant Is pictured as that people 
wbose King is Yabwebg and for whom the Lord of hosts provides 
Justice., There is certainly nothing in these verses whioh 
could not acme from JSajahlP lIP346 
The third re=jant passagep beginning with the formula 
H-11jul 1177-2 v hats been Inserted in its present context 
on the catchword prinolple of oomil&tion* Although the use 
IS. Mot4inakelp "The SýLrlt and the Word in the Pro-ftilio 
Reforming Prophets#* J-BL 53(1934)o pe 2021 Pag8jelp IIV p6 2781 
Propbeo, j and TraditlojEj P. 731 Be Dubai Dam Buch-jesaia GtSt. 
tinspng JLIJ97)p Po 1724d", on the other ban-d-j fu8sane (lea-1.1hp pf 
315YP finds a transition from judgment by deducing t5F figure 
of the revmant of Ephraim from verse 4e, He reads "flower of 
the faded" in3tead of "the fading flower" and deduces a paral. 
lel to th6 "twig" from the stump of Jesse (11: 1)0 The "first. 
ripe fie be then takes as a reference to the Oxcellence of,. the 
romant, This interpretation 1.9 not very convineinge 
2joa. 28: 7 
3Danolls, StUdiel lk* 
4rrocki%eb, 
p Tesala Is Po 352* No isays that it would fit in nicel3r-v: Ltb Olho-Po 41Z M. 
5SOO 'above (p. 93 )* 6ProckBob# Zengia Ip P* 352* 
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of the word ýbUl in 10119 is incidental to the passage# that 
word has been made the theme of the following seotionol Here 
such words and phrases as the remnants, the survivors# the 
Holy One of Isrselt -78V 'ýi-2; 2 
ýy 
reflect Isaiah's style. 2 There are difficulties# howeverp 
in the way of accepting the passage as it stands as Isaianioo 
There is no evidence to show that Judah was attacked by Assyr- 
ia while she owed that country allegiance. 3 It is not neces. 
sary to date the passage as late as the second century B*09, 
as Dubm suggests. 4 but it in probably frors a time when the 
chronology of Isaiab's era had become hazyi5 
In this passage we have a ocmmentary on 
-: Z -7 
the rather strange as of Isaiah's first sonp in which the 
dual aspect of the concept of the remnant is worked out* 
0'., 
There is no real conflict between 10: 21#21 and lot22#23# but 
God's judgment is seen to be an integral part of His xalvg- 
Ilea# IWO-23, 
2nsganes Isaiabs Is Pe 130* 
30f, Dubms Jesalap Po 78P who remarks# "Ahas statzte 
siob nacb 11 Ifte 1.6 M Assurg ward aber nicht geschlagent 
Hinkle. wurde genchlagen, sttttzte sloh aber niebt auf Assure'" 
Contrast Danells Studies. Po 3.75,6 Danall interprets the 
"retmiant of lsraei*ý! 
ýsudahe "The title makkehu the that 
smote blut is not inogical all the same* For Judah belonged 
to Israel# was $the remnant of Israel's and the destruction 
by the Assyrians of the Northern Kingdom was a blow-to the 
existence of the whole of Israel that is to may to Jidah too*" 
go also Procksobs Zessia 1. p, 171* 
4Duln, : esaia P, 79*' 
50f. 
6 Gray# Isaiab# ps 203a 
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tIon*1 It in probable that 10: 22 fo# by bringing in the 
thought of judgment,, in a conscior-a attempt to prevent any 
misunderstanding of God's promiseg whereby this remnant could 
claim to be a privileged group, This Al gibbOr Lis no more 
national godq but is the Holy One of Israel$ who$ in bring. 
ing the promiseo., alao brings judgment upon evil. Verse 10t 
23 Indicates that this judgment Is esehatological, The Lord 
of boats is to make "a full end" in the midst of the whole 
eartb&2 
The influence of Amon may be seen in the concept of 
justice as an 6verflowing river. 3 Cazelles,, howeverp dis.. 
associates the concept of justice from any idea of punishment, 
In a, SeViOX of ingenious examples of exegesis of relevant 
P&8sa985#4 be attempts to show that 17P-79 and &! jobý are 
10f. Danells Studies, p. 175- "The way for the remnant 
to return and be saved Is obviously through distress to the 
verge of annibilatione" Contrast Procksob# Jesaia It p. 171. Be believes verses 20 and 21 to be a genuine fragment of Isalabv but terms 22 and 23 as an addition from exilic time. Of* also 
Mow1nckelq Pa. Ste IIp p. 279t who says that 40: 22 fo In a re- 
daction of exegetical reflections, Mowinckel's theory in - that all true remnant passages are positive in tons# R*B*Y. 
Scott believes that in l0t20-211 2243 we have oracles of op- 
posite meaning which are both prophetic expansions of the eni 
matic sentence of Isa- 7: 3 - *A remnant shall return, " - Scott *Is&. XXI11-10# The Inside of a Prophet's Mind#" VeT, II (1952)p 
p, 2781 and IB 5P P, 244e 
20fe Nowinokelp Pa, Ste 11 p 278; H*W* Wolff# *Die 
Begrandungen der pr betisobeft Hellsound Unheilso, ' ZAW YeP. 
1( "1' 1 1934) aY- 140; and as Thema #Umkobrl in der alrrosi-tamenes tisoben Propbeties" ZTK 140& (1951)v 
31sa. 10: 22* Ofs He Cazellesp "A propos do quelque 
Textes difficitles r6latifs A JA justice do Dieu dans IlAncien 
Testament. *. RB (1951)t p* 176* 
4 Amon 5: 24; Iaa* 10: 22#23; 28: 166 
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"lleffet dfune providence at dfun secours divin assurant la 
bmne marobe et la paix dans lea societAs humaines. "l His 
desire to avoid the modern juridical idea of justice in con- 
nection with bf) tin is commendable, He embasises that the 
state of 1_7P'7Y is one of balance* But he forgets that 
God#- to bring about this balance# must bring dnotruotion of 
that which Is falsep which implies indeed a punishment of evil. 
Iffe has gained his point of view only by drastic conjectural 
emendations. 2 
By retaining the juxtaposition of judgment and SRIV&- 
tion In lOs2O-23# we find a commentary on the remnant which in 
basically in accord with Isaiah's viewpoint. There is a deep. 
ening of the concept of the name Shofar Yashub in the emphasis 
UPOU the conversion of the remnant, As Herntriob has cbserveds 
howeverp this turning to God on the part of the remnanto in 
the result and not the prerequisite of God's turning to the 
remnnt,, 3 The prcmise of this passage rests# therefore# not 
Ilbid. s po 175* ftm. wý 2jbidep pp* 179-182* Cazelles argues týat the nH 1. ) of 
10: 22 in7o'no"T concessive# strikes out the 11"? -: ) and interprets VIT11 as an "active zanb" The overflowizig of justice be 
then interprets as messianicp applying to theýactions of the 
man who is fmnd in the remnant. Verse 23 is a gloss based 
upon an apocalyptic understanding of the yy)-11 in verse 22* He 
translates verses 21 and 22 to follows. 
*Un reste reviendrajo reste do Jacobs vers El, gibb8r* 
Bien plus ton peuplet 0 19ra9l sera a Is $able do Is, mar. 
Un reste reviendra dans laquelle as trouve 11hume aotif 
qui fera, doborder la justieep" (p. 182)o 
30f o Herntrlohp Zesajas, p, 200* PArntrioh makes 9t'l, 6 CRT 2-7) the b&91s for 10tZO-23o -via Unkehr zu don il gibb8; 
wird gesobsben# wail der 51 gibb8r sich kohrt zu don "Entronnee 
Jaoobmam 
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On the humaA""POBBibility of conversion-to God# but upon the 
fact of God baving returned tomana 
Quite di"eront In tone is the description of the rem. 
nant in Isa6 lltll.. 16.1 The hope centred. in this remnant Is 
the re-establishment of the national sovereignty in Palestine* 
This return of the remnant from the four oorners of the earth 
is characterized by revenge upon Israel's national eneadesp a 
thought which separates this passage from Isaiah's viewpoint 
on the execution of God's wrath. 2 We have in these verses a 
redaction along the lines of those which turned Isaiahlx con- 
cept of the inviolability of Zion into a secular# nationalistic 
hope& 
The contribution of Isaiah to the development of the 
concept of the Ra=nnt has been considerable* He prophesied 
in a time when the threat to the existence of bin people as a 
political entity had become a gruesome reality* From the. com. 
mencement of his ministry he was aware of the fact that he was 
called by God to proclaim the impending doom of the nation. 
Yet witb that certainty came also the realleation that GodIs 
'Of* Procksob, Jesaja. I P, 157P "Der Rest don Gottes. - 
Volkes ist hier nicht cler Kern wie bei Jesaiaj sondern der Schweif 
in der Diaspora, 
20f* Iferntricbs Jemajagg 216 fe He sees a picture 
bare of Israel Most scholars date thin 
passage In the exilic or post-exilic periodso Cf. Welch# Kin 
and Propbeti., Pe 187 Bentsen, Introduction Ilo P, 107 
sane# Isaiabi It P, 
1451 
ProAsO-b-j', J'AsaL4LjIj-Pý; 157 
hay& 
Isaia . p6 2 5.1 Danell has attemptle"PdMo maintain its Isalanic bly. - Studies, PP* 176-178o He is able to reconcile the tone'Of tbU- passage with the Prophet Ioalab onlý tecause. 
in his view# nationalism motivated imich of Isslable miniotrys' 
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purpose with Israel could not failo and that out of Israel a 
Remnant would be preserved, The symbolic act of naming his 
son "Sbelar Yasbub" gave prominence to the theological sient. 
ficance of the concept of the Remnant. It throw into bold 
relief the prophetic hope for the future# and provided a catch. 
word phrase round whieb the thought of the aebool of Isalab's 
disciples could cluster. 
Although the idea is not clearly elucidated# ISaiable 
thoughts concerning king# messiah# and Zion# together with 
his emphasis upon faith an man's true means of encounter with 
Gods point forward towards the concept of the Remnant all the 
People of God* Isaiah's firm hope in the permanence of Godis 
purpose with the people of Mount Zion left itself open to 
misunderstanding, Later generations were to read into theme 
predictions nationalistic aspirationsa But rightly understood 
Isaiab is seen to be out beyond nationaliNat 
Bo THE REMNANT IN ZEPHANIAH, 
The conoept of the Remnant In Zepbanlab is not against 
renewed emphasis upon the Imminence 'of the Day of Yahweh., 
In language that glows with passion and In marked by earneýt. 
ness, the prophet proclaimi the great Day as one of darkness 
and distresep overwhelming the whole earth. 
1 In declaring 
'Ziphe 1: 2 3 14-181 2: 3; 3: 6,8. There is no need to 
deny this anobatolo; ical picture to Zephaniah# an Gerleman and 
Elliger do. Of. G. Gerleman, Zogbanja (Lundp 1942)p g. 5, p and 
also K& Elligert"Das Buab der z; WV1f Klelnen Propbetenw ATDj, 25 
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this universal catastrophe to be the judgment of God against 
the unrighteousness of meng Zephaniah stands in true succession 
to Among' MjOahg2 and Isaiah. 3 Zephaniah* with his prede. 
cessors# findis the Remnant concept an the corollary of the 
tension between the recognition of the necessity of God's 
judgment upon wickedness,, and the firm trust that God's pur. 
pose for man would not be thwarteds and that His dealings with 
mankind should continue# 
It is well to guard against trying to place the prophecy 
into a strictly logical balance by the excision of one or 
other side of this prophecy. For Instanoep logically speak. 
Ing# there could be no further concept of a Remnant after the 
dire predictions of utter world-wide destruction In 1: 2.4 and 
ltl5-18# and yet the concept of a Remnant after the disaster 
threads its way tbrough the rest of the book* A separation 
of the wicked from the righteous is frequently Implied. 4 In 
(Gottingen# 1951)p P. 57- Elliger believes that the genuine 
oracles of Zephaniah in Chapter one are enveloped in the re- 
dactor's understanding of the universal implications of those 
oracles. Regarding the phrase "Day of Yahweh#" of* H. W. Robin- 
sons, Inspiration and Revelation in the old Testament (Oxford# 
1946)9 p. J-43, "Por the prophets the phrase did not 3 note any 
and every manifestationj it retained the special meaning evi. 
dent in the use of it by Amost the meaning of a final judgment. " 
For a complete review of the terminology Day of Yahweh#" xee 
Ibid, oo ppo 135-146. Of* also Ae a. Kapelrudt Joel Studies M'Psalas 1948)t ppe 71-73. Kapelrud suggests that Ze_=pan1ah,, 
like Joelt Is probably dependent upon the ancient oultic tra. 
dition for this concept of the Days 
12 Amon 5: 18 ff. Hicab 1: 2-4 
Ila&* 2: 12 ff. 
4ZOpb. lt4.. 6,8,11#12s 20*7#9*101 3: 11-13, Zepbs 319s 
10j19#20 are probably post-exillo. 
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this juxtaiDosition of threat and promise Zephaniah saw the end 
of the age, and the beginning of a new relationship of God with 
His people# God's judgment was certain to comea. Nothing 
could prevent it. But Zephaniah was likewise sure that all 
who came before God humbly would find a future. There were 
those who would endure to the end and be saved. We would sever 
the prophecy in two if we denied to Zephaniah the great hope 
in the f uture of the People of God, 
It is necessary to investigate the #Sits lm-Leben' of the 
Prophet to understand and appreciate his point of view. It is 
probable that he flourished in the early part of Josiah's reign# 
because the Assyriolatry of Manasseh was in evidencepl there 
is no mention here of the Deuteronoxio Reforu of 622 BeCep and 
nothing of the downfall of the Assyrian Kingdom*2 The youth.. 
Pal king hasn't yet begun his Drogram of emancipation from 
Assyria, That Zephaniah may have sympathized with the young 
King Josiah Is a possibility from the fact that the indictment 
against the ruling elass =ntions the Royal family but not the 
King himelf. 3 The rumblings of international upheavals were 
certain to be heard in Jerusalem* The vaunted power of the rutb. 
lose Assyrians was swiftly diminishing and Chaldaea was, ripe for 
revolt, - The Scythians were making Inroads upon the orumbling 
defenses of the Empire. All these circumstanoes may have 
Seph. 115#9* 
2 Cf. K. 3111gerp Aj, 
. 6V. p 
25P., 53 
3 Zopbo lt8. 
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heightened Zephaniah's conviction of imminent doom, No direct 
reference to the Scytbians can be found in his writings, however. 1 
The emphasis is upon the Day of Yahweh- being ushered in by the 
Lord Himself with little thought about human mediation of the 
judgment. As In Amos# this prophecy challenged the people to 
prepare to meet the., ', r (; Od. 2 
Zephaniab bas travelled beyond Amos$ boweverp and is an 
apt pupil of Isaiah when he comes to consider the outlook for 
the future. His language in much like that of Amos at timea#3 
but transcends his predecessor's thought in the command to seek 
humility. In this concept he has gone even beyond the thought 
of his masters Isaiah# in his tirade against the haughty and 
proud of the land. 4 Zephaniah sees that the Remnant is to be 
Composed not Just of those who through fcrce of ciroumetances 
have been made to feel oppressed# but those whol by their atti.. 
tuds of humble expectation before God# indicate that they are 
lRegarding the possibility of Zephaniah's threats being 
related to the Scythian invasions efo A&B. Davidson "Nahum# 
Habakkuk# and Zephaniah 0 The Cambridge Bible (1 eAs reve. 1 
Cambridge# 1920)p po lot f.; Oesterly and Robinson# HiStOrT of 
jerael I Po 413 f*; J*M*P. Smith# W*H# Wards and J*A7'Te"ujer# 
'1Mjcab#"I7epbanI&b# ? Tahum* Habakkuk# Obadiah# Joelo" CC(EdIn- 
burght 1912) po 163# 170 f-I J. M. P. Smith# The Proop"reis and 
their Times Kic lop 1925)p pp. 106 ff,, j BeMenp-Introduem 
tion to 0, T, II ( 952)p po 122. 
2 ZePh* 1: 71 2: 21 3: 8* 
30cagare Amon 5: 14*15# and Zepb. 20, "Seek the Lord 
perhaps, Wellbausen states the theory that the words "per. 
baps you may be hidden on the day or the wrath of the Lord" may have been written after the invaders decided to follow the 
coastal rcgds and it was hoped that Jerusalem would escape, 
But this isn't supported by the context of the demand for humil. 
ity# nor by our true knowledge of the p6ljtjc&l exigencies of the time. 
41sa. 2: 12 ff; 28: 2 ff. 
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fully dependent upon God's graceal 
The enlargement and confirmation of this concept of the 
Remnant is found in 31ll-13. As in four places in Isaiab 
concerning the Remnant# this passage is introduced by the phrase 
-IRP D) 
2 
g It concerns the purification of yah.. 
web's people. Those who survive the Day of Judgment are a 
people humble and lowly. 
-71 O-V 
The Prophet sees beyond the Day of destruction and envisages a 
people and its God, After the destruction of Israel there in 
still an jg_V which shows by its inner purity the results of 
its dependence upon Yahweh,, it is a holy D-V that 
JE) T)3. T 07 Ilh-V -fq))ý 
01 -FD3 Y V-D*7 4 
.! so -r . AsB6 Davidson calls this the most beautiful thing in the book* 
ICf. Elligers, ATD 25# p. 65, "Demut Lot far Zephaniah 
ein spezifisch religiEses 11 griff und entepricht dam was 
Jesaja IGlaubas nemt*" Cf, also Mllers Rest# pi 66, who 
notes that those who are the humbled need th'oe exhorted to 
seek humility, 
20f 
* abovep p. c) 2-. Elliger says that at least 
3: 111,12a 
are original. Verses 12b and 13 go into the third person and 
may be a redactions but at any rate they move on the same plane 
as 11 and 12a, Of a Elliger ATD ; ý5# Po 75. 
3Heaton recognIzes in these verses a true dogmatio use 
of the term "remnant, " The hiphtil in used with 
GW direct 
object. Heaton does, howevers suggest that this passage In 
exilic or post-exilic in origin. Of. E. N. Heaton# "The Root 
-ý9(d "# XTS IIIv P* 33* A post. -exilia dating for 3: 12 fe 
has been assumed by J9M. P* Smith, "Micah-Joel#" IeC. C., p. 253 
and R. Ho Pfeiffer# Introduction to the Old TestaNET-(New Yorks 
1941)9 p, 601* 
4ZOPh. 3: 13* 
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The picture of the Remnant coming newly forth from 
the convulsions and afflictions of the judgment, 
humble and truthful# bleasel but filled with a 
chastened joy is exquisite. 
If Zephaniah had any influence upon his younger contemporary 
this propbecy of the Remnant rasy have contributed to Jeremiable 
concept of the Now Covenant written upon the heart. 2 
How, then,, do we reconcile this forecast of a humble 
Remnant with the pioture in Chapter 217jpq of a plundering, 
triumphant Remnant? One seemingly simple way out is to regard 
these verses as exilic or post. exilic. 3 Davidson# however# 
stresses the fact that 2t4-15# the oraoles against the nationeq 
have no points of contact with the period of the exile. There 
it, for Instance* in this section a threat against Nineveh 
which was in ruins twenty years before the exile. Ho believes 
also that it would be highly Improbable that a threat of judg- 
morat during the exile would fail to Include Edom. 
4 It should 
be noted that in neither of these Remnant passages in it stated 
that the Remnant destroyed the enemy* This remains part of 
the work of Yahweh an His great Daye The Remnant in pictured 
as entering into Its possession and taking spoil of the ruined 
1A, B, Davidsono "Zephaniah*" Cb po 13-4- 
2 aer. 
'31: 31 ff . 
30fo Elliger. ATD &1ý9 p. 67v where he claim that verse 7 
In by a post-587 writerr=eplating trust for the Remnant of the 
bouse of Judah. Herej, be says,, there are mixed in clear examples 
of the political desires of later generations. Of, also E, 0 Heaton "The Root4"79W^ JW III# P. -33# who assume that 
Zeph. * 
ý: 7#9 are exilic& 
4Davidsons "Zepbania# CB, p. 108 
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land of the empty# destroyed villages* The destruction is a 
"fait accompliol There is no neddp-tbenj, to consider this 
concept of the Remnant an that of a powerful* conquering hosts 
It is still the poorg humblej, lowly Remnant of Zephaniah# which 
can only dwell securely because God has exacted vengeance upon 
its enemies. 1 
It is true that we find here no glimpse of the role 
which the Remnant should play as the mediator of BaLlvationo 
It alone is granted a future and a hope, This# however# does 
not force us to attribute nationalistic hopes to the prophet 
Zophaniah*2 It is at this very point that he goes a differ. 
ent way to that of the Deuteronomlo reformers. The nation in 
to be broken up# and God in calling a people out of that nation#3 
a L7-V humble and lowlys upon whom the hopes of the future 
resto 
10f. G. A, Smith# The Book of the Twelve Proghetep Vo14. II 
(Londonp 1905)s P. 42 f. j who says ths. the security of a poor lowly Remnant of Israel Implies that there should be no threat 
from without and this necessitates the judgment upon the ancient 
enemies of Israel as predicted in 2: 4-15o 
20fo Gerlemanp Zephanýa, # pp* 36#40#120-127, The oonaept 
of the Remnant here in a synthesis# according to Gerlemans of 
the judgment proclamations of Amos and Isaiah on the one side,, 
and the nationalistic dreams of super-power of the"Heil. 8" 
prophets on the otbere 
3(; f. EllIger,, ATD 25# p. 53# "bei, Zephanja noch stgrker 
Nation und religldne'Gemeýnde ausainandertratent" and also Ge 
von Rads Dan Gottesvolk I= Deuteronowtux (Stuttiartv 1929)# pe 
89# "dii MutoronomlotlaChe Theol -- ware viel eicht als sine 
Reaktion gegen Jenata aufzufasseno mit anderen Worten #als ein 119LO Protest gegen die von Jenala (und Zephaniah) angebahnte Wandlung 
don Volkeegedankens. n 
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The jubilant seotion 3: 14-17b bas been compared with 
the Enthronement Psalmsol That it may be original with Zeph- 
antab is a possibility mentioned by Gerlemanj 
Zephanja hat hier die glückliche Zeit# die er erwar- 
tetg in den ffblichen Formeln eines Thronbesteigungs- 
liedes geschildert. 2 
The last section 3: 170-20 is definitely eXiliO or later# 
and expresses a different concept of the Remnant to that of 
Zophaniab. The Remnant of Israel# gatbered togetber from 
captivity, v is to be renowned and praised in all the world* 
Such a note causes Elliger to comment that It isp 
C 
ein weniger wUrdigen Slelunzst-ückp ein mahnender 
Hinweis daraufg, daer. wir $solchen Schatz nur in 
Irdenen Gefitszen, (2 Cor-b 40.7) haben. 3 
With his ooncept of humility as an essential attribute 
of tbo Remnentg Zephaniah has made a valuable contribution to 
the long line of development of the prophetic thought on that 
subjeet. 4 He has made crystal clear the fact that the 
I Cf. 6 Gerlemang, Zeipbanla. p. 62i who refers to Gunkels Einleltung in die Psalmen (GOttingeng, 1933)o pe 108a Of* Ps, 
5#996 or. also-=ger ATD Z5# Pe 77# 
Gerleman I' Z012ban a. pa 62a Ofj, also So R, Driver# An Introducticn_to_tbe Literature of the Old Testament (9th eT*"*; 
trgnp 1913 9 Pb 3LýZ ii 
3Elliger# AID 2-5 Pe 78o 
40f, 
MUllert Rests ps 650 who claims that in Zephaniah 
we have the high-pol-nT in the prophetic concept of the Remnant. 
We can hardly agree with J. M,, P,, Smith who says that *he is a 
destructive critic pure and simpleb Ho is not stirred by any 
profound sympathy for th* peoples about to be destroyed# hor 
even for his own doomd'nationi He does streas the ethical 
element in the coming judgmentl it is rather a punishment sent 
by Yahweh upon a w1oked world that does not recognize bin Powere 
- J. M*P# Smitbs The Prophets and their Tims ýp* 
110* Of* also 
T. H. Robinsonp 
a 
7r-oýD7eoy-anO., -.. tbt--]Pro2hets (Loondon# 3.953)t Pi 112o 
Me do Vaux In to D'Israel" TW (oct/33)9 pe 5% claims 
that there isn't much that Is new concerning the Remnant in 
Zopbaniabi 
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'C' guarantee for the contin"%kknoe of the People of God lay in un. 
qualified faltb in the God of Israel. 
Co THE RENWANT IN JEREMIAH 
The Book of Jeremiah is no exception to the pattern which 
we have found in the earlier prophetic work$6 Here too In 
to be found the alternating seheme of disaster and salvation* 
In some of the strongest language that we find in propheoys 
Jeremiah proclaims a full and overwhelming destruotion of 
Jerusalem and Judah* Death will enter the windowssl There 
will be no more rejoicing at marriage feagts. 2 The whole 
land will be devoured by ths sword#3 and by famine and peati. 
lence. 4 Any who seek to flee from this disaster will be pur. 
sued and put to deatb. 5 None will escape this judgmente 
No remnant will gurvive. 6 In one vision the prophet proclaims 
the coming of a cosmic destruction* 
I looked on the earths and log it was waste and void 
and to the heavensp and they had no light,, 
I looked on the mountains# and lo thoy were quaking# 
and all the bills moved to and fro* 
I looked# and lop there was no man 
and all the birds of the air bad 
Red, 
I looked# and log the fruitful land was a desert# 
and all its cities were laid in ruins 
before the Lord# before his fierce anger. 7 
on the otber handi, alongside these nropbecies which seen 
1 Jer. 9: 21 216: 3o4#9s 
3. -Ter. 8il6l 3.2tl2 
5Jer. gil6l 16: 16#17# 
414: 12pl8l 15: 21 16: 4-P 
64ill#12; 6: 91 8: 13; 15: 9b* 
7 Jar, 4t23-26. Cf, A, C,, Welchp"Jeremiabs His Time and IFlig 
Work (oxford, 1955). p, 116. Welch seiT this judgment as unlve"ýr". 
salp a veveraion to the state of ) V-111 in Gonesial: 2. 
This interpretation is opposed by J*H* Galley# "The Sword and 
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to leave no room whatsoever for any survivors,, or any hope 
for the futuret there are passages which point beyond the 
tragedy which confronts Israel to the possibility of a new 
life* This note Is sounded In the account of the Call of 
Jeremiah* Not only is he to 
pluok up and to break down# 
to destroy and to overthrow 
but also to "build and to plant, "l The pollitive Inten- 
tion of the ministry of Jeremiab is to be seen in the seotion 
whose keyword Is : ).. ý w and which seeks the people's repen. 
tance*2 That there are limits to the extent of the judgwnt 
of God is evident from the refrain wbich appears in the midst 
of some of these oracles of destruction* 
Go up through her vine-rows and destroy* 
but make not a fall end. 3 
The possibility of a future beyond disaster is implicit in the 
story of the potter and the clay. 4 in the reference to the 
exiles in Babylonia an good figs#5 in the action of Jeremiah 
purchasing property in Anathotb imwdiately precedine the 
the Heart" InteUretation (, Tulyt 1955)o P4,300m, who regards it 
as poetic Iýyperbole by an observer who sees the damage brought 
about by the cutting down of trees and the trampling of fields. 
lJeremiab 1: 10. 
2jer- 3: 1-414. Cf. J. Muilenbergp "Hebrew RhetoriC. * 
Repetition and Style#" Vatuis Testamentum Supplownts 1953s 
Pe 104 fe 
3, Ter. 5: 10. Cf 4: 2,7 and 5: 18 whero the refrain in *I 
will not make a full 
; 
nd. PYatt "Jeremiah" Interpreter's Bible 
5P Pa 847, believes that the word Onotl in 51 In a mitigating 
gloss# but S; R, Hoppers lbid, # thinks the reference is similar to Isaiah's c; n0cept of Ge'remnant of the trunk of a vine (Ina. 6: 13) 
4. Ter. llý:!. ff. 524 15-7 o 
III 
destruotion of the land*' To the exiles in Babylon Jeremiah 
proclaimed that God's purpose for them was for welfare and not 
for evil# to give tbam a future and a hope. 2 
I will be found by you4 says the Lordj and I will 
restore your fortunea,,. o 
Even to the remnant in Judah# following the slaying of Gedaliah 
by Ishmaelp Teremiab held out a hope for the future. 
If you will remain in this land# then I will build you 
up and not pull you down; I will plant you and not 
pluck ypu up; for I repent of the evil wbiab I did 
to yOU*4 
There isp therefore# in the prophecy of Jeremiah a vivid 
oontrajgt between the unqualified prediotions of doom and the 
oracles declaring the hope of salvation. It is difficult to 
understand just how these diverso views were reoonoiled in the 
mind of Jeremiah# but we do better to aocept the preaence of 
both than to eZoise one or the other arbitrarily. 
5 AB with 
Isalab, p so with Jeremiah the nature of bin call was decisive 
for the content of his prophecy. Right at the beginning of 
his ministry there came to Jeremiah the realisation that to 
be God's prophet involves the proclamation of grace and 
lJor, 32: 9-15,2Jer4.29: 11# 
3Jer, 29: 3.4o Cf. Welch. Jeremiah P- 174# who claim 
that the first part of this Y; rse is p ably from Jeremiabg 
and that the phrase 'restore your fortunest was interpreted 
and expanded later in the sense of bringIng the exiles baok 
from captivity* 
It 
-Ter, 42: 10. 
5J. 
p Skinner# Propbscy and Religion 
(Cambridge# 1926), o 
Po 74 ff * 
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judgmentJ To destroy and to overtbrow means also to build 
and to plant. 
This account of the call of Jeremiah points to the fact 
that the heart of the message of the prophet in formed out of 
his relationship with God. His strength lay not in the keen. 
ness of his political insight# but rather in his understand- 
ing of the ways of God# as Welch has so aptly expressed it, 
Zeremiah had been called and commissioned to proclaim 
the purpose of Yahweh. His sense of impending judge- 
ment came from his knowledge of the character which 
informed this purpose, Out of that could issue more 
than judgement,, and even judgement# when it camewas 
the prelude to a future which held hope, 2 
we ? may also accept as generally true Welchle verdict thRts Ct 
the beginning of his public works the hope beyond the judgment 
did not occupy a large part of the mind and thought of Jore- 
miaO The urgent need to summon men to face the impending 
doom dominated the resources of the young prophet from Ana- 
tboth. TbiB very emmuons, however# was to meet the righteous 
and holy God in whom alone their hope lay, The way to a 
lA, Weiserg "Den Buch den Propheten Joromia" (Kap* 1-25: 13) 
, 20 p. 14 "Der Text reden jedenfalls nicht von einer LTD. 
zeitlichen Aufeinanderfolge# sondern von einem Nebeneinander* 
Gerade darin besteht das Gotteawunder danz in dem Gericht die 
Gnade Gottes am Werk Istg die aufbaut# indem sie gestört# und 
mitten In Untergang neuen Leben scha: Cfte» ZCA- ý 
Nelob,, Jeremia# p. 216. Of. also W. Viaohor# *The Vo. - 
oation. of the PropheE to the Nations"oInterpretation (July# 
1955)o Po 315# "The faithfulness of God wins the---deoldiVe 
victory when all is lost through the unfaithfulness of his, 
people. " 
3wi'lob,, Jeremia, p. 216. 
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future was the way of repentancej Later Uben shattering 
blows had been dealt the false hopes which sprang from the 
presence of the temnle and of the city of Jez-asalemo Jeremiah 
was quick to make explicit to the exiles that there was a 
real future f or tbem#2 
This gives us a clue to the rather puzzling fact that 
Jeremiah,, although using the thought and content of the con. 
cept of the Remnants was very sparing in adopting the term it. 
self. He never specifically named the Golah as the Remnant, 
and only after the destruction of 586 B*Cq did he use the 
term with positive significance in reference to those left 
in Tudah. 3 Although they were to disappoint himp Jeremiah 
did promise mero! v to the Remnant in Judah If they obeyed God 
and stayed in that land, Up to the points however# where 
temple and town stIll stood to bolster up the hopes of the 
dwellers of Judah# Jeremiah carefully avoided the term* 
Most probably the prophet'$ conaern was that his urgent 
message of the impending doom would be blunted by false hopes 
engendered by the term fremnantle A oentury bad passed sinoe 
lieremia 4: 1 ffe 2Jer. 24: 5-7. Of, also ibidep p*217o 
3jer,, 42: 10. Mttllert Restp p* 67 ff. has showed very 
clearly the disinclination of-TEOe" Prophet Jeremiah to use the 
term #remnant' with a positive significance. He fails# however# 
to recognixtý that in 42: 10 there is one place where the term T is used in its traditional form# bearing the possibilit of, 
weal.. He stresses, instead, the fact that this Remnaný refused 
its chance and was given up by the Prophet as hopeless, Cf, 
-Ter- 44: 14- 
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Isaiah's resounding words "Only a remnant shall return" had 
Impressed themselves on the minds of the people of Jerusalem. 
And# as we have seen above, 01 the surprising release 
from do. 
struotion at the hands of the Assyrians confused in the minds 
of the people the firm trust in the purpose of God# which was 
Isaiah$B beliefivith the doctrine of the inviolability of the 
temple of Jerusalemo Against this false cult Jeremiah had to 
do battle# as we see in his temple addresel 
Do not trust in these deceptive words: IThis is the 
temple of the Lord# the temple of the Lordp the 
temple of the Lord, o2 
just as Shiloh bad been destroyed so the temple of Jerusalem 
faced certain disanterd This temple address throws light 
on the attitude of the prcphet to the Deuteronomio reform 
instituted by King Josiah in 621 B. C. 4 He was probably sym- 
pathetic to the bulk of the teachings of the reform# but there 
was the principle of centralisation of the cult in Jerusalem,, 
which destroyed for Jeremiah any positive value in the move. 
ment. 5 We may hardly suppose that at any period of his 
ministry Jeremiah supported this reform. 
6 There was much to 
1P. 91f. 2jer- 7: 4- 
3. Ter. 
-7: 
12-14. Cf. also 19: 1 ff# wheresin the, symbol of 
the shattered pots, Jeremiah effectively shatters the concept 
of the Inviolability of the Temple and Jerusaleas So Hoppert 
IB po 968, A- 
4Cf, Skinnerp Propheo; [, pe 91* The law-book is probably 
the tegirlative kerall or D . (chapters 12-26)o 
5 Cf. also Buberp Prop iielch Jerbmia, PP- 76-96. he t iq 
Faitbp p, &,, 166* qlnwý-Wý 
6Against Skinner# Provbewy# po 105, who thinks that Je're. 
miab,, in the early periOl or his ministry# might have done'so. 
But cf. also H, H. Rowley# "The Prophet Jeremiah and the Book of 
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overcome - the false trust in the sanctuary which developed 
wrongly from Isaiah's concept of Invulnerable Zion - to coun. 
tenance a further stress on one place as the only avenue to 
God*' 
It was in these circumstances of renewed emphasis upon 
the means of approach to God# rather than the nature of that 
approach# that Jeremiah was careful to avoid using the term 
'remnant'. He was a true prophet# entering into the need of 
the moment and presenting the existential call to decisione 
The people needed to be loosed from their false bopep In the 
cults and so Jeremiah's words disquieted them,, pronouncing 
utter destruction upon all that they held in highest esteem 
- upon land and temple, 
The purpose of Jeremiah's prophecies may be seen most 
clearly in the passage in Chapter 24 which contrasts the bad 
and the good figs. The word of the Lord came to Joremiah to 
declare that those who had been exiled to Babylon in 597 B*C, 
were like good figs# whereas those who remained In Judah were 
like bad figs, This identification has surprised some com- 
mentators# so much so that they have denied the passage to 
; eremiab. 2 Hopperj, on the contrarys believes that thin in 
Deuteronomy*` Studies in Old Testament Prophecyp ed. H*H*Rowley, 
(Edinburgh* 1950)o pps 157-174, where he comes to support the 
view that Jeremiah at first welcomed the Josianie reforms 
. 
'Cf. Buber# Prophetic Pnithj p, 168, 
2 Cf* WattolB 5PP# 997# who claims that chapter 24 was 
written by the Delut-aronomists, and expresses an attitude incon.. 
sistent"h that of Jeremiab# "It is hard to believe that Jere- 
miab thought God's favour depended on whether or not a man bad 
been exileds rather than upon his repentance and obedienceoff 
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Jeremiah's message to the people at home# just as Chapter 29 
is his message to the exiles*3- Those left in Jerusalem still 
tend to cling to the old illusions thats because the temple 
to in their midst$ they have Yahweh's proteotiong and have 
ready access to Him by their reform of worship, The exiles, 
on the contrary# by having an their illusions shattered# and 
by being uprooted and sent into captivity# are in reality 
closer to God* Those in exile are under the special care of 
God, R-- has given them a beart to know who He isj2 They 
have a chance to learn that Yahweh still has regard for thexap 
altbougb they are without the terýples 
The contrast in Chapter 24P then# is not that between 
two groups of Isrselitasq one morally soundp and tbo other 
morally rotten*3 Rather the contract is in the fate allotted 
to two sections of Judalemo It was Yabweb who bad taken 
the exiles to Babylon# and if they maintained a right heart 
toward His, they would experience Ills grace# 
For Jeremiah to come to this positive viewpoint of the 
future of the exiles does not mean,, boweverg that he thereby 
gave up tiny hope for those who remained in Judah. 4 as Haller 
'R6ppdri P* 997 ff. Cf. also Welch so p*165 ff- 
2, Tpr. 24: 7- Cf * also Ezekiel 11 for background 
to this 
situationo 
3(; f. Welch Jeremiap pe 161 ff, He protests arainst the 
View that the besTle dTemeiits were deported in 597 B, C*, leav.. 
ing only an undisciplined,, mobe The trouble with the 'bad figet 
at home was that they were controlled by a dangerous view of 
religiont'i. e. that in'Ithe shadow of the temple tbey were 
secure* , 
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claims,, His appeal to the remnant in Judah after the dis. 
aster of 586 B*C. 1.3 proof of that, 2 Thus we see the main 
thrust of the massage of the prophet. He called upon Israel 
to give up its trust In false securities and to rely upon 
the mercy of God& And although the historical circumstances 
of his time meant that the first part - the warning against 
false securities occupied the major portion of his work# none- 
theless he did not hesitatep when the opportunity arose to 
show the other side of God's anger# to show the grace which 
preserved for them a future, Those who fled to Egypt after 
the murder of Gedaliab betrayed their mistrust of God's 
purpose* They were leaving God behind# and Jeremiah pro- 
claimed their doom vigorously. 3 
Thus we see that the prophet of doom who had so fearless. 
ly confronted his nation with its impending destruction# and 
who for that reason had been hated as a traitorg wastin the 
final course of eventsq proved to be Judah's greatest patriot. 
That Jeremiah proclaimed in the name of the God of Israel the 
judgment that was to fall upon Judah was in itself an element 
of hope for the survivors of the disaster which befall both 
temple and land. Had there been no voice in those days but 
the false predictions of the professionRl prophets there would 
have been nothing but total dinillusiament*4 Jeremiah 
lMullers, Restj, Po 71* 
2Jer* 42: 10 fo 344: 14 f,, 
4CC.. John Bright. The Kingdom of God L22j who writes 
at all$ "That Israel's faith Could survive # th4a; Israel could 
live to hope in anything at all& USS In good part due to tho 
prophets who so ruthlessly demoiiabed all false hope. * 
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prepared the way f or the people to see that it was God who 
struck the blow# and that Israel's future remained in Ma 
band, 
Also out of hie own loneliness Jeremiah forged the hope 
of the individual soul in God. Ile was not the first to do 
sol Mosos and Elijab bad experienced such bopeo But in him 
especially there is to be found that stress on the inner# 
individual relationship of religion., And so 
The notion of the elect peonle thus becomes far more 
individualized a matter than it had ever been before* 
Individual men of the humiliated residue of the 
nation who at all costs bear the Word ol God and obey 
his will - these are the people of God* 
Thus we see that the co4cept of the Rermant ban been 
taken up by Jeremiah# oven Ithougb he in very sparing in the 
use of the term fRemnantle He has maintained the prophetic 
hope that God's purpose with His people would continue beyond 
judgments In hin stress upon the absolute doom facing the 
cult# he attsolmd the false idea of the invulnerability of 
Zion# and developed the true concept of the Remnant which 
Isaiah proclaimed* The direction of this development leads 
to more empbasis being placed upon the inner# individual 
relationship of religion* 
IBrighti Kingdogo p. 123# or. the letter sent by 
Jeremiah to tbe-ex-Mes in Ch., - 29* 
Chapter V 
TEE DEVELOPMFNT OF THE C ONCEPT OP 
TEE REMNANT IN EZEKIEL 
In the last three decades the Book of Ezekiel has been 
scrutinized very carefully by Old Testament seholarso The 
traditional view of Ezekiel an a priest# who was 4arried Into 
captivity in 597 B. &C,, and who was called to be a prophet 
there# and who worked exclusively in Babylonias has been at- 
tacked from many sides. Some would deny the prophecy alto. 
gether to such an historical person an Ezekiel# making it a 
pseudepiprapbJ Other scholars deny the largest portion of 
the book to Ezekiel, crediting a later redactor with wide 
expansions of the text. 2 Some transfer all or a portion of 
Ezekiel's ministry to Paleatine. 
3 In the last decadeo 
however# the traditional view of the espential unity of the 
'C,, T, Torrey, "Psendo-Fzekiel and the Original Prophta 
(Iqew Havenp 1930); and james thp The BooE of the Prophet 
Esokiel: a New Introduotion (Londýrrp 
2 
Go H01scher, Hesekielt de r Dichter: und dao Bugh (GieBzeng 
1924); and W*A* Irwin# The FroBiem or szekle-1 (Uhloagov, 1ý43)@ 
3 
V. Herntriobs Hzeabielgrobleme (Gieszenp 1932); J, B* 
Harfordp Studies in, t Sook-of Rzeki 
- 
el (Cambridgep 1935)r Aý- 
Bertbolet-. 7 esekiel (Tabingen, -19ý36); We Robinisong Two Hebrew .L ProOetes. Stiidlem in Hosea and Ezekiel (London# 1946); AeGs, 
1ý040 Pos t ilic Judsisms Pp-e-58 ffo 
119 
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book, and of the Babylonian setting for Ezekiel's work has 
gained ground. 1 We may safely conclude that Ezekiel was a 
real person who was taken as a captive to Babylonia in 597 BoCo 
He was called to be a prophet and his ministry was entirely among 
the exiles, The present book of Ezekiel is a collection of his 
prophecies with some expansion by later redoctorso rzekiel's 
message ist howevers substantially that of the book as we have 
it today. 
This newly-won position regarding the life and work of 
Ezekiel has contributed to a greater understanding of the de- 
velopment of the concept of the Remnant in this time, Ezekiel 
stands before us as a real$ historical person for whom the 
events of the last years of the independence of Judah were of 
utmost significancoo We are not surprised to find that Ezekiel 
was greatly concerned with the traditional prophetic concept of 
the Remnant. On two occasions Ezekiel expressed in his prayer 
to God the fear that the Remnant of Israel would be utterly 
destroyed. In the vision of the smiting of Jerusalem# Ezekiel crie 
out, $ "Ah Lord Godl wilt thou destroy all that romains of 
'CoGo Howles "The Date and Composition of Ezekielp" JBL 
14ono&. ra2h Series. IV (Philadelphia# 1950); IT. Ho Rowleys 
"Ezekiel in Modern , 9t, ddyg" BJRLv XXXVI# No* 
1 (September# 1953). 
ppo 346-190; No Schmidtj, P7ro-p-Sit und Te e pp o 109 11 
G, A. Cookes "The Book of,, E`ze-kI-e-lv" NO (Edrnhbýxrghs 1936T;; C,;, 
MUllo, Weir$ "Aspects of the Book orTrEekiels" Me 11(1952) 
PP- 97 ff -; Joll, Miller#, an Verhtrltnis 
jereirai und Hesekiele 
Sprachlich und Theologisch'U"n"Fe'rsuoriE--(Arst)nh 1955); Go Fghrer,, 
'Die ITatiptprobleme Zes Buabe-s"Makielp" BZAW-, LXXII (1952), o'and 
idemp Ezekiel (Ttfbingen, 1955), 
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Israel X7ý4-ýD-, 57jq ) in the outrouring of thy 
wrath upon Jerusalem? " 
And again,, after the death of Pelatiah, the man denounced by 
Ezekiel as a wicked counsellorv the prophet cried out, 
"Ab Lord God& wilt thou make a full end of the remnant 
?4. -)0" )? "2 of Israel (I 
.*. #. 0.. Therefore we see that it was with no cold-hearted aca. 
demic interest that Ezekiel proclaimed the imminent judgment of 
God. He contemplated the ultimate destruction of Irrael with 
agonising concern. He was a Jew who loved his nation, his 
city and his temple, Yet be was called by God to pronounce 
judgment upon all that he held so dearly*3 He became the 
mouthpiece of a tragic doom that was about to fall on Zerusa- 
lem and Judah. 
By the symbolic act of sbaving his head# dividing the 
hair into three parts$ burning one third& striking another 
with the sword in the city and scattering the third section to 
the wind and the sword' he declared God's intention to destroy 
the city of Jeruselem, 
4 Like Jeremis he prediated. the doom of 
the House of Israel by sword, famine# and pestilenoe. 
5 There 
was to be no pity f or Israel. Thcy could n9t be spared from 
IEZ 
# 9: 8a2 11: 13 b3 Chis &2 and 3 
4Eze 5: li--124. Cf* Cooke,, ICC, P, 589 who claims that 
verses 3# 4a mod. *LfZ the concept Zor-'; ýbolesale extirmination in 
verses I and 26 Possibly tbis modification. together with 
the idea of a further JUdEpsent was an after-thougbt. " 
56111,12; 11: 8.10* Cfs also Ch*21 which has an its 
theme destruction by the sword, 
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judgment*' The last vestiges of the proud People of God - 
holy place# priest# prophet and king - were all to be destroyed. 
2 
The inhabitants of Jerusalem were to be cast into the fire to 
be consumed like the worthless wood of a vinel The whole land 
would bec=e desolate. 4 Wild beasts and famine would rob the 
people of their Obildren. 5 Those who escaped the destruction 
6 about to fall on Jerusalem would be pursued by the sword* 
All this Is solid doom. 
In the midst of this dark picture# however# there Is a 
gleam of light. There would be survivors of a sort# Out Of 
this dinaster there would come to Yahweh praise throughout the 
world* 
Buy I will let a few of them escape S7 7117 
I .. from the sword# from famine'b7nd pestil6bi, J 
that they may confess all their abominations among the 
nations where they go,, and may know that I am the 
Lord, "7 
This verse bas been interpreted by some soholars in an entirely 
negative way, as depicting no other purpose for this remnant 
than showing how deserving they were of Yahwehts punishmento8 
Certainly there is'no Clouing picture of hope prevented here* 
but the preservation of life itself opens up possibilities for 
the future. If we remember that the basic concept of the 
'EZ, 7: 4* 27: 249f. Cf. Schmidt,, Prcphet und 
p. 116. Tenmel 
315: 1-8o 45: 14; 12: 20.55: 17- 612il4.,, 
712: 16, Cf. also 14: 21-23, 
80f. G. A. Cooke# I=# Ps 133* Pohrer in Ezekiel, p. 64m, 
denies the passage to Ez-e-Ml. 
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Remnant is the survival of those in and through whom the contin- 
uance of the purpose of Yahweh may take places then this group 
of humbled and shamed folk could be the very sort of stuff out 
of which God's new work could be fashioned. There was no room 
for self-righteousness or pride among tbem6 The only asset of 
this poor remnant besides the preservation of their life was 
their knowledge thtt Yahweh is the Lords 
Another paspage which speaks more positively about the 
remnant left after the destruction of Jerusalem Is to be found 
in the midst of a section that is predominantly a proclamation 
of VOe*1 Because of the contrast in outlook with the pre. 
ceding verses many scholars would attribute these verses to a 
2 redactors or to a late period of the prophet's ministry*3 
Could it not be,, however, that this thought of survival 
was inextricably linked up with the thought of judgment? 
As in the previous prophets we see here the juxtaposition of 
salvation and judgment* Do they not spring from the prophatts 
own experience of the holiness of God whicho while purifying# 
JLEz. 6: 8-10. 
2So G. Fohrerp Hangtprobleme# p-& 72f* Contrasting the 
thought of this section with that or Ch;. 36j, Pohrer says# 
"Diese trostlose Einsicht bleibt ohne die versöhnende Möglich. 
keit einer Umkehr oder einer Erneuerung den zerbrochenen 
Ferzenn durch Jahwe. Beiden aber ist bezeichnend für Erechieln 
Auffassung der Lage nach dem Untergang Teruselemeý(36)t" 
3so Cookep ICCP Pe 70* There is something inconsistent 
in Cooke's stater. eEF-ibats "Ez, bas no doctrine of a remnant; 
he is thinking of those who escape from the visitation, and 
in exile lay to beart the lessons of God's discipline*" 
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leads on to fulfil God's purpose with man6l The positive wit. 
ness of this pa-. Rsage is gummb)pd up in one of Ezekiel's tyPi- 
cal pbrasess 
"And they shall know that I am the Lord**2 
Beyond the imminent downfall of temple# town and kingp there is 
a new understanding of the ways of God with man# The devas. 
tating "no" which the prophet had to pronounce upon the pious 
and nationalistic hopes that centred in the cult at Jerusalem 
has its positive sense. Jerusalem had to be destroyed in 
order to declare what was real. 3 This destruction is a sign 
to the world of Yahweh's glory# and this havoc Is no indication 
of God's distance from mans but retber of bin nearness. 
4 
lCf. Rowleys, Ezekiel in_11odern Studyp Pe 177s where be 
discusses the dual =I-nistry of Ezekiel an a prophet of judgments 
and also a minister of consolation and hope. Howley maintains 
that one ministry wan exercised especially before the fall& and 
the other especially after the fall of Jerusalem* He discusses 
Ktfhlts claim in Th. Z0 VIII (1952) p- 402# that Ezekiel received 
a special call b=eori taking up the second ministry* He dis. 
agrees with Kttbl who asserts that the role of twatebart In Ohs 
3 is not part of the original call. ItThe prophet only learns 
all that is involved in the call as be responds to it and exer. 
cises his ministry# when be rea3.1zes that it was-all really 
there from the'beginning.,, The work of Moses in the wilderness 
and at Sinsi was totally different from his work in Egypt# but, 
be did not require a second call before he could undertake Itelk 
Howley pursues the datinI7 of 3: 16 b-21 further on page 
iso f, He criticizes H*Ws Robinson who claims that this 
passage dates from after the fall of Jerusalem, Its similar. 
itY to 33: 1-9 may be found in the fact that Its message was 
repeated. "The role of 'watcherl to which he is appointed 
in 
this passage is a role of warning# " 
and this is always of the 
essence of the propbetic function. po 1810 
2EZ., 6: 10 
3schmidt, Propbet und Tempe t P. 117* 
41bi, ao# p. 137* Ný 
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The significance of this basic proclamation of Ezekiel 
becomes elf-arer when we see that Ezekiel did not consider the 
judgment as being directed against only one part of "he people 
of God#' The fate of the exiles is closely allied with the 
fate of Jerusalem. The dentruction of Jerusalem is to be the 
decisive act whereby the wl-, ole house of Israel is involved in 
the purpose of God*2 For# as long as Jerusalem and the temple 
still stood# the exiles were bolstered by false hopes*3 
Yahweh hae brought the Holy City through many a crisis. Per. 
hapaq after all, it was invulnerable. 4 This failure to per. 
ceive the hand of God in the very history of their own exile 
earned the Golah the frequent appelation of "rebellious house. "5 
There to evident, however, a pastoral concern for the 
exiles, 
6 They were, after ally the once among whom Ezekiel 
Ibid. # po 111. 
2Cf. Schmidtp Pr2Ehet und 11'empelt pp. 113* ll6joll7- 
Referring to Eza 12: 27-25 and the conruiion of the exiles re- 
garding the message of doom on Jerusalem# Schmidt writes "War 
es bisher die Hoffnung suf Jerumalems Erhaltung# die vielen 
unter den Exulanten das Exil nicht als twirklichtp d, he endgal. 
tig eracheinen lieszv sa, wird iýnen Im. Fall Jerusalems dieser 
Boden unter don Pffazen weggerogen;, meben sie im Endo Jerusalems 
ft ihr wirkliches eigenes Endo. (p " 117)- Cfe oleo ibid, v p, 148* 
3 
Cf, CJ* Mullo. -Weirs, "Aspeots of the Book of Ezekiel. " j-TP II(1952)v P. 99- 
4See 
abovet pe 1140 regarding the same problem among'those 
who doubted Jeremiab predictions concerning the fall o. ̂, Terusalem. 
51ý,, 
Z. 2: 4#597#8; 3: 6#7#9; 12: 2#3#9#25; 17: 12; 24: 3, Cf* Schmidt, Prophet und Tempel,, pb 111. 
6 
Cf* Sabmidt, Prophet und Tem pelp p. 122,, and also Pohrer,, 
Hauptprobleme, pe 222f* The lack of a close pastorel relation. 
ehip to those who are left in Jerusalem may be attributed not so 
much to the prophet's certainty of the judgment that was to befall 
12'6 
workede, They came to the prophet to seek guidance and board 
his words, and saw his symbolical actions*' He met with the 
elders and gave them the oracles of Yahweh* In all this there 
is Implied tý-at the future lay with those whose response to 
Yahweh was true to His character. Not all the Golah could be 
equatee with the Remnant, The exiles themselves were to be, 
purged by the Lord. 
"I will purge out the rebels from among you. n2 
The prophet is therefore pointing the way beyond any national. 
Istic sentiments concerning the hopes involved in being the 
Remnant. Here we see more clearly the way toward the new con- 
cept of the Church. This is the true Israels the elect of God# 
a religioun community standing in covenant relationship to Him, 
This brings us to a consideration of the passage wherein 
Ezekiel considers the acc-ration made by the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem that those who were carried off into exile in 597 B*C* 
had gone from the presence of the Lord. 3 Through the prophet 
the word wee declared that those who were uprooted and deported 
were Yahweb's special caroo He has been a sanctuary VJ 7 P, T 
them,, as to his actual distance from them. It may be supposed 
that# if he had laboured among tho inhabitants of Jerusalem# the 
day-to-day dialectic of this contact would have resulted in con. 
creteg historical encounters, such as we have in Jeremiah* 
wherein the prophet could have presented his message of judg. 
ment., in the context of ultimate hope for thoso who put their 
trust in Yahweh* 
l2s. 12J 14: 1.111 181 20. 
220: 38- Cf. also 14: 6 ffo 
31, 
: 15, Cf. Weleb, Post. Fxilic Judaism# pe 63e 
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to them, Ao in Jeremiah 24 and 29, the prophetic word declares 
God's fr: ýadom from the necessity of revealing Himself only at 
the teiple in Jerusalem. The catastrophe of 597 has itself been 
but a samnle of the way God works with His people. In verse 
15 we Hoe that Godfs relationship to the desnised exiles of 597 
is of significance for the whole House of Israelel God's 
grace and His judgment have worked together to bring about new 
life. 
The real thrust of Ezekiel's commendation of the Golah 
is not so nuch in the transfer of hope from one group to the 
other* as Mtfller sugrvets#2 as in the proclamation of the basic 
witness of the concept of the Remnant - that trust in God alone 
is man's true sanctuary# and in the enlarging of hope to see 
that God's neople could continue without Jerusalem and without 
the temple. 
It is true that Ezekiel fails to address the Golah as 
the 
M111UP 
57'-)tq0i .3 Part Of the regfion may lie in 
the fact that Ezekiel d0esAI-t'wIsh to encourage any false hopes 
i 
in their minds, such as the concept that* since they have come 
througb disaster# they are tbereby immune, to any furtber judg- 
ments But also we may question whether the prophet* applied 
the tI erm Remnant directly to those left in Jerusalem* There Is 
ICt. Schmidtj, Proghet und TeZWe' Lo 'P6 147X "doch die Sli 
M Sinne der WeitereXiatenz elitrönnener bleibt leben# niebt 
0
"Glieder eines toten Volicee sondern. als bgt. Jimrigl (11#15)e"' 
21', Ittller, p Rest# PP* 73 ff 
3As pointed out by 'Heaton# "The Rout' a JTS III (1952)s Po 30 fe 
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a real hesitation on the part of the prophet to identify the 
Remnant with any particular group of people. 1 Before the 
great day of the destruotion of Jerusalem none eoul& 'd presume 
upon God's favouro All Israel was involved* 
One further question needs to be pursued, Does Ezekielp 
in bis stress upon the individual's relationobip witb Gc4p ao 
fragmentize the conoe*ot of the Remnant that it loses its tra.. 
ditional concept of a new communal relationship? 2 Possibly 
there was a danger of this happening* But the prophet with 
the priestly backgroundq conscious of the vital, place which 
sacred rites have in the preservation of true communityp turned 
In his later years after tbe-fall of Jerusalem$ to the future 
plans of Yahweh for a recovery of the community of the lando 
It could be said that Ezekiel was venturing Into the true con- 
cept of the Cburob as a religious oommunity witbin the nation. 3 
'In 9: 8; 11; 13 the Remnant refers to those left of all 
Israel after the destruction of Godle Judgment, 
2Cf. Ezekiel 18; 33: 10.20* Cf. Buber I Prophetic Faithp 
P, 186, where he claimp that-Ezekiel individualines. tbe IdeiL 
of the holy Remnant# He also says "The Remnant s, no 
longer appears as a preserved life-community of the faithful 
who are savedj but os-a sum of individuals: pious ones and 
Penitent, " But contrast Fohrerq Ezechielp p. xxx, where he 
terms the approach of Ezekiel an personaTrin rather than Indi. 
Vidualism. Eichrodt claims that Ezekiel was not a rabid indi. 
Vidualist# but rather called individuals into o new community 
based on a law whose sanction in in the hearte of man - Krisis 
ýLeZ Gemeinschaft in Israel (Basel# 1953)o This book in not. 
availaRil-eto the write-r-p-wilio is indebted to the Book List 
(1954) of the Society for Old Testament Study for a summary of its contents, 
3Note the stress in Ez. 14: 1-11, uPon the people. The: 
Punishaient which was to.. 'be taken against an. idolater was to be 
OUt off-fr6m the midst of-the people (Ez, WOO' For'a good discut6ion of the, place of the commmity in Ezekiells'-thbology 
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The seeds of this concept are present, But the concept of a 
return to the land and of the re-establishment of the central- 
ity of temple worship fascinated bim*1 It was not# however# 
to be a return to the old ways of the nations What Ezekiel 
envisaged was the birth of a new Israel with the Spirit of God 
in its heart. 2 We must not think that Ezekiel conceived this 
, he father in a legalistic sense, and that he therefore became 4V 
of Judaism*3 The new community was to be the result of the 
grace of God in renewing the sources of Israel's faithe In a 
passage reminiscent of the New Covenant of Jeremiab#4 Ezekiel 
proclaimed the radical transformation that was to take place 
within the hearts of the people: 
Por I will take you from the nations# and gather you 
from all the countriess, and bring you into your own 
land, I will sprinkle clean water upon you# and 
you shall be clean from all your unoleannessesp and 
from all your idols I will cleanse you* A new heart 
I will give you and a new soirit I will put within 
you; and I will take out of your flesh the heart of 
atone and give you a heart of flesho And I will 
put my spirit within you, and cause you to walk in 
my statutes and be careful to observe my ordinances. 
You shall dwell in the land which I gave to your 
fathers; and you shall be my peoples and I will be 
your God. 5 
of hope see W. Zimmerlit "Die Eigenart der propbetimohen Rode 
don Ezeehielt" ZAW 66 Bond (1954)9 Heft is pp* 1-26. 
3-Cf* Ego, 40-48* 
2 Cf. J. Bright# Kingdom of God# pe 134; Sehmidts-Prophat 
und Tempel, pp. 161 ff, ' 
3SO 4, Cook, ICC, p. xxxi. Ter- 31: 31* 
Cýzv 36: 24-28. Cf. also Ez, 37# and Earold Hiesenf6ldq 
The Res rree I tion in Ezekiel XXXVII and in the Dmira-Hur6poo 
Paintings (Uposala, 1940)t P. -3 fe Hlesirt'ld discueses-t-be 
the esofia-tolotital aspect of the restoration of Israel in Cb, 
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This is the renewed community of all the tribes of Israel with 
a prince at the headsl a community purged of all idolatry. 2 
a New Israel wholly dependent upon God and with no existence 
apart from His love and care, 
CONCLUSION - EZEKIEL 
As with Jeremiah$ so in Ezekiel there is evident a hesi. 
tancy to use the term "Remnant" for the Golah or for those who 
remained in Jerusalem. We may suppose that it was in order 
that no false hopes should be raised, Ezekiel saw the Imminence 
of judgment so complete that every ordinary basis for the con- 
tinuance of the people would be swept away. But there is a 
hope in Ezekiel's prophecies, and in expressing this hope he 
carried forward the essence of the prophetic hope which centred 
in the concept of the Remnant* The new com: mnity which God 
would preserve after the disaster would owe its existence entirely 
37P and the place which the idea of the revivication of the 
dead bad in Ancient Israel. 
'Ezo 370.15-28. Cf, Pohrerv Ezekielv pe xxx, "Und the 
Gemeinde die Ez. auf Grund der Erldeu-n-gý-=aeý Einzelnen erwartet, 9 ist ja nichts anderen als das zu neuem Leben erweckte Volk 
(37: 1-14)9 das alle israelltischen StMme mit einem Pürsten an 
der Spitze umfaszt (37: 15.251. Nur soll dbaes Volkg das 
Zugleich die Gemeinde der 64»übenden in der Welt istg mehr als 
trtther aus Feinem Glauben leben# d. he aus der Erneuerung den 
Einzelnen Menschen und der Verwirklichung der Herrschaft Gottes 
In seinem Leben, " 
2Ez- 14: 11b. Cf. also Ez. 14: 5 where Yahweh says that 
He will lay hold of the hearts of the house of Israel* More 
than just individuals is in view. Cf* Zimmerlip *Die Higenart. " 
ZAW (1954)0 PPo 50 21* 
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to the grace of God# Because it would be drawn into this close 
relationship with Gods it would be purged of its rebellions 
and receive a new heart, Thuss although the terminology of the 
Remnant to sparse# Ezekiel did make full use of the significance 
of the idea, In the hour of crisis be gave voice to its notes 
of judgment and bope * 
Cbapter VI 
TEE DEVELOP14ENT OF THE C ONCEPT OF TEE REMNANT 
IN EXILIC AND POST-EXILIC JUDAISM 
The fruit of the prophetic concept of the Remnant may 
be seen in the fact that Israel survived the downfall of the 
nation* She lived through one of the greatest calamities that 
has ever befallen a people, l Although despair gripped the 
hearts of many, 02 the period following the destruction of Jeru- 
salem was marked by a revival of religion# and a time of great 
spiritual vitality. 3 Indeed we may judge this period to be, 
one of the most productive in the history of Israel# leading 
towards the establishment of a holy community. 
A* THE: RFMNAWT IN DEUTERO. ISAIAH 
The moist exalted conoept In the Old Testament of. Israel 
as the People of God is to be found in this period. The un- 
known propbet of the exile# Deutero-Isalabs portrayed Israel 
0i people obomen to proolaim God's glory# and to, serve Bim in 
all the world* Those left after tho catastrophe of the down. 
IFor details of, Bright, Kingdom of Gods PP* 127 ff# 
2 Of* Peas 137* 3cf, Bright, Kingdom of Gods P*133* 
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of r. - 0. 
vengeful peoples, but 
Suffering Servant. 2 
calls "the remnant of the house of Israel#" 
ý7 -ýIqVl ). 1 They are not to be a proud# 
. .0- 
will fulfil the purpose of Yahweh as the 
God's People is not restricted to the 
visible nation of Israel, Indeed it is oomposed of those in 
Israel, g who obey Him as His servants#3 and of those from all 
nations who turn to HIm44 "The true Israel of God Is not 
racially determined, but includes those of any race wbo obey 
bim, 1*5 
I loa* 46: 3. Cf. Mowinckel# Pro2hocy and Traditionp p. 699 
who claims that Deutero-Isaiah sprang from tbe--oirole of the 
disciples of Isaiah of Jerusalem, and that this explains the 
strong connection in this prophecy with the remnant idea* 
2Regarding 
recent discussions of the identity of the Ser- 
vant see Bright# Kingdom of God# pp, 148-53- He interprets 
the Servant as a rUild concept, oscillating between the indi- 
vidual and the group. In some instances the Servant In merely 
Israel$ at other times the Servant in the true Israel# the 
righteous Remnant in Israel* Also the Servant in an ideal 
figures the coming Redeemer$ whose suffering makes the new Is- 
rael possible. By contrast Howinckel denies that the Servant 
can be Israel - He That Cometb# ppe 464-66. Mowinokel dis- 
tinguishes between the Servant songs and Deutero-Isaiabp and 
claims that the Servant In the Servant poems must be interpreted 
in the light of these poems themselvese Mowinokel oonoludes 
that the Servant was an individual known to the prophetio Howinc- 
kel treats the word "Israfil" in Isa- 49: 3 an a gloss- But of, 
H, Rowley,, "The Servant Mission#" InteERretation. VIII (Julyp 
1954)0 p. 2631 and A. Bentzen, Kin-j-zand Messiah (London# 1955)s 
P,,, lol,,, Herntrich 11 Th. W&N&T. -IV# pe 
215# poUnts out the close 
relationship of Ebed and 59kia'-ftople. The Servant Lis the 
representative of God's People# and alone in him ban the connun- 
ity any existence. 
%I..,, c%t e, -) 
318a. 65: 13-15* Cf, Bright$ Kingdom of God P, 145* 
4, 
sa. 56: 7-8, 
5Bright, Ibid. $ P. 146* 
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This does not mean the abandonment of that determinative 
relationship which the historical people of Israel bore to God's 
Durposeol Rather it means deepening that understanding* The 
Servant ist then# a personification of the Remnant. The high 
demands of the holy will of God upon Israel make the selection 
finer and finer until one is left who embodies the perfect 
response which the gracious God of Israel is seeking* An 
Schofield sayaq 
Features taken from the characters of previous religious 
leaders, from the history of his nation, and from the 
writerts own experiencet have been welded together to 
make a vivid personification of what Isaiah had called 
the righteous rermant. Numble and unobtrusive the 
Servant carries the knowledge of God to the Gentiles 
ý0"&* and tho' in the end he is killed 4*. e 
e will bear the sins of those who slay him, andq like 
the plants that die every year at 9, iTm2r times he 
will rise again in ever greater glory* 
The One represents the many vicariously# taking their sin upon 
Himself. In the Servant, tbenj we have piotured the mission 
and purpose of the Remanto 
lCf. N. W, Porteoust who. in SJT 111: 3(1950)9 pp-316-209 
reviews C. R. North's "The Suffiring77rvant in Deutero-Imaiah. 
" 
Regarding the inadequacy of the People to be the perfect Servant 
of Yahweh# Porteous commentst 'Must we not believe that the 
lineaments of the Servant were in part at least suggested by 
things which the Prophet bad seen and experienced in the com- 
munity to which he belonged? He made,, indeedp a great 
leap of 
faith when he looked forward to the realisAtion of an ideal 
in the figure of One who should come# but the Israel to which 
the Prophet belonged was Tiot just an Israel that had failed* 
It bad produced men like Moses and Jeremiah and the 
Prophet him. 
self and all the humble folk of whom we seldom hear# 
but from 
whose lives were distilled the colours with which the 
Ideal was 
painted#"(P* 319 fe) 
2 
J9 NO Schofield# The Religious Background of the Bible 
(London# 1944). DP, 159 f 
ý. Mr. -ails-o- Danell . Root_ of the Vine 
P- 33-6 
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Another allied feature of Deutero-Isatah is his emphasis 
upon the expectation that God was about to do a new thing. 1 
This develops one of the aspects of the prophetic expectations 
regarding the Remnant, God was about to make a new beginning* 
2 a new exodus for His people, AS Drophesied by Jeremiah. 3 
And Ezekiel# Yahweh was about to give His people a new heart 
and a new spirit. It becomes clear that the continuity en. 
visaged in the very term Remnant is less that of a physical, 
sociologicals national entity than the continuity of the one 
consistent and long-suffering attitude of Israel's God* 
TFE RFMNANT IN POST-EXILIC JUDAISM 
The height of spiritual understanding which was reached 
in Deutero-Isaiab was not maintained in the subsequent develop- 
ment of : udaisme The Return soon produced rivalries and jeal- 
ousies which overcame the loftier concepts, It in the purpose 
of the writer to trace next the development of the concept of 
the Remnant in the Palestinian community after the destruction 
of Jerusalem in 587 B. C. 
11sa- 42: 91 43: 19; 46: 9j 48: 3#6.8. Cf. C. R. North$ "The Wormer Thingsland the $New Things' in Deutero-Isaiah#" 
SOTP# ppo 111-26. 
2 Hosea 2: 14-20; Isa. 28: 16; Jere 31: 2-6# 15-22; Ez. 
20: 33 ff* 
ýJer- 31: 31; Ez* 36: 261 37: 1-14- 
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That there was a considerable population left in Pales. 
tine after 587 BO. is becoming increasingly clearer. 1 
Althougb the temple was in ruins* the inbabitante of the land 
continued to worabip at that site, 
2 
The germ of the later bitter conflict between the various 
segments of Israel and Judab may be seen in the probleza wbiob 
Jeremiah had faced. 3 There were those who had been left in 
Judah,, who could offer worship at the site of the temple. To 
these people it appeared that those who had been taken into 
exile, O and who were far from the means of graoe were unolean*4 
A representative of those who were left in Judah fol- 
lowing the destruction of 587 B. Ov is the Chronicler. 5 Tbe 
177 -)A Vjjoflý those who expression he uses, 
6 are left" in the land of Israel# In a characteristic phrase 
'Cf. A. C. Welebs, Deuteronomy. The Framework to the Code 
(London# 1932)s pe 206 f. ' 
2Cf. Weleb, rbid. p and Post-Exilic Judaismv pq 183 ft 
3Jer. 24; 29: 15-20. 
4cf. A, 0, Welch# The Work of the Chronicler (London# 
1939 P- 157; Deuteronomy,, p* 2071 and Pgst-Exiliq Judaism',, 
ps ik. 56f. Welch 0 Chronicler'. pe 157* For the dating of the 
work of the Cbroni ca. 520 B. C. of. Ibidj, 0 pp. 156 ff. 
ands Welch Post-Exilic 7u'daism# p* 241. W=ee claims that there 
is a later P-recension-of Mrs- work. He points out that the 
interests of the Chronicler and of Ezra-Nehemiih require rooog. 
nition of the fact that there are two different authors* For 
the more usual-dating of the work of the Chronicler in the 
fourth century B. C. of. Bentzen Introduction to the Old Testa. 
Il'o P. y Msjýor Israe )e ment 215; Oester3S, 0-1 '1 , pg 71p; L4-1; 
flo Galling, "Die Btfoher d6 Cbronloko Iseral, Neh#amlahp ATDp 3.2 
(05ttingen, 1954). P, 14. M. -MM 
61 Chr. 13: 2. 
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of the post-exilic literature. Welch has shown that this 
phrase is employed to describe the men of the Northern Kingdom 
who survived the divine Judgment In the exile under Sargonel 
Welch asks the questions "Why would the author use such lan. 
guage of Pavid's time? " And he ventures the answert 
C was writing in view of the situation which prevail. 
ed in bin own time. Ile chose the language which he 
did and put it Into the mouth of David in order to 
express his conviction, Israel had an pal right 
with Judah in the worship at the temple* 
According to the Chrontelere thereforej the resentment felt by 
the men of the Return in sharing worship with those from Samar- 
ia was wrong* So also was their desire to relegate the 
rAvitesp the priests from the North# to an inferior statunj 
If Welcbýs theory regarding the dating of the Chronicler 
be true, then the Chronicler's contemporaries are to be seen 
in the prophets Haggai and Zechariah. Here the term 
E7 refers to those Judeans who had not 
gong jntoý. exjlej TherbLis no antipathy evident In either 
prophet against those who bad not gone into exile* The anti. 
patby whieb did 6, xist was on the part of the remanent com=ity 
'Weleb, Chroniplers, pp. 16 ff. 1 post-Exilic Judaiom*, pp*59 ff,, 
2ýIbtdsq Pe 17o 
3Hag. lil2,, 14; 2: 2, Cf. Welohp Post. Fxilic Judaism* 
Pe 73; Oester*# History -of 
Israel IIp p., 87-- Oesterxy-týolnts 
out that this remnant is not depicFe-ris being opposedto the 
Return. 'and is not considered to be impure raciallyo Oester. 
* 
claims that the Chronicler disagrees with Haggai and Zechariah 
on these points# but in influenced in this claim by his opinion 
that the'Phronicler in the editor ofE5211R. Nehemiahs 
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against those who were returning from Babylon. The vision re- 
garding Joshua the High Priest in Zechariah 3 may indicate that 
his authority and that of his fellows returning from exile had 
been questioned, Both Haggai and Zechariah freely ascribe to 
those who remained in Judah and Samaria the credit for the com- 
mencement of the rebuilding of the temple. 
In Zechariah 8 we have a passage which could be termed 
"the future of the Remnant, " Yahweh Himself is to return to 
Zion to dwell in the midst of Jerusalem# and His people will be 
brought back from the east and the west. This restoration Is 
to be marvelous in the eight of the Remnant. 2 The vision 
Zechariah sees of this restored people has nationalistio traits* 
The Remnantg instead of being helpless and humble as in Zepban. 
iabp is to be the possessor of great things. Nevertheless the 
wider vision of service is not omitted. Nations will come to 
Jerusalem and seek out Yahweh. Through the restored Remnant 
Many peoples will be blessed. 3 
, 
'Cf. Welchg Lost-Exilic Judaism# po 183a Another view'18 
taken by Re If* Kennett# Old Testament EssaVe (Cambridge, 1928) 
P., 83a who interprets te oSapter as a pleato the Zadokite 
priests from the exile to be lenient with Joshua# one of the 
remaining priests and of the Aaronic order, To do so Kennett 
has to find I Chr, 6.3-15 as incorrect in saying that Joshualeft 
with the captivity* Oesterly, Historl of Israel Ilp pe 85 f, o claims incorrectly that 67.1 -) 14 U/ in Haggai. and Zeabariahq an 
well as in Ezra and Nebemiabp refers only to the returned exiles, 
2Z, gob# 8: 6. 
3zeob, 8: 20 ff, Note that the hopea which the Return had 
placed upon Zerubbabel as the one to restore the Davidic Kingdom 
plays no part beree Apparently an abortive attemptýtoýrestore the 
Kingdom was made in 520 B. C., when the Persian Kingdom seemed to 
be weakening* Cf, Hago 2: 20 ffo 
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We see in this passage a development of the idea of the 
Remnant, At first Zechariah used the term to apply only to 
those who had been left in Judah. In this passages howevers 
the Remnant has become the mixture of the two parts, No great 
cleavage of animosity has split the survivors of 587 B*C. into 
two factions, 
H, )w the aDlitting of the Remnant into two parts took 
place to not clear. Little is known of the events following 
Zechariah until the time of Nehemish, 
l No doubt there was a 
gradual increase in tension between the Restoration commnity 
and those who had remained both in Samaria and Judah, if 
Galling it; correct In his deduction, the lists in Ezra 2 and 
Nehemiah 7 show that the Return sought a reminiscence of the 
2 
ancient Israelite ampftet ony in its organisationq, The conse 
trast with the aecounts given In Haggai and Zeohariah is evident 
hecepting the late date for Ezra# Jeee In the seventh 
ear of Artaxerxes II# not Artaxerxes I* Cf, H, H, Rowley# 
The Chronological Order of Ezra and Nehemiah#" I nace Goldsiber 
Memorial Volume# Part I (Budapest# 1948)o PP. 117-; 14-1; Idems 
The 9-erva`nT or the Lord and other Essays on the Old Testament 
. (tondong 1952)o ppo 129v; 1591 genEzenp IntroducElon II# pq I 
Bright Kingdom of God a 172,, n, 21; 
7. A, Bowmano I Bp XII 
ma 551 rr, Albrigh laces Ezra about 428 BC# Filhil. 
cal Period (Oxfqrdp 1952)o P. 51a The dating of tlie- Propbecýy 
000 
of jachl Is not certain,, biit It is probably from this period 
(between 516 B. C. and 445 BsCa)s Cfe Bentsen,, Introduction. Ilt 
po 161# See Yale 3: 16-20 for a development of Tge- coneept"ýf 
an Israel after the spirit* 
2Cf. K Galli *The Gola List according to Ezra 2 
Nehemiah 7#" 
Me tM1951)s 
ppa 49-58- He says# "the g3l! 
considered t1=ems; 1ves to be the true Israel*" Cfo also Bright, 
Kingdom of Godp pe 165a "But now,, here in the little Restora-m 
-tion community, it must have seemed-that the'conditions of the 
Re=ant had been met*". 
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when we consider the manner in which the rebuilding of the 
temnle is described* As Welch says, 
The account in the Book of Ezra is dominated through- 
out by one motive* Its author was intent to ascribe 
the restoration of Judaism to the returned exiless and 
he regarded any help given by the local commmity as 
late in date and merely accessory in character, l 
That this development has been a process from Nehemiah 
on to Ezra is evident in the fact that Ezra dislikes the ex- 
pression [)ý)P which appears in Nebemiabq 
r 7- a,.. 
Welch has pointed out that one of the differences between the 
lists in Ezra and Nehemiah is that any reference to contribu- 
tions made by the JI. Y17 SP -)HUI to the rebuilding of the 
r-T 0 *00 
temple has been eliminated in Ezra. 3 Speaking of the editor 
cX Ezra# Welob sayes 
The use of the phrase, fthe rest of the peoplep't was 
peculiarly obnoxious to him# for it implied the olaiM 
of the remanent Judaeans to be those who bad been 
spared in the day of the divine visitation# and who 
therefore could say that they bad never been# like 
the m &n from Babylonia$ driven out into an unolean 
land. 
The editor considered the returned exilea as the true remnant*5 
The bitter cleavage between the Jews of the Restoration and the 
remanent group may be seen in Ezra 4: lm5. o 
6.. 
The roots of this cleavage lie not co much in the fact 
lWelch, 




2WAhý 701 URV 721 
3Ezra 2: 68 fo 
4Weloh, 
o Ibid. p Po 137 f* 
5Ezra 9: 8. Gf# Welch, IM4, p po 138* 
60f* Oesterly# History- of Israel-119 p. 88p 
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that the Palestinians were becoming racially impure, as in the 
fact that the priostly rites and recognitions were different. 
The problem of intermarriage in Ezra was mainly among those who 
were being repatriatede It was the authorities in Jerusalem 
who approached Ezra on this matter, and not vice versael it 
is wrong to suppose that the G817ah returned with the true 
religion to save those in Palestine from becoming pagane 
They did come with concepts of superiority regarding orders 
of priesthood and of rites, But subsequentlys in the now life 
which came from the fusion of the two groups there also came 
a fusion of their concepts on religious matters# 
The Prophecy of Daniel gives us no direct light on the 
development of the concept of the Remnant. Several scholars 
havesbowevert identified the "saints of the Most Higb"2 who 
cam with the Ancient of Days as the Rermant. 3 Some see in 
the Son of Man a personification of the Remnant. 
4 it is 
beyond the 3cope of this thesis to enter into detail regarding 
this relationship; but it is clear that Daniel represents 
a development of the idea that GodIs people should be aeparateg 
and that those who would have a place in God's future kingdom 
would be those who aligned themselves with God's righteous 
lWelobp P-ost. -Exilic Judalsm# p, 253. 
2Dani 7t22, j 
3cf, H, Wo Hertzberg# "Werdende Kirohe im Alten Testament*" 
TheoloLische Exiitenz Haute, N. F*, Xý (Mlynchens 1950)o Pe 12* 
4T. W. Manson, "The Son of Man in Daniel# Enochp and the 
Gospels#" BJRL XXXII (1-larch, 1949-54 P- 174o 
V. 12 
1ILWOO I 
Thus comes to a close the development of the Remnant con- 
cept in the Old Testaments The prophetic voice is still, but in 
law and ciAt there is constantly formed and reformed a people 
of God. out of the cult and the law there was kept alive the 
promire of the eventual establishment of the Kingdom of God. 
The nationalistic traits of this kingdom are nover fully losts 
nor indeed could be lostq but we see in this post-prophetic 
period a development towards the concept of the "Church$" towards 
the "Israel after the Spirit, "2 
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'Ct. As Co Welch# Visions of the End (Londong 1922)9 p* 
2Cfä Oi EinsfelA "Geschichtliches und UebergesohichtlIchen 
Im Alten Testament, " T. 
i, 
Ko Beitritge zur Theologie und Religiono. 
,4u 
wissenschaft (Berlin#--1947)9 PP* 17-19'* "Hin und her in der 
Welt, In Palästina und In der Diaspora# gibt es #Stille Im Lande#$ 
dieg i groszer liebe und zicher Treue an ihrem jedischen Volk. 
atux . 
Nngond 
und zu grUszten opfern dafllr bereitp sich doch zu. 
gleich wissen. 'als Glieder einer =sichtbaren Gemeinschaft von 
Prommeng die gewiam vornehmlich aus AngehOrigen den eigenen 
Volkes besteht# aber eich keinoaweg-s ohne weiteren mit ihm deokto 
viel whr einerseits in ihm Gegner hat# anderseits Angehörige 
anderer Völker umtaatte" (p* 17)a 
Chapter VII 
TEE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONCEPT OF VIE REMNANT 
The significance of the results of a semantic study in 
týe Old Testament field depends upon one's viewpoint of Old 
Testament theology* If researoh in this field Is designed to 
deal primarily with the history of the development of religiont 
then an objective semantic analysis is suffioiento The study 
Is on one level# delineating significant changes through social# 
cultural# and political factors. 
According to the writer this viewpoint is inadequate in 
dealing with studies in the Old Testament# The subject matter 
is different from that of a purely secular study# It is not 
ordinary history# but rather in impregnated with divine action* 
There Is divine challenge and human response* It is not suf. 
ficient to examine merely the human responset It Is necessary 
to become a "resident alien" in the faith of Israel$ and to 
share in their reallsation of the divine presence in their life 
and bistoryol 
From this viewpoint$ the concept of the Remnant witnesseg 
to the uniqueness of Israel's faitho In successive crises from 
kfa No We Forteousp "Semantics and Old Testament Theology, " 
Oudtastamentische StudiNn. VIII (Leiden# 1950)0 pp. 1-24; and 
Ideme--'Tld Testament The-Mogyp" The Old 
-- 
Testament and Modern 
# edo Be H. Rowley (Oxfordp-195I)s PP* 311-3459 
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early times Israel faced the possibility of extinction* The 
threat to her life came sometimes in political ways through war.. 
fares sometimes by natural means through famine# and at other 
times by religious means through the corruption of her practices 
of worship. But in all these crises there was a tenacity of 
hope which witnessed to the fact that God's purposes for man- 
kind$ as represented in His choosing Israel for His People# 
would not fail. There is evident a religious certainty - the 
certainty of the reality of Gods of His concern with history# 
and of His lordsbip over history*l 
Altbougb at times the Remnant concept reflected mere 
national optimism this was not a feature which made a lasting 
impact upon the Israelite faith. The evident fallibility of 
Israel as a human witness to the divine reality led inevitably 
to the realisation that the continued relationship of Israel 
and her God would mean judgment, So then the concept of the 
Remnant witnesses to both the salvation and the judgment which 
were involved in being Yahweh's people*2 An this concept was 
deepened by the prophets It expressed no facile optimisms but 
a faith purged in the fire* As the crises faced prophet after 
prophet they were willing to concede that the external formB of 
2Cf. Th. C. Vriezenp Theologie des Alten Testaments in 
Grundzeu&en (Wageningent 19M-, vP-- 320; He We Robinson& Inis5ir- Vion and Revelation in the b*T, p p, 1311 J* Ce Campbell; 
-O'_Oý 
"God'alreople and the Remnint; w"'ýS. TTp III (March,, 1950)p Pe 79, 
Campbell says, "The continuity or"Tirael's history is not ex- 
pressed in any of the forces or tendencies of secular history. 
It comes from the redemptive action of God4" 




of the national life could perish# The monarchy# the cults the 
temple could disappear from Israel's life. But that Would 
not be the end* God would preserve for Himself a Remnant through 
whom history would be brought to its fulfilment. 
Moreover the Remnant witnesses to the graos, of God towards 
His people in that the Remnant does not owe its existenee to 
its own holiness. This is clear from passages where the sins of 
the Remnant are mentionedol It is not preserved as a Remnant 
on the grounds of its holiness, but rather is called holy because 
God has preserved it. 2 The prophets make no attempt to Iden. 
tify the Remnant as a particular group* The qualifications of 
those who make up Its membership are faith and bumility. 3 we 
seep then# that the claim to be-the true Remnant# and to repre- 
sent the true Israel# is not sustained by any continuity of 
tradition or historical succession. "Constitutive is the presence 
of God in His Word mediated through a prophet. 
4 
It in significants however# to note that the main devel- 
opment of the concept remains within the orbit of the historical 
involvement of the nation Israe16 The concept of the Remant-acted 
an an anchor to prevent a divorce from reality in Israels-reli.. 
gious development& Although It bore within itself the seeds 
'Isa- 4: 4; Micah 7018; Jer- 50: 20p 8: 3; Ezek# 9t8p 11: 13o 
Of* also Ferntriebp T, W*N*i* IVt pe 213*' 
21gR6 4: 3- 3cf, Isaiah and Zephaniah* 
4J. C. Campbellp I$Godts People and the Remnant#* SJT III 
(March# 19504 P. 83* , 
Jqote further what Campbell has to say 
regarding the significance of this fact for the purity of wor- 
ship and doctrine and validity of orders in the Church* 
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of an incipient universalisms, it maintained contact with the 
particularism of Israel's history, It was concerned not merely 
with a distant ideal, but with the concrete shape of its con. 
temporary history, This is important when we consider the trend 
towards an unreal apocalyptic approach which was prevalent in 
post-exilic times. The concept of the Remnant reminded Israel 
that God had not abandoned historyt but was desirous of working 
in history for the redemption of the world* 
Inevitably& thens there is an eschatological tension in 
the concept of the Remnant. 
1 The concept expresses the hope 
of an expected and, It declares that the purpose of God Is to 
work through history for the establishment of His kingdom* But 
by Its very nature the Remnant exposes itself to the frailties 
of the nation Israell and bears within It the evidences of God's 
judgment upon His chosen people. 
This eschatological tensions which Is implicit In the 
Old Testament concept of the Remnant, is never resolved within 
the limits of the experience of Israel before Jesus Christo 
Within these limits the story is incompletes and the hope em. 
bodied In the concept remains unfarUled. The significance of 
the Remnant# then$ lies in that towards which it points* The 
response of the People of God in the old Testament was imper- 
fect, but by that very response the Remnant witnessed to what 
God was about to do for His People and for the whole world. 
P0 800 
'Jo Co Campbell, "The Remnant#" SJT III, (Marcb# 1950). 
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By this measure the ooncept of the Remnant is of great impor. 
tance for our understanding of the nature of the Church. 
0 ob 00 
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